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INTRODUCTION

Two of the major concerns of the NASA Ames

Research Center (NASA ARC) Advisory Committee for

Women (ACW) are that recruitment of women scientists,

engineers, and technicians needs to increase, and that
barriers to advancement need to be removed to improve

the representation of women in middle and upper

management and scientific positions. One strategy that

addressed this concern was the ACW sponsorship of the

Technical Paper Contest for Women. The first Contest
was held in 1992. This document contains the papers

submitted to the second annual Tech Paper Contest for

Women. These papers represent a wide range of research

and personal development topics.

In 1992, the Contest increased the visibility of both
the civil service women and the women who work for

contractors at Ames. In 1993, the contest was again

successful in increasing the visibility of its participants.

The contestants were featured in Astrogram articles and

commended for their support of the Center's Equal

Opportunity efforts. The highest ranking winners,
Lourdes G. Birckelbaw and Wendy Lanser, presented

their papers to the Board of Directors. National recogni-

tion was received when the top five papers were presented

at the 1993 Society of Women Engineers (SWE) National
Convention and Student Conference at a special technical

session. Three other participants were also able to attend

the Convention.

The ACW plans to sponsor a third contest in fiscal

year 1994. A number of other NASA Centers have used

the Tech Paper Contest model to begin expanding their

own participation in SWE and in supporting the

publication of papers authored by women.
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PILOTED SIMULATION STUDY OF TWO TILT-WING

CONTROL CONCEPTS

LOURDES G. BIRCKELBAW AND LLOYD D. CORLISS

Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, California

Summary

A two-phase piloted simulation study was conducted to

investigate alternative wing and flap controls for tilt-wing
aircraft. The initial phase of the study compared the flying

qualities of both a conventional (programmed) flap and an
innovative geared flap. The second phase of the study

introduced an alternate method of pilot control for the

geared flap and further studied the flying qualities of the

programmed flap, and two geared flap configurations. In

general, the pilot ratings showed little variation between
the programmed flap and the geared flap control concepts.

Some differences between the two concepts were noticed

and are discussed in this paper. The addition of pitch

attitude stabilization in the second phase of the study

greatly enhanced the aircraft flying qualities. This paper

describes the simulated tilt-wing aircraft and the flap

control concepts, and presents the results of both phases

of the simulation study.

Introduction

Tilt-wing aircraft are a viable choice for vertical and short

takeoff and landing (V/STOL) transports and other
smaller V/STOL aircraft, because the tilt-wing concept

lends itself well to reasonable efficiency in hover and to

very good efficiency in cruise flight. A good technology

base for tilt-wing aircraft exists. The first tilt-wing aircraft
to transition from hover to forward flight was the Vertol

VZ-2 in 1958. Other flight article tilt-wing aircraft

included the Hiller X- 18 (1958-1964), the Vought-Hiller-

Ryan XC-142 (1964-1967), and the Canadair CL-84

(1965-1974). In particular, the XC-142 and the CL-84

flew military operational demonstrations.

Some significant issues associated with tilt-wing aircraft

include wing buffet during decelerating or descending

flight, a strong wing angle to speed dependence, wing

generated pitching moments, and the requirement for a
tail rotor or tail thruster to provide pitch control at low

speeds and hover.

Renewed interest in tilt-wing aircraft from the military

and civil communities resulted in the piloted simulation

study at NASA Ames Research Center. This renewed

interest includes use of tilt-wing aircraft for the U. S.

Special Operations Command aircraft, the U. S. Air Force

Advanced Theater Transport, NASA high speed rotorcraft

studies, and proposed civil applications. A new look at

tilt-wing aircraft was further motivated by advances in

technologies such as propulsion, materials, and flight con-

trol systems which offer the potential to address shortfalls

of previous tilt-wing aircraft.

Two piloted simulations of a transport size tilt-wing air-

craft have been completed on the Ames Vertical Motion
Simulator (VMS) (refs. 1-4). This paper presents the

results of both simulations.

The first simulation evaluated and compared the flying

qualities of two wing tilting concepts, a conventional

programmed flap (where the wing is driven directly) and
an innovative geared flap (where the flap serves as an

aerodynamic servo to position the free-pivoting wing).

The programmed flap was the control concept used by

previous tilt-wing aircraft. The geared flap was first pro-

posed by Churchill (ref. 5) and has the potential to elimi-
nate the tail rotor or tail thruster required by previous tilt-

wing aircraft in hover and low speeds for pitch control;
this could result in a significant reduction in aircraft

weight and complexity.

The second simulation introduced several refinements,

including a variation to the pilot control of the geared

flap, a redefinition of the pilot evaluation tasks, and
control law refinements.

The combined objectives of both simulations were to:

(1) simulate a representative tilt-wing aircraft, (2) develop
control laws for the programmed flap and the geared flap

control concepts, (3) evaluate and compare the flying

qualities of the flap control concepts, and (4) determine

the feasibility of eliminating the tail rotor or tail thruster

using the geared flap concept.

This paper describes the simulated tilt-wing aircraft, the

flap control concepts, and the experiment design includ-

ing the simulation facility and the pilot evaluation tasks of

both simulations. Results of the simulations are presented,



includingflyingqualitiescomparisonsbetweentheflap
controlconceptsforbothpilotedsimulationsandadis-
cussionofthetailthrusterpitchcontrolpowerusageby
eachflapconfigurationduringthesecondsimulation.

Simulated Tilt-Wing Aircraft

The conceptual tilt-wing aircraft of this study was a mid-

sized V/STOL transport aircraft, sized at about two-thirds

the weight of a C-130. A tail thruster was included to

provide pitch control during hover and low speeds. A
sketch of this conceptual aircraft is shown in figure 1. The

aircraft had an overall length of 92 ft, a gross weight of

87,000 lb, and a payload capability of 10,000 lb. It had

four engines with 26 ft diameter propellers. The thrust to

weight ratio was 1.15. The wing span was 109 ft with an
aspect ratio of 9. The low horizontal tail was fully mov-

able from 0° to 28 ° and was scheduled with wing

incidence. The wing loading was 66 lb/ft 2 and the disk
loading was 40 lb/ft 2.

Aircraft Control Effectors

During hover and low speed flight, longitudinal control

was provided by the tail thruster and wing incidence, and
pitch control was provided by the tail thruster. Pilot pref-

erence and choice of longitudinal control technique near

hover was somewhat configuration dependent and will be

discussed in the results of the second simulation. During
conversion, the elevator, horizontal tail, and tail thruster

provided pitch control. The throttle controlled altitude

during hover and conversion. During airplane mode, all

effectors worked conventionally.

Simulation Math Model

The longitudinal rigid airframe aerodynamic and dynamic

characteristics were modeled completely. The aerody-

namic model used a component buildup method to

develop total forces and moments. Momentum theory was

used to calculate propeller slipstream velocities which

were then used with the "power-off' aerodynamics data

to obtain "power-on" aerodynamic characteristics. Other

elements in the math model included coupled-wing-body

equations of motion, engine and propeller dynamics,

programmed flap and geared flap controls, a generic

landing gear model, and a buffet boundary model. Pitch

axis stabilization was augmented in rate only during the

first simulation and rate plus attitude during the second

simulation. The first simulation did not include a ground
effects model, however the second simulation did include

a developmental ground effects model. During the first

simulation, the simulation model cycled real-time at a

frame rate of 15 msec on a CDC 875. During the second
simulation, the simulation model cycled real-time at a
frame rate of 10 msec on a Vax 9000.

Wing buffet is a significant issue of all tilt-wing aircraft.
The buffet onset was defined from wind tunnel data and

was a function of the effective wing angle-of-attack and

the flap setting. The progressive deterioration of the

flying qualities as deeper buffet was encountered was not

modeled. A typical buffet boundary for the simulation is

shown in figure 2 for a glideslope of-7.5 °. It should be

noted that as tilt-wing aircraft transition from forward

flight to hover, aerodynamic lift is replaced by powered

lift and buffet onset becomes a ride quality issue. Recov-
ery from buffet is immediate with the application of

power.

The lateral/directional dynamic characteristics were

modeled using stability derivatives. The dominant

features were high roll damping and the addition of turn

coordination above 30 knots. This study concentrated on

longitudinal flying qualities, hence, accurate modeling of
the lateral-directional dynamics was considered less criti-

cal to the study. A description of the math model can be
found in reference 4.

Flap Control Concepts

The programmed flap control concept uses a flap sched-

ule that is basically a function of the wing incidence,

although the pilot is provided an attenuation control. The

pilot sets a desired wing incidence by using a beeper

switch on the throttle grip which, in turn, sets the
programmed flap deflection through cam or electrical

control. The wing is directly driven by a hydraulic

actuator, as shown in figure 3.

The geared flap control concept (ref. 5) uses the flap as an

aerodynamic servo tab to control the wing incidence

relative to the fuselage. A schematic of this flap control

concept is shown in figure 4. The pilot input is done

through a beeper switch located on the throttle grip or

through a combination of the beeper switch and the

longitudinal stick. Either way, the pilot input results in a

flap deflection Which in turn drives the wing incidence.

The wing is essentially free pivoting (some damping is

required) and is driven primarily by the forces generated

by the flap deflections within the propeller slipstream. For

example, an increase in flap deflection causes an unbal-

anced aerodynamic moment about the wing pivot, which

is balanced when the wing rotates down canceling the

moment via mechanical feedback to the flap through the

wing/flap linkage. Aerodynamic moments generated by

aircraft motion, friction and artificial damping also affect

the pivoted wing response.



Withtheprogrammedflapconcept,theaircraftneedsa
tailrotorortailthrusterforpitchcontrolinhoverandat
lowspeeds,sinceelevatoreffectivenessisnotsufficientat
lowervelocities.Noteonfigure5thattheupsettingair-
craftpitchingmomentsarecausedbythethrustoffset
fromthefuselagecenterofgravityasthewingtilts.

Thegearedflapconcept,maypotentiallybeusedto
eliminatethetailrotorortailthruster(oratleasttosignif-
icantlyreducethepitchcontrolpowerrequiredfromthese
auxiliarytaildevices)byusingtheessentiallyfree-
pivotingwingdrivenbythegearedflaptoprovideboth
longitudinalandpitchcontrol.

Simulation Experiment

Simulation Facility

Both simulations were conducted on the NASA Ames

VMS. The VMS operational limits are +_22 ft of vertical

motion and, depending on cab orientation, +15 ft of

longitudinal or lateral motion. Both simulations used the

longitudinal orientation to focus on the longitudinal flying

qualities of the aircraft. In the VMS the pilots can
experience accelerations of up to +22 ft/sec 2 vertically,

+13 ft/sec 2 longitudinally, and +10 ft/sec 2 laterally. A

sketch of the VMS is shown in figure 6.

Cockpit Layout

The same basic cockpit instruments were used for both

simulations, although several instruments were arranged

differently for the second simulation at the pilots' request.

Glideslope and localizer information were added for the

second simulation and were displayed around the attitude
direction indicator (ADI). A new instrument was also
added for the second simulation which combined both

wing incidence and flap angle information. In addition to

the analog instruments, the first simulation displayed

wing incidence digitally, and the second simulation
displayed both wing incidence and speed digitally. For

both simulations the cockpit controls consisted of a center
stick with a trim button, a left-hand throttle with a spring

return rotary beep switch, rudder pedals, and a flap lever
located to the left of the pilot and aft of the throttle. The

flap lever was used only with the programmed flap
configuration; the lever was graduated to produce 0-100%

gain on the programmed flap schedule. During the first
simulation, a stick shaker was installed to cue the pilot

when buffet was encountered. During the second simula-

tion, a seat shaker (no stick shaker was used) and an

angle-of-attack warning light were installed to cue the

pilot when buffet was encountered.

Experiment Configurations

Dm'ing the first simulation, two flap control configura-

tions, programmed flap (PF) and geared flap on the beep

(GFB), were evaluated by the pilots. In the GFB configu-

ration, the pilot controlled the geared flap using the beep

switch on the throttle grip only. During the second simu-

lation, a third flap configuration was added, geared flap
on the stick (GFS). The GFS configuration allowed the

pilot to control the geared flap using a combination of

both the longitudinal stick and the beep switch.

All three flap configurations used the spring return rotary

beep switch embedded on the throttle grip. Release of the

beep switch resulted in a constant value of the last result-

ing wing incidence. In the PF configuration the pilot beep

switch input generated a wing rate command. In the GFB

configuration the pilot beep switch input generated a ref-
erence (desired) wing incidence which through the control

laws resulted in a flap setting that drove the wing inci-

dence towards the desired wing incidence. In the GFS

configuration the pilot beep switch input and the longitu-

dinal stick input were combined to generate a reference

wing incidence which through the flap control resulted in

the desired wing incidence. For the latter configuration

the pilot had full authority of wing tilt on the beep switch
and a limited authority on the longitudinal stick. The stick

authority translated to about 2° of wing per inch of

longitudinal stick for wing incidences of 25°-105 ° and
was gain scheduled to 0° for wing incidences less than

25 ° . It should be noted that with no longitudinal stick

activity, the GFB and the GFS configurations yield the
same aircraft characteristics.

Evaluation Tasks

First Simulation

The evaluation tasks during the first simulation were

hover station keeping, outbound transition, descending

decelerating inbound transition to hover, and a short
takeoff and landing (STOL) landing task.

Hover station keeping- The aircraft was positioned over

a checkerboard pattern to the right of the runway at 50 ft

altitude in hover. The pilots attempted to maintain

position and altitude for 3 minutes.

Outbound transition- The aircraft was positioned over a

predetermined location on the runway at 50 ft altitude in
hover. The pilots smoothly increased power and ascended

to 100 ft altitude, then incrementally lowered the wing

while trying to maintain altitude. The task ended at
180-200 knots and 500 ft altitude.



Descending decelerating inbound transition to hover-

The aircraft was positioned initially downwind of the

runway at 500 ft altitude and 12,000 ft to the left of the

runway with 200 knots velocity. The pilots slowed the

aircraft velocity to about 180 knots and lowered the land-

ing gear on the downwind leg. On the base leg, the pilots

descended to 300 ft altitude, slowed the velocity to about
100 knots and raised the wing incidence to 10°. On the

final approach, the pilots incrementally raised the wing,

adjusting power accordingly, and slowed the velocity to
about 35 knots. A desired glideslope was not specified,

the pilots were allowed to use whatever glideslope they

preferred. As the pilots approached the hover position

above the touchdown point, they descended to 50 ft

altitude and continued to raise the wing as appropriate.
The task ended when the pilots brought the aircraft to a
hover and landed.

STOL Landing- The aircraft was positioned initially at

500 ft altitude and 5,000 ft to the left of the runway with

60 knots velocity and with the landing gear down. The

task ended when the aircraft landed at the target position.

Second Simulation

The evaluation tasks were redefined for the second simu-

lation to emphasize the flying qualities differences

between the control concepts during conversion and

hover within the boundaries permitted by the math model

(i.e., primarily longitudinal flying qualities). The baseline

altitude was chosen at 70 ft to avoid configuration-

specific ground effects. The tasks were bounded by
specific performance standards, thereby permitting a bet-

ter application of the Cooper-Harper pilot rating method

(ref. 6). The four tasks and their performance standards
are described below.

Hover station keeping with turbulence- The aircraft

was positioned over a predetermined location on the

runway at 70 ft altitude in hover. The turbulence level

was severe at 8 ft/sec rms in all three axes. The pilot

attempted to maintain position for 70 sec, using whatever

technique the pilot preferred (wing incidence, pitch atti-
tude adjustment, or a combination of the two). Desired

performance was defined as +10 ft altitude, +_25 ft longi-

tudinal position, +_25 fi lateral position and +10 ° heading.

Adequate performance was defined as +_20 ft altitude,

.+_50ft longitudinal position, +_50 ft lateral position and

+15 ° heading.

Level inbound transition to hover- The aircraft was

positioned initially short of the runway threshold at 70 ft

altitude with 93 knots velocity (this initial velocity corre-

sponded to 9° wing angle in the PF configuration and to

16 ° wing angle in the geared flap (GF) configurations--

for the same velocity, the wing angles are different

because of different flap settings). The pilots decelerated

the aircraft to arrive at a hover over the designated end

position while trying to maintain 70 ft altitude, level pitch

attitude, and avoiding buffet. Desired performance was

defined as +10 ft for altitude, +_2° for pitch attitude, and

less than 3 sec total buffet time. Adequate performance
was defined as +_.20ft for altitude, +4" for pitch attitude,

and a total buffet time greater than 3 seconds.

Descending decelerating inbound transition to hover-

The aircraft was positioned initially 6,000 ft short of the

runway at 800 ft altitude. The initial wing incidence
(46 ° for PF and 52 ° for GFB and GFS) was selected to

yield a speed of 40 knots, hence investigating only the

final stages of deceleration where buffet considerations

were minimized (see fig. 2) and where differences among

the control configurations were maximized. The pilots

captured the -7.5 ° glideslope using both electronic guid-

ance (glideslope and localizer guidance on the ADI) and

the visual approach slope indicator (VASI) lights on the
runway and established a nominal sink rate of 550 ft/min.

At 400 ft altitude, the wing incidence was increased, and

power was added as necessary to maintain flightpath. The

pilots decelerated the aircraft to a hover at 70 ft altitude

while maintaining level pitch attitude and avoiding an

overshoot of the designated end position. The pilots were

to avoid buffet as much as possible by using low decelera-

tion rates and by avoiding low power settings. Desired

performance was defined as +1/2 dot (a dot is a glideslope
guidance marker on the ADI) at altitudes greater than

200 ft and +1 dot at altitudes less than 200 ft, +2 ° pitch

attitude, no overshoot of the final hover position, and less

than 5 sec total buffet time. Adequate performance was

defined as +1 dot at all attitudes, +4 ° pitch attitude, one
overshoot of the final hover position, and more than 5 see
total buffet time.

Longitudinal reposition-The aircraft was positioned
initially short of the runway threshold at 70 ft altitude in

hover. The pilots began a forward translation, achieving a

wing angle that was 40 deg less than the initial wing

angle at hover, then started decelerating back to a hover,
and ended the task in hover at 70 ft altitude over the des-

ignated end position. The pilots were to maintain 70 ft
altitude and level attitude, avoid buffet, and arrive at the

end position without overshoot. Desired performance was

defined as +10 ft altitude, +_2° pitch attitude, less than
3 sec total buffet time, and no overshoot of the final hover

position. Adequate performance was defined as +_20 ft

altitude, +4 ° pitch attitude, more than 3 sec total buffet

time, and one overshoot of the final hover position.



Task Environment and Visual Cues

First Simulation

All the tasks were evaluated in daytime calm conditions

and were performed visually without the aid of a flight
director. No visual enhancements were added to the com-

puter generated database.

Second Simulation

The tasks were evaluated in daytime calm conditions with

the exception of the hover station-keeping task which
included turbulence. The tasks were performed visually,

except for the descending decelerating transition to hover,

which could be performed both visually and with the aid

of the glideslope and localizer information displayed on
the ADI.

In addition to an improved visual system, several visual

cues were added to aid the pilots. VASI lights were added

to help the pilots maintain glideslope. Runway cracks and
tire marks were added to aid in depth perception and to

add realism. Several vertical pylons consisting of stacked

color-coded 10 ft cubes were added along the edge of the

runway to provide height information. STOL runway

markings were superimposed over the main runway and

used to define task end positions.

Evaluation Pilots

First Simulation

Nine evaluation pilots participated in the study. Six pilots

had experience with fixed wing aircraft, and three had

experience with helicopters. Three pilots also had

experience with powered-lift aircraft; one of these pilots

also had experience flying the XC-142 tilt-wing.

Second Simulation

Six evaluation pilots participated in the study. They all

had extensive experience with fixed wing aircraft and

helicopters; five also had powered-lift aircraft experience.

Four pilots had experience flying the XV- 15 tiltrotor; one
of these pilots also had experience flying the V-22 tilt-

rotor. One pilot also had experience flying the

CL-84 tilt-wing.

Results

The flying qualities results of both simulations are
summarized in figure 7 on a Cooper-Harper scale. The

symbols and brackets in figure 7 indicate the mean pilot

ratings and the maximum and minimum pilot ratings,

respectively. The three dashed brackets in the figure

indicate one pilot rating in each case that was markedly
different from the other ratings (and will be discussed

later). Individual task results are discussed further in

this section.

During the first simulation, the pilot ratings exhibited

large variations, as seen in figure 7. This was probably
due to loose constraints on task performance definitions

and to different levels of pilot training.

During the second simulation, the evaluation tasks were
defined more completely and desired performance stan-
dards were identified for each evaluation task. Aircraft

and simulator familiarization tasks were defined and

practice runs were monitored to assure that each pilot
attained a similar training level. This, coupled with better

instructions on general tilt-wing characteristics, led to

better trained pilots; consequently, the pilot ratings
exhibited less variation.

During the first simulation, pitch axis stabilization was

augmented in rate only and rate plus attitude during the
second simulation. Attitude augmentation was an im-

provement which greatly alleviated the pilot pitch-axis-
control workload. This effect can be seen in the pitch

activity in figure 8. With the addition of pitch attitude
stabilization in the second simulation, the pilots rarely

reported any pitch axis control problems.

During hover, the initial response of the geared flap

configurations to a forward wing command was a longi-
tudinal aircraft acceleration transient in the rearward

direction. The rearward acceleration transient is caused by

a transient increase in force (lift) on the wing caused by

the initial flap deflection in the propeller slipstream.

Damping about the wing pivot was increased in the sec-
ond simulation to reduce this adverse response. Although

still noticeable to the pilots, time histories showed that the

magnitudes of the rearward acceleration transients were
reduced to about a third.

Pilot compensation and workload comments in this paper

are based on the pilot subjective comments. Pilot perfor-
mance (desired or adequate-as defined in the task defini-

tions) during the second simulation was measured during
evaluation runs. Comments on the task performance are

based on actual data and not on pilot comments.
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First Simulation Results

Hover Station Keeping

Although some pilots could not detect a difference in

height control between the PF and the GFB configura-

tions, others felt that height control was less precise with

the GFB configuration. With both configurations the

pilots had difficulty visually holding position over the

checkerboard pad and tended to drift about 50 ft and
sometimes as much as 100 ft.

Outbound Transition

The first difference noted by the pilots between the PF

and the GFB configurations during this task was the

initial longitudinal aircraft response to a forward wing
command from the hover position. The initial response

with the GFB configuration was a rearward acceleration

transient which resulted in a delayed longitudinal

response compared to the PF configuration.

During mid-conversion, the aircraft experienced large

pitch down moments with both the PF and the GFB

configurations; however, the majority of the pilots felt

that the pitch down attitudes encountered with the GFB

configuration were not as severe as those encountered

with the PF configuration. At lower wing incidences,

wing movements resulted in an aircraft heave response
which was similar for both flap configurations. One pilot,

who was a former XC-142 project pilot, noted that both

the pitch down moments and the aircraft heave response
were similar to the XC-142 aircraft behavior.

The pilot workload was associated with altitude control

and with trying to minimize the pitch down attitudes

encountered during mid-conversion. Pitch oscillations

were sometimes encountered while trying to correct this

problem. Throttle sensitivity and heave damping were
low, and sometimes caused overcontrol while monitoring
altitude.

Descending Decelerating Inbound Transition To
Hover

The aircraft heave response to wing movements was

noticed again with both configurations. At the higher

wing incidences, wing movements produced less heave

and more drag. Some pilots felt that the altitude changes
due to the heave response were more exaggerated with the

GFB configuration than with the PF configuration. Buffet

was encountered with both configurations during mid-

wing angles.

The pilot workload was associated with controlling pitch

attitude, altitude and glideslope. Pilot compensation was

required with power to offset the heave response to wing
movements.

Stoi Landings

The pilot workload was higher with the GFB configura-

tion than with the PF configurations and was associated

with trying to avoid buffet which was encountered more

often with the GFB configuration. There was some initial

maneuvering in altitude and velocity, but the overall

approach was fairly smooth. Pilots controlled glideslope
and velocity by a combination of throttle adjustments and

pitch commands.

Second Simulation Results

Hover Station Keeping With Turbulence

As mentioned in the task definition, the pilots were

allowed to use whatever technique they preferred (wing

incidence, pitch attitude, or a combination of the two) to

regulate longitudinal position in hover. With the PF
configuration the majority of the pilots preferred con-

trolling their longitudinaI position with wing incidence.

This preference has been noted before by CL-84 pilots,

"For forward and aft translation the pilots preferred to use

wing tilt while holding the fuselage level. This was

smoother, easier and more natural than tilting the whole

aircraft" (ref. 7).

With both GF configurations most pilots preferred using

pitch attitude over wing incidence to control longitudinal

positioning. One pilot evaluated this task using both tech-
niques and gave the pitch attitude technique a 5 and the

wing incidence technique a 7 where the degradation was

primarily attributed to a delay in longitudinal response

leading to oscillatory longitudinal characteristics. This

delay stems from a characteristic of the GF configurations

mentioned earlier, where the initial response to a forward

wing command results in a rearward acceleration tran-

sient. This response characteristic was also responsible

for degraded speed predictability near hover with the GF

configurations compared to the PF configuration.

One pilot evaluated this task with the GFB configuration

on three separate runs: one with turbulence in all three

axes, one with no lateral turbulence, and one with no

turbulence. The pilot flying qualities ratings were 3, 2.5

and 1.5, respectively.

One hypothesis concerning the GFS configuration was

that it would reduce pitch control requirements, and

hence, pitch activity might be lower than with the



GFBconfiguration.However,examinationofdatadidnot
showreducedpitchactivitycomparedtotheGFB
configuration.Thisisprobablyduetothecurrentlevelof
controllawdevelopmentwhichallowedinsufficientwing
authorityonthelongitudinalstick(about+10% only).

The workload and pilot compensation associated with

height and position control with both GF configurations

were similar to the PF configuration, except that the lag

between wing movement and perceptible longitudinal

aircraft response required moderate to considerable lead

compensation.

In general, the pilots achieved desired performance

standards for altitude, lateral position, and heading, and

adequate performance for longitudinal position. Average

longitudinal drifts were -14 ft to 51 ft with the PF, -13 ft
to 38 ft with the GFB, and -5 ft to 38 ft with the GFS. In

most cases the pilots were unable to perceive the longitu-
dinal drift because of limited visual cues.

Level Inbound Transition To Hover

At low wing incidence, the short term response to wing
movements was an aircraft heave response. Some pilots

felt the heave response to initial wing change was reduced

with the GFB configuration compared to the PF configu-

ration; one pilot noted that the "have response to initial

beep (wing tilt) was much better than (the) programmed

flap, coupling (was) not as bad." Another pilot felt the

throttle usage to control the heave response was lower

with the GFB configurations and thus an "improvement

over the programmed flap." The heave response with the

GFS configuration was similar to the GFB configuration.

All pilots agreed that the time spent in buffet increased
with the GFB and the GFS configurations compared to

the PF configuration (an average total buffet time of
8.0 sec for the GFB and 8.4 sec for the GFS vs. 2.1 sec

for the PF).

Power management was required by the pilots to offset

the heave response to a wing change and to avoid buffet

(especially with both GF configurations). Pilot compensa-

tion was also required to predict speed towards the hover

end position.

In general, the pilots achieved desired performance for

altitude and pitch attitude with all three flap configu-
rations, desired performance for buffet with the PF

configuration, but only adequate performance for buffet

with both GF configurations.

Comments on buffet- The increased time spent in buffet

with the GF configurations is most likely due to lower

flap settings than the PF configuration for similar wing

angles. Examination of time histories showed that buffet

was encountered during the mid-wing-incidence range of

35°-60 ° for both the PF and the GFB configurations.

During this mid-wing-incidence range, the flap range was
20°-40 ° for the PF and 5°-20 ° for the GFB.

Increase in leading and trailing edge flap deflections on

the CL-84-1 improved the buffet boundary of the aircraft

(ref. 8). Also, one of the methods proposed to alleviate

buffet from results of flight investigations of the VZ-2

was larger flap deflections (ref. 9).

Descending Decelerating Inbound Transition To

Hover

The differences among the three flap configurations were

minimal during this task. Most pilots felt the workload
was low because the task was slow and glideslope control

required only power regulations. However, with the PF

configuration, two pilots noticed a coupling between wing
movement and vertical response and felt that the work-

load was high due to poor heave predictability. Exam-

ination of the strip charts showed that the reported heave
control difficulties were associated with large abrupt wing

movements.

With the GF configuration one pilot noted that he "felt

glideslope tracking was the tightest so far" compared to

the other two flap configurations; another pilot said

"height control was easier than with the PF configura-
tion." Since the task definition required a level pitch

attitude, longitudinal stick activity was minimal, and the

GFS configuration showed only subtle differences from

the GFB configuration.

Largely because of the task structuring, no buffet was
encountered with any of the flap configurations. In

general, the pilots achieved all the desired performance

standards with all three flap configurations:

Longitudinal Reposition

As noted previously, the short term response to a wing
incidence change at the lower wing angles was a heave

response with all flap configurations. Again, the pilots
noticed that the initial longitudinal response to a forward

wing command from the hover position was sluggish with

both GF configurations compared to the PF configuration;

hence, the resulting degraded speed predictability near

hover of both GF configurations was noted by the pilots.

Using the wing incidence technique for final hover

acquisition with the GFB configuration, one pilot got into

a divergent position pilot induced oscillation (PIO) "that

could not be suppressed with any amount of compensa-

tion" (the rating was a 7). Time histories showed that the



flapwasatthe lower limit during most of the hover

acquisition, which caused a distorted wing flap response.

Initially, the tail thruster pitch control power of the GFS

configuration was _+0.3 rad/sec 2, which was half the pitch

control power of the other two flap configurations. Sev-

eral pilots evaluated this configuration without encoun-

tering any tail thruster pitch control power limits.

However, one pilot, using an aggressive wing tilting
technique, did encounter loss of aircraft control because

of tail thruster control power saturation, "...an overshoot

was developing which required continuous wing beep
(wing movement). As power was increased to account for

the loss of wing lift, the power-pitch coupling response

became apparent and objectionable. It was countered with

stick input but when the flaps reached the deflection limit

a divergent pitch PIO rapidly developed that resulted in
loss of control after two oscillations." This resulted in the

flying qualities rating of 10. The tail thruster pitch control
power of the GFS configuration was increased to

_+0.6 rad/sec 2 (the same as the other two configurations),

and the problem did not occur again. The same pilot using
the same aggressive wing tilting technique evaluated the

task again and the rating was a 5.

Pilot compensation was required to lead the heave

response with throttle and to predict speed towards the

end of the task. The workload was primarily in the verti-

cal axis trying to maintain altitude. One pilot noted that,

"...conditions were ideal and that any complications due

to wind, turbulence or visibility would significantly add
to the workload."

In general, with the PF configuration the pilots achieved
all the desired performance standards. With both GF

configurations, the pilots achieved desired performance

standards for altitude and buffet, and desired to adequate
performance for pitch attitude.

Tail Thruster Pitch Control Power Usage

The maximum tail thruster pitch control power was

0.6 rad/sec 2 for both the PF and the GFB configurations.

As previously discussed, the maximum pitch control

power of the GFS configuration was initially 0.3 rad/sec 2,
and was later increased to 0.6 rad/sec 2. The V/STOL

Handling Qualities Criteria (ref. 10) recommends that

available pitch control power be in the range of
0.4-0.8 rad/sec 2 in hover and 0.4-0.6 rad/sec 2
STOL mode.

The following discussion on pitch control power usage
refers to results obtained during the second simulation

only. The pitch control power commanded is a result of

the pilot's longitudinal stick input and the SAS (stability

augmentation system) input. The longitudinal stick input
to tail thruster command logic was the same for each of

the three configurations. The SAS input was added to the

longitudinal stick input, and the combined pitch control
power was limited to 0.6 rad/sec 2. The tail thruster was

not phased out at the higher velocities.

The maximum pitch control power used during all runs
evaluated for each task is summarized in table 1. For the

hover case, the maximum pitch control power used with
the PF and the GFB configurations is broken down

according to pilot longitudinal positioning technique
(i.e., wing or stick).

Table 1. Maximum pitch control power encountered
(rad/sec 2)

Longitudinal Level Descending

reposition inbound decelerating

PF 0.24 0.18 0.13

GFB 0.34 0.36 0.18

GFS 0.34 0.31 0.22

Hover in turbulence

PF (wing) a 0.18

PF (stick) 0.26

GFB (wing) b 0.22

GFB (stick) a 0.14

GFS (wing 0.45
and stick)

apreferred technique for controlling longitudinal
position.

bOne evaluated run only.

It is important to note that in most cases the maximum

pitch control power encountered was an isolated "spike"

in the data, often resulting from aggressive wing tilting.

This occurred especially in the case of the geared flap
configurations where aggressive wing tilting drove the

flap into a position limit (0 ° if tilting up or 60" if tilting
down) which then resulted in a large spike increase in

pitch control power. Aggressive wing tilting also

increased the pitch control power usage of the pro-

grammed flap, but because the programmed flap was
scheduled, flap position limits were never encountered

and the increases in pitch control power were not as large
as with the geared flap.



Comparisonofthevaluesshownintable1doesnotshow
areductioninpitchcontrolpowerusedbythegearedflap
configurationscomparedtotheprogrammedflapconfigu-
ration.However,thevaluesintable1arepitchcontrol
powerresultsoftheflapconceptsatthecurrentstagein
development.Furthercontrollawdevelopmentandmore
studyonthetreatmentofflapstopsandwingpivotloca-
tionareneededtoaddressthepitchcontrolpowerissue.

Summary of Results

1. The pilot ratings and comments showed that in

general, the programmed flap and the two geared flap

configurations had similar flying qualities (in the

level 1-2 range). Hence, the geared flap concept is
feasible for tilt-wing aircraft.

2. Two main differences between the programmed flap

and the geared flap configurations were the amount of

time spent in buffet and the longitudinal aircraft response
in hover. The amount of time spent in buffet was greater

with both geared flap configurations than with the pro-

grammed flap configuration because of lower flap deflec-
tions for similar wing incidences. With both geared flap

configurations, the initial longitudinal aircraft response to

a forward wing command from hover was a rearward
acceleration transient. This acceleration transient resulted

in sluggish longitudinal aircraft response and hence in

degraded speed predictability near hover with both geared

flap configurations compared to the programmed flap

configuration. The transient response was reduced in the

second simulation with the addition of damping about the

wing pivot.

3. The pitch attitude stability augmentation system

(SAS) added to the flap configurations during the second

simulation was a significant improvement over the pitch
rate SAS of the first simulation, and greatly alleviated the

pilot workload associated with pitch axis control.

4. At the current level of development the results did

not show a reduction in tail thruster pitch control power

usage for the geared flap configurations compared to the

programmed flap configuration.
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OF AIRCRAFT ACOUSTIC TESTING
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Summary

NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility and NASA

Langley Research Center completed a joint acoustic flight

test program. Test objectives were (1) to quantify and
evaluate subsonic climb-to-cruise noise and (2) to obtain

a quality noise database for use in validating the Aircraft
Noise Prediction Program. These tests were conducted

using aircraft with engines that represent the high nozzle

pressure ratio of future transport designs. Test flights
were completed at subsonic speeds that exceeded

Mach 0.3 using F-18 and F-16XL aircraft. This paper

describes the efforts of NASA Dryden Flight Research

Facility in this flight test program. Topics discussed
include the test aircraft, setup, and matrix. In addition, the

engine modeling codes and nozzle exhaust characteristics
are described.

Introduction

Environmental issues are a continuing concern for

designers of new transport aircraft. To meet the strict

noise requirements of Federal Aviation Regulation, pt. 36,

stage m--Community Noise Standards (ref. 1), such

designers need to improve the understanding of engine
noise levels and sources. Because of these needs, flight

test techniques were developed, and a series of flight tests

were conducted at NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility

(DFRF), Edwards, California, in conjunction with NASA

Langley Research Center (LaRC), Hampton, Virginia.
The DFRF role in the study was to set up the flight test,

provide the test aircraft, and reduce the flight data into
exhaust characteristics that have a major impact on jet

noise. The LaRC incorporated the exhaust characteristics

into the Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP) for

validation of theoretical acoustic data.

To understand the acoustical characteristics of engines

representative of future transport airplanes, designers

must study current aircraft and update the noise prediction
codes. The aeronautics industry generally uses the

ANOPP for subsonic transport noise prediction. This

computer program has a wide range of noise-prediction
modules that can be upgraded to assess advanced engine

and aerodynamic concepts for reducing noise (ref. 2).
However, ANOPP is semiempirical and does not include

a large amount of flight data generated with engines
operating at high nozzle pressure ratios (NPRs) or at

speeds above Mach 0.3.

Future advanced transport design concepts will have

engines designed for efficient flight at high speeds and
will tend to have the thermodynamic cycle of a turbojet or

a low-bypass turbofan. Such concepts will also have high

NPR and jet velocities similar to current military fighter

engines. High NPR and jet velocity raises concerns about
takeoff, climb, and landing noise. Noise-suppression

requirements are already in place for up to a radius of
5 n. mi. around airports for conventional airplanes. For

future transports, new noise-suppression requirements

may need to be determined for a radius of up to 50 n. mi.

To obtain a high-quality database, DFRF and LaRC

conducted a joint study of the subsonic climb-to-cruise
noise acoustics using aircraft with engines operating at

high NPR and flight speeds above Mach 0.3. The flight

study consisted of a series of flights over tnierophone

arrays. The test vehicles were an F-18 and an F-16XL,

ship 2, aircraft. In the subsonic climb portion of the study,

the flight matrix consisted of flyovers at various altitudes
and Mach numbers. For the ANOPP evaluation flyovers,

the test points were conducted at a constant altitude, while
the Mach number varied. Groiand tests were conducted on

both aircraft to establish baseline acoustic levels under

static conditions. For these tests, the measured

engine data were collected and later analyzed by an
F404-GE-400 in-flight thrust code. The code predicted

the engine exhaust characteristics of exhaust velocity and
Mach number, which cannot be directly obtained from the

measured engine data.

This paper describes the role of DFRF in this flight test
program. Topics discussed include the test aircraft, setup,
and matrix as well as the engine modeling codes and

nozzle exhaust characteristics.
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Aircraft Description

The flight tests were conducted using F-18 and F-16XL,

ship 2, because the engines of these aircraft can simulate

exhaust characteristics of future transports. Figure 1

shows an F-18 aircraft. This supersonic, high-
performance fighter has excellent transonic maneuver-

ability and is powered by two F404-GE-400 (General

Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.) afterburning turbofan

engines. Both engines are mounted close together in the
aft fuselage. The F404-GE-400 engine is in the 16,000-lb

thrust class (ref. 3). The standard F-18 maintenance data

recorder was used to record a limited number of airplane
and engine parameters on board the aircraft.

Figure 2 shows the F-16XL, ship 2. This two-seat,

supersonic, fighter aircraft is modified with a cranked

arrow delta wing and is powered by a single

F110-GE-129 (General Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.)
afterburning turbofan engine. The F110-GE-129 is in the

29,000-1b thrust class. This aircraft and engine were fully

instrumented for flight research (ref. 4). Data were
telemetered from the aircraft and recorded at DFRF.

Setup and Flight Test Matrices

The flight tests were flown over Rogers Lake (dry)

adjacent to DFRF. At an elevation of 2300 ft, this dry
lakebed provides a flat, interference-free area for acoustic

testing. The LaRc personnel set up analog and digital

microphone arrays on the lakebed. Figure 3 shows the

array which consisted of 28 microphones placed along the
"fly-by" line on the northeast side of the lakebed. This

area was ideal for tracking because of its close proximity
to the DFRF radar site. For the static acoustic tests, both

aircraft were tied down on the thrust stand pad at the Air
Force Flight Test Center, Edwards, California. Micro-

phones were placed in an arc 70 ft from the tailpipes of
these aircraft (fig. 4).

These flight tests were conducted in two segments:
subsonic climb-to-cruise and ANOPP validation. The

flight matrix for the climb-to-cruise segment consisted of
level flight acceleration at various Mach numbers to simu-

late points along an optimum climb profile. Altitudes

varied from 3,500 to 32,500 ft with speeds from Mach 0.3

to 0.95. To maximize NPR, a power setting of inter-

mediate (maximum nonafterburning) was used. The

ANOPP evaluation segment was flown at a constant alti-

tude of 3,500 ft (1,200 ft above the ground) with speeds

from Mach 0.3 to 0.95. Power settings varied depending
on what was required to maintain steady flight at any
given speed. To establish baseline acoustic levels under

static Mach number and altitude conditions, additional
tests were conducted for both aircraft on the thrust stand

pad at the Air Force Hight Test Center, Edwards,

California. The test matrices varied power lever angle

(PLA) between part and intermediate power. Table 1
shows the flight test matrices for the climb-to-cruise and

ANOPP validation segments:

Table 1. Flight test matrices

Climb-to-cruise matrix ANOPP matrix

Altitude, Mach number Mach number
ft MSL

3,800 0.3 0.0

7,300 0.6 0.3

12,300 0.65 0.6

22,300 0.75 0.8

32,300 0.9 0.95

Procedure

The DFRF pilots flew both aircraft over the acoustic array
at desired conditions for ANOPP validation and subsonic

climb-to-cruise noise generation. Using the ground track

and distance displayed in the control room, the pilots

were guided over the acoustic array (fig. 3). Such flight

conditions as altitude or Mach number needed to be kept
as constant as possible to get good quantitative runs.

Speed brakes were used on some ANOPP flyovers for
both aircraft to minimize the rate of acceleration. There

were 120 recorded flyovers.

A single exhaust jet was desired, so the acoustics tests

would have one distinct noise source. For the twin-engine

F-18 aircraft, both engines were used before the begin-

ning of the maneuver. Then the left engine was reduced to

idle power, while the right test engine was operated at

intermediate power or as required for ANOPP. This

procedure simulated the effect of a single engine. Speed

brakes were used on some ANOPP flyovers to minimize
the rate of acceleration.

The F-16XL, ship 2, has a powerful engine, so holding
the speed constant proved difficult. As a result, altitude
was maintained, and the aircraft was allowed to
accelerate.

These tests needed to be conducted with minimum wind,

air traffic, and ground traffic noise to get acoustic data

with little or no interference. Ground and air traffic, wind

velocities, or both, were lightest in the morning; therefore,
most of the tests were performed from 6:00 a.m. to
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11:00 a.m. Testing was stopped if windspeeds exceeded
15 kts.

Ground acoustic tests were conducted on both aircraft at

thrusts from idle to intermediate power. Approximately

2 min of data were recorded at each power setting.

Temperature, windspeed, and wind direction were also

recorded. Engine noise was recorded on tape in the DFRF
acoustics van. These tests were conducted if the

windspeeds were below 5 kts.

Results And Discussion

Jet-mixing and shock cell noises are the two primary

sources of noise for takeoffs and subsonic climbs (ref. 5).

These noise sources are affected by the aircraft velocity,

the jet exit Mach number and velocity, and the NPR. For

acoustic analysis, exhaust characteristics are normally

defined at the nozzle exit and exhaust plume. Jet-mixing

noise is a function of the difference between the fully

expanded jet velocity (Vjet) and the free-stream velocity.
Shock cell noise is a function of the difference between

the fully expanded jet Mach number (Mje t) and the nozzle
exit Mach number (M9). Nozzle exit velocity (V9) and

M 9 are based on the aerothermodynamic characteristics

of the flow at the nozzle exit plane. The Vje t and Mje t are
based on the jet flow after it leaves the nozzle and goes
through a series of shocks and expansion waves in the

exhaust (fig. 5).

The LaRC operates the ANOPP code, and DFRF operates

the engine performance codes. The DFRF was respon-

sible for reducing the engine data to provide the jet
characteristic values that LaRC needed to use to validate

the ANOPP. Data obtained from the engine during the

flight and ground tests included compressor speed and

discharge pressure, fan speed, fuel flow, inlet and gas

temperatures, and turbine discharge pressure. Measured

engine data obtained from the flight tests do not directly

give the values of M 9, V9, Mjet, and Vje t needed for
ANOPP. As a result, the measured engine data must be

input into the engine performance codes. The resulting

output provides the calculated values for M9, V 9, Mjet,

and Vje t.

Two engine performance codes were used for this test.

The F404-GE-400 in-flight-thrust performance code

(ref. 6) was used for the F404-GE-400 engines in the

F-18 aircraft. The F110-GE-129 steady-state code (ref. 7)

was used for the F-16XL, ship 2, engine. Developed by

the General Electric Company for the U.S. Navy, the

in-flight-thrust performance code provides an accurate

calculation of F404-GE-400 engine airflow, thrust, and

V 9 throughout the flight envelope. This code models the

engine as a gas generator to calculate mass flow, pressure,

and temperature of the nozzle exhaust and uses several

engine measurements as input. With the exhaust nozzle

performance characteristics known, the gross thrust, V 9,

and M 9 may be calculated. The F404-GE-400 code calcu-

lates V 9, M 9, Vje t, and Mjet. The F110-GE- 129 is a
steady-code which predicts performance consistent with

average F110-GE-129 engine levels. Input conditions at
the engine inlet are obtained from the engine flight data.

Only Vje t and Mjet were calculated by the F110-GE-129
steady-state code. The V 9 and M 9 were determined in a
follow-on calculation.

Figure 6 shows the effect of Mach number on
F404-GE-400 exhaust characteristics for climb-to-cruise

tests at intermediate power. Each point on the curve
represents a different altitude in the climb-to-cruise

matrix. The nozzle is overexpanded at the beginning of
the climb profile when M,o is approximately 0.3, and

altitude is approximately 3800 ft (The V 9 is greater

than Vjet. ) The point where these data cross, Mo_ equals

approximately 0.85, and Vje t equals V 9, indicates that the
nozzle is fully expanded. The nozzle is underexpanded

when the climb-to-cruise profile reaches an altitude of

approximately 32,300 ft, and M,,, equals approximately

0.9. (The V 9 is less than Vjet.) Overall, V 9 varies from a
minimum of approximately 2750 ft/sec to a maximum of

approximately 2800 ft/sec. Then V 9 drops to approx-

imately 2750 ft/sec, while Vie t varies from 2300
to 2900 ft/sec.

Figure 7 show Mjet and M 9 as a function of Moo. The

values for Mjet and M9 follow the same Mach number

and altitude trends as those for Vje t and V9. The values
for M9 vary between 1.69 and 1.8 then drop to !.7. The

values of Mje t vary between approximately 1.35 and 1.76.
Above a free-stream Mach number of 0.85, the difference

between these two values reduces significantly.

Figure 8 shows the effect that aircraft Mach number has

on the exit velocity for the ANOPP with the F- 16XL,

ship 2. The changing PLA for the different test points is

also shown. Power settings varied from part power at

Mach 0.3 to intermediate power at Mach 0.95. The V 9
varied from 1400 to 2200 ft/sec and increased with

Mach number and PLA. Exit velocity trends for the
F404-GE-400 code are similar to those of the

F110-GE- 129 engine.

Figure 9 shows the V 9 for the ground tests made with

F-16XL, ship 2. These ground tests were completed with

constant speeds of Mach 0.0 and altitudes of 2300 ft;

throttle setting was permitted to vary. The V 9 varied from

1400 to 2000 ft/sec and increased with PLA. The velocity
trends for the F404-GE-400 code are similar to the

F110-GE-129 steady-state code. By determining Vje t and
V9, LaRC can Validate the ANOPP prediction code. With
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realquantitativeflightdataavailable,theupgradeswill
resultinhigh-fidelitypredictivecodesforuseonfuture
transport design studies.

Concluding Remarks

Flight tests were conducted at NASA Dryden Flight

Research Facility in support of an acoustic study for

future transport aircraft. One objective was to determine

climb-to-cruise noise, while another was to expand the
database to validate the Aircraft Noise Prediction Pro-

gram. Dryden Flight Research Facility supplied the

aircraft, set up the flight and ground tests, and reduced the
data to the values of nozzle exit velocity and exit Mach

number as well as the fully expanded velocity and Mach

number. These values were used by Langley Research

Center to validate the Aircraft Noise Prediction Program.

An F- 18 aircraft with the F404-GE-400 engine and an

F-t6XL, ship 2, with the F110-GE-129 engine were used
for these tests. One hundred and twenty passes were made

over microphone arrays that were placed on Roger's Lake

(dry), Edwards, California. To further validate the
Aircraft Noise Prediction Program code, a ground test

was performed on both aircraft. Data taken from these
aircraft were then entered into engine performance

prediction codes that modeled the F110-GE-129 and

F404-GE-400 engines. The values of exit velocity and

Mach number produced by these codes were forwarded to

Langley Research Center for use in the Aircraft Noise

Prediction Program. These flight tests demonstrated the

ability to create a quality noise database and made it

possible to validate Aircraft Noise Prediction Program
predictive codes. With this new database, these codes will

be upgraded to predict noise generated by future transport
aircraft.
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Figure 1. The F-18 aircraft.
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Figure 2. The F-16XL, ship 2, aircraft.
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Figure 3. Ground-tracking and array layout at Rogers Lake (dry), Edwa'rds, Califomia.
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i Not to scale I

Figure 4. Test setup using the thrust stand at the Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards, California. Microphones were
placed in a 70-ft arc.
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Figure 5. Noise sources for F-18 and F-16XL, ship 2, aircraft operating at high-nozzle-pressure ratios.
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Figure 7. Aircraft Noise Prediction Program validation

exhaust velocity test points for an F=16XL, ship 2, aircraft.
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MENTORING FOR 2000 AND BEYOND
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Summary

Today, more than 40% of the United States workforce are

women. However, only a small percentage of working

women are employed in science or engineering fields.
The numbers of women in engineering and math pro-

fessions have actually decreased since 1984. Last year, a
mentoring program was created at NASA Ames Research

Center aimed at encouraging young girls to stay in school,

increasing their self confidence and helping them perform

better academically. Teachers at the Ronald McNair
Intermediate School matched fifth through eighth grade

students with women engineers at NASA Ames. Results

from a year-end survey submitted by the mentees indi-

cated that the program was successful in achieving its

first-year goals; more than one student reported that she

felt "really special" because of her mentor's efforts. The
NASA Ames Mentor program has continued into the

1992-93 academic year with both returning mentor/

mentee pairs and new participants.

Introduction

In 1991, NASA Ames Research Center in

Mountain View, California, began the NASA Ames

Mentor Program as a cooperative effort between the

Ames Advisory Committee for Women (ACW) in

conjunction with the Educational Programs Office

"Adopt-a-School" program, and Ronald McNair
Intermediate School. The ACW at Ames recognized the

need to retain women and to expose girls to careers in

Science and Engineering. The Ames Mentor Program was

set up to encourage young girls to pursue academic
interests and increase their self-confidence, by providing

them the opportunity to develop a personal relationship
with a consistent, reliable adult committed to working

with them for at least a year.

"Mentoring" provides a one-to-one relationship between
an adult and a student. In the Ames Mentor Program,

government civil service and support service contract

employees provided guidance, opportunities for learning,

and friendship to fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth graders
at Ronald McNair School in East Palo Alto, California. In

1991, the student ethnic profile at McNair was 50%

Black, 47% Hispanic, Asian 2%, and White 1% (ref. 1).

Many of the students in the area are considered to be "at

risk" for dropping out of school or not electing to attend

college for socioeconomic and cultural reasons. Through

a variety of activities described in this paper, Ames

Mentors helped expand students' horizons with exposure

to experiences and opportunities to which they might
otherwise not have had access.

Ames Mentor Program

The Ames Mentor Program was patterned after the

Norwalk Mentor Program in Norwalk, Connecticut. The
Norwalk model offers a six step process to establish a

mentor program (ref. 2). Those six steps are:

1. Recruit mentors

2. Orient and train mentors

3. Match mentors with students (mentees)

4. Have mentor/student meetings

5. Evaluate progress

6. Celebrate at year's end and renew mentors"
commitments

At Ames, those six steps were implemented by Aga

Goodsell, Mentor Program Coordinator for the pilot

program during the 1991-92 academic year. After
receiving approval and support for the program by

McNair, Goodsell obtained a mailing list of the female

civil servants employed at the center, and distributed

flyers soliciting mentor interest in the program. A small

advertisement was then placed in the Astrogram, the
NASA Ames news bulletin, to generate interest in the

program. Mentors were also recruited by word of mouth.

Fourteen women expressed interest in becoming a mentor
and attended an informal information meeting at which

the Program Coordinator presented the purpose of the

program, ground rules, and expectations of the amount of

time spent with each mentee. At this meeting the mentors
filled out information sheets on their background and

interests. The mentors also discussed the types of individ-

ual activities, field trips, and support from the school and
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theCenterthatwouldbeprovidedthroughoutthe
1991-92schoolyear.

TheteachersatMcNairSchoolchosethepotential
menteestheythoughtwouldbenefitandshowedinterest
intheprogram.Subsequently,theidentifiedmentees
completedaninformationsheetof interestssothatthe
schoolcould"match"thementorsandmentees.Each
menteewasgivenapermissionslipthatwassignedbya
parentorguardiangivingpermissionforthestudentto
participateintheprogram.Oncethematchesweremade,
anintroductorymeetingwasheldattheschoolwiththe
mentors,thementees,andtheirparents.TheProgram
CoordinatorandDirectorof the"Adopt-a-School"
program,LauraShawnee,introducedeachmenteeand
herparent(s)tohermentor,atwhichtimetheybecame
acquaintedandsetupregularmeetingtimes.TheAmes
MentorProgramrequiredthatthementorsmeetwiththe
menteesaminimumoftwohourspermonth.Usually,the
mentorswouldmeettheirmenteeatthementee'slast
periodclassroomorintheschoollibrary.Somementors
preferredmeetinginaclassroomafterschool,ratherthan
thelibrarywhereotherstudentswerestudying.Others
optedtotakethementeesoff campusanddoaspecial
activityelsewheresuchasthecitylibrary,abookstore,
orevenacollegecampus.Intheclassroomssomeofthe
mentorswoulddoartsandcraftsactivitieswiththeir
menteesuchaspaintingT-shirtsorbeadingnecklaces.
Duringthefirstyearoftheprogram,theProgramCoordi-
natororganizedtwofieldtrips.Thefirstwasavisitto
NASA Ames Research Center, and the second was to the

Technology Museum in San Jose. The Ames field trip

consisted of a guided tour through various facilities where

the mentors worked. The tour began in the largest wind
tunnel in the world, the 80 ft x 120 ft, where the mentors/

mentees entered through the computer control room and
then stood inside the massive test area of the wind tunnel.

The next stop was the flight line where a mentor showed

the mentees the various NASA experimental aircraft

currently studied. The highlight of the day for many of
the students was the Vertical Motion Simulator labora-

tory. Two NASA astronauts training on the Space Shuttle

simulator flew the Shuttle with each mentee taking a turn

as copilot. The mentees were then awarded Space Shuttle
certificates, a momento of their trip. Many of the mentees

wrote to the pilot they had flown with, thanking him for
the simulator experience. To their surprise, each mentee

received an autographed picture of the astronaut along
with his autobiography! The final field trip to the

San Jose Museum of Technological Innovation proved to

be a popular event as well. The girls tried all of the hands-

on design and interaction the museum offered such as

walking through a life size computer chip assembly line,

designing a bicycle and designing buildings to withstand

earthquakes. The earthquake simulator allowed them to

test their building designs with customized earthquakes.

Throughout the year the mentors held occasional

meetings at Ames to discuss mentor/mentee relationships,
suggested activities, and plans for group field trips. At the

end of the year, mentees were asked to fill out an evalua-

tion about their participation in the program. The consen-
sus was that the field trips were fun and interactive and

that they would have liked more of them.

Eight of the 14 students in the Ames Mentor Program

completed the Mentor Program Evaluation forms.

Responses were anonymous, and are summarized below.

The percentage of "yes" answers is given in the fight
column.

How often did you and your mentor usually meet

this past school year?

Once a week 50%

Once every 2 weeks 50%

How much time did you and your mentor usually
spend together at your meetings?

1 hour 37.5%

2 hours 62.5%

What do you think of the time you spent together?

Just right 100%

What did you think of the field trips?

Liked them 100%

What do you think the mentor program was

supposed to do for you?

"It was supposed to give me new experiences

and meet new people."

"It was supposed to teach us new things."

"They were supposed to help us on our

homework and projects too or in something else

we needed help on."

"Teach us how to become more aware of the

things that we have in life and to seek new

opportunities in life."

"Help me to understand the basic standards

in this world today."

"I thought the Mentor program was supposed

to help you with your class work."

"It was supposed to show us friendship, teach
us a little bit about NASA and sisterhood."
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"Tohelpmewithmyschoolwork,tohelpme
withmyproblems,tohavefun."

Whatdoyouthinkthementorprogramdidforyou?

"It mademefeelgood,asif I werereally
someonespecialnotjustanynormalstudent."

"I learnedmanynewthings,andhadgreat
experiences."

"WhatI thinkaboutthementorprogramhelped
mealot.It helpedmeinmyhomework,projects
tooandotherthingstoo.That'sallI canthinkof."

"It taughtmytothinkaboutthethingsthatI
coulddoandwhattoseekforin life."

"It helpmeandencouragedmetobecomea
astronautorscientistwhenI growolder."

"I thinktheMentorprogramreallyhelpedme
alotwithmyclasswork."

"I wasshownalotofthingsanddidalotof
things."

"Withthehelpofmymentor,I finished my

school work and received good grades. I'm glad

I had a female mentor; this way I could share my

personal feelings with her and she understands. I

really had fun with her."

McNair School hosted an appreciation event for the

mentors and all other programs associated with the

school. School personnel held a school-wide assembly
with entertainment and food, and finished by handing out

certificates to each of the mentors. In addition, the
mentors received the mentee evaluation feedback, and

were invited to participate in the 1992-93 program. Of

the 14 mentors participating in the 1991-92 program,
nine returned as mentors for the 1992-93 school year.

Four of the 14 mentees from the pilot program returned.

Many of the mentees were 8th graders who went on to

high school, taking their experiences with them.

The Ames Mentor Program has continued into the

1992-93 academic year. Theresa Rose is currently the

Program Coordinator at Ames, and the pilot program has

been expanded in both execution and scope. Because so

many boys at McNair School and men at NASA Ames

expressed an interest, the Mentor Program now includes
male mentors and mentees. The program participants felt

it appropriate to include both sexes this year, as the boys

are also likely to benefit from the attention and experience

they will get from a mentor. The Ames Mentor Program

policy is to match mentors and mentees of the same sex,

so the girls are not being shortchanged with the addition

of boys to the program. To date, 42 mentors have been
matched with McNai_-students: 21 girls, and 23 boys.

Both male and female mentors were recruited through a

series of articles published in the Astrogram (NASA
Ames in-house newsletter) as well as by last year's

network of mentors. Potential mentors were required to

complete a 1 hour orientation and training session, sign a

Mentor Agreement Contract, and provide references for a

background check. The training session was conducted by
the 1992-93 Mentor Program Coordinator and the

authors all "graduates" of the 1991-92 pilot program.

It covered the following topics:

1. Program Goals

2. Orientation to Ronald McNair School

3. What Makes a Mentor Relationship Successful

4. Qualities of a Good Mentor

5. Mentor Agreement Contract and Pledge

6. Stages of the Mentor Relationship

7. How to Get Communication Started

8. First Meeting Activities

9. Suggested Mentor - Student Activities

10. Activities That Worked for Last Year's Mentors

I 1. Mentors' Resources

A different approach to matching the mentors with the

mentees was implemented this year. In September, all

McNair students were presented with the opportunity to

apply to the Ames Mentor Program by submitting appli-
cations. Teachers were then requested to recommend

which of those students they felt might benefit most from

a Mentor relationship. At the mentor orientation/training
session, mentors reviewed the student's applications and

each mentor selected the mentee they felt would, be a

good match, as opposed to the McNair teachers making

the match. After parents' permission was secured in

writing, a "Meet the Parents Night" was held at
McNair School.

A new feature in this year's program is the mentors'

lunch time support group, held once a month where

mentors share ongoing successes and problems, and to
conduct further training. Another addition is the position

of McNair School-Ames Mentor Program Liaison. This

liaison, a teacher at the school, coordinates school activi-

ties such as a "Meet the Parents Night" and distribution

and collection of permission slips for field trips.
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Aspartofthisyear'sevaluationdata,theAmesMentor
Programiskeepingrecordsofthenumberof hoursspent
bythevolunteersintheprogram.Thesehoursinclude
programcoordinationandtrainingtimeaswellasstudent
contacttime.

Summary

The authors feel that mentoring middle school students is

a challenging but rewarding experience. Early in the pro-

gram we felt that the students were testing us by missing

appointments and not expressing their true desires or

interests. However, one of our greatest challenges was to

manage the amount of time the student wanted to spend

with us, which was greater than we had expected.

Another challenge we encountered was the cross-cultural

experience due to differences in our backgrounds. As with
most students, the mentees were sometimes not interested

in doing school work, so we found it especially
challenging to encourage them in their studies. Both
authors believe that we have influenced our mentees lives

in a special way. Through the school year we observed

the shyness of our mentees disappear with willingness to
open up about personal matters. We also found it

rewarding to see the students' interest in science and

engineering develop over time. We found it particularly
rewarding to have the opportunity to provide guidance to

one of our mentees in choosing high school "college

prep" classes she originally did not intend to take, and

with another mentee to help in the completion of a

Science Fair project that was awarded first place. We

hope that the encouragement and positive feedback we
provided to our mentees will be taken with them in their
future successful careers.
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Figure 1. 1991-1992 Ames Mentor Program participants.
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WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS ON A FULL-SCALE F/A-18
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Summary

A full-scale F/A-18 was tested in the 80- by 120-Foot
Wind Tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center to measure

the effectiveness of a tangentially blowing slot in generat-

ing significant yawing moments while minimizing cou-

pling in the pitch and roll axes. Various slot configura-

tions were tested to determine the optimum configuration.
The test was conducted for angles of attack from 25 °

to 50 ° , angles of sideslip from -15 ° to +15 °, and free-

stream velocities from 67 ft/sec to 168 ft/sec. By altering

the forebody vortex flow, yaw control was maintained for

angles of attack up to 50 ° . Of particular interest was the

result that blowing very close to the radome apex was not

as effective as blowing slightly farther aft on the radome,

that a 16-inch slot was most efficient, and that yawing

moments were generated without inducing significant

rolling or pitching moments.

Nomenclature

As

b

CL

Cm

Ca

Cp

Croll

Cy

FS

hs

ls

area of the slot = Wsl s, ft 2

reference wing span, 37.42 ft

lift coefficient in body axes, lift/q_S

body-axis pitching moment coefficient,

pitching moment/q,_Sc

body-axis yawing moment coefficient,

yawing moment/q**Sb

pressure coefficient, (p - p._)/q_

body-axis rolling moment coefficient,

body-axis side force coefficient, side
force/q,_S

reference mean aerodynamic chord,
I 1.52 ft

fuselage station, inches (radome apex at

FS 60.5)

height of blowing slot = 0.01 inches

slot length, inches

ITI S

mref

MFR

mdot

P

p_

qoo

S

U

Vs

X

A

(Sh

p,,o

Ps

mass flow rate of slot, psVsAs

reference mass flow rate, pooUooS,

lbm/sec

mass flow ratio, rias/rhre f

mass flow rate through the slot,
Ibm/see 2

static pressure, Ib/in. 2

free-stream static pressure, ib/in. 2

free-stream dynamic pressure,
1 / 2p,oU 2, lb/ft 2

reference wing area, 400 ft 2

free-stream velocity, ft/sec

velocity at the slot exit, ft/sec

distance from nose apex along

longitudinal axis

angle-of-attack, degrees

angle of side slip, degrees

change due to forebody flow control
mechanism

horizontal stabilator deflection, degrees

free-stream air density, slugs/ft 3

air density at the slot exit, slugs/ft 3

Introduction

Current fighter aircraft configurations, designed for high-

speed flight, consist of long slender forebodies that have

experimentally been shown to encounter strong asym-

metric flow separation on the forebody at high angles of

attack. The airflow over the upper surfaces of the aircraft

at these angles of attack is separated and largely unsteady
while the rudder effectiveness of the aircraft decreases as

the vertical tails become engulfed in the wake of the

forebody and the wings. This separated flow introduces

significant side forces on the forebody even when little or



nosideslipispresent:theinducedsideforceresultsin
largeyawingmoments.

Futurefighter-aircraftconfigurationswillbesubjectto
maneuversatthesehighanglesofattackthatincludethe
poststallregion.Morespecifically,maneuverswill
includetheabilitytorapidlypitchthenosedownsothat
high-speed,low-angleofattackflightcanberesumed,
andtheabilitytorapidlyrolltheaircraftabouttheveloc-
ityvectorinordertoachieveatighterturnradius(ref.1).
Attheseangles,therollaboutthevelocityvectoris
accomplishedbycontrolsthatgenerateyawingmoments
alongthebodyaxesoftheaircraftpreferablywithout
producingrollingorpitchingmoments.

A greatdealofresearchhasusedtheasymmetricflow
separationontheslenderforebodyoftheaircraftinorder
toimproveyawcontrolatthesehighanglesofattack.A
yawcontroldeviceontheforebodyhasasignificant
mechanicaladvantageoverayawcontroldeviceonthe
verticaltailbecausethedistancefromtheforebodytothe
aircraftcenterof_avity(cg)isgreaterthanthedistance
fromtheverticaltailtothecg,andthusprovidesagreater
momentarm.Additionally,theforebodywithyaw
controlisunaffectedbyunsteadyseparatedflowfromthe
fuselageandwings.Yawcontroldevicestriedinthepast
includeforebodystrakes,forwardandaftblowingonthe
forebodythroughjetnozzles,jetblowingincombination
withforebodystrakes,tangentialslotblowingonthefore-
body,andforebodyjetnozzleblowingwiththenozzles
cantedbothwindwardandleeward(refs.2-13).All of
thesedevicesweretestedonsmall-scalemodelsinwater
tunnelsorwindtunnels.

AspartoftheNASAHighAlphaTechnologyProgramat
NASAAmesResearchCenter,afull-scaleF/A-I8was
testedin the80-by120-FootWindTunnelofthe
NationalFull-ScaleAerodynamicComplex(ref.14).In
thesetests,severaldifferentmethodsofforebodyflow
controlwereexaminedtoimprovethelateral-directional
controloftheaircraftathighanglesofattack.These
methodsincludedanaft-blowingcircular-jet,atangen-
tiallyblowingslot,anddeployablestrakes.All ofthe
techniquesprovidedlateralcontrolbymanipulatingthe
structureofthevorticesshedfromtheforebodyathigh
anglesofattack.Theeffectivenessoftheseforebodyflow
controldevicesingeneratinglateralforceandyawing
momentsarereportedinreferences9and10.Thispaper
willpresenttheeffectivenessofvarioustangentially
blowingslotconfigurationsingeneratingyawingmoment
whileminimizingthecouplingbetweentheaerodynamic
forcesandmomentsinducedbytheslotblowing.

Description of Model

The full-scale F/A-18A aircraft tested in the 80- by

120-Foot Wind Tunnel and shown in figure 1 is a single-

seat aircraft built by the McDonnell Douglas Aircraft and

Northrop corporations. The F/A- 18A fighter aircraft has
two vertical stabilizers canted 20 ° outboard from the

vertical position and has leading edge extensions (LEXs)

on each side of the fuselage just forward of the wing. The

LEXs used for this experiment were the same instru-

mented ones that were flown on the High Alpha Research
Vehicle at the Dryden Flight Research Facility in 1990

(ref. 15). During the wind tunnel test, the aircraft had both

aircraft engines removed but air was free to flow through
the inlets. The wingtip missile launch racks were

mounted. The flaps were configured for high angle of
attack flight with the leading-edge flaps at 33 ° down and

the trailing-edge flaps at 0 °. The horizontal tails were

operated on a flight control schedule that was a function

of the angle of attack to maintain trimmed flight condi-

tions. The rudders were fixed at 0 ° for the majority of the
test, however some data were also collected with both

rudders positioned 30" trailing-edge left.

The radome designed for this experiment was built from a
composite laminate of fiberglass/foam/fiberglass and

fabricated from a mold formed of the production-aircraft

radome. Figure 2 shows the slot and the discrete jet

arrangement on this radome. Only the port slot and jet

were active. Care was taken to assure symmetry; the star-

board geometry was made identical by using a dummy
slot and jet. The blowing slot had a total length of

48 inches and began 3 inches aft of the radome apex. The

slots were positioned at 90 ° and 270 ° from the windward
side (bottom) of the radome. The active slot was at the

270 ° position (port-side) and was designed to blow tan-

gential to the surface toward the leeward side of the

radome. The 48-inch slot was divided into 24 separately

controlled segments with each segment measuring

2 inches long. The slot height was 0.10 inches. The aft

blowing jet experiment will not be discussed in this paper,

however more detailed information on this configuration

can be found in reference 10. Air for the slot was supplied
by 125 psi compressors. The air passed through a plenum

located in the cockpit of the aircraft, which functioned as

a settling chamber before traveling to the slot. The hard-

ware from the plenum to each of the 2-inch slot segments

was nearly identical in order to maintain a constant total

pressure across the length of the slot. The mass flow rate

of the blowing air was measured using a turbine
flow meter.

A three-strut configuration was used to mount the

F/A-18 aircraft in the 80-by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel test
section on a rotatable balance frame. The aircraft was
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attachedtoacircularcrossbeamatthetwomainlanding
gearpositions,which,inturnwasattachedtothewind-
tunnelmainstruts.A tailboomassemblyconnectedthe
aircraftateachenginemountingpin,andthearrestingtail
hookwasusedtoattachtheaircrafttothethirdwind-
tunneltailstrut.Theangleofattackwasvariedbychang-
ingthelengthofthetailstrutwhilesideslipanglewas
changedbyrotatingtheentirebalanceframe.This
mountingarrangementplacedthecrossbeam33feet
abovethetestsectionfloor,asshowninfigure1.

Description of Experiment

This experiment measured the effect of a tangentially

blowing slot on the aircraft forces and moments. The

results presented show the yawing moment generated by
the slot blowing and the induced coupling between the

aerodynamic forces and moments. To evaluate the effect

of the tangential slot blowing, the differences in forces
and moments were measured between the blowing-off

and blowing-on conditions.

Test conditions included angle of attack variation from

25 ° to 50 °, angles of sideslip from -15 ° to +15 °, and
freestream velocity from 67 ft/sec to 168 ft/sec. The

Reynolds number based on wing mean aerodynamic
chord ranged from 4.5 x 106 to 12.0 x 106. The mass

flow rate of air blown through the slot configurations pre-

sented in this paper varied from 0 to 1.3 lbm/sec. Force

and moment data for different slot configurations, blow-

ing rates, freestream velocities, Reynolds numbers, angle

of attack, and angle of sideslip are presented. The test

conditions match flight speeds and Reynolds number for

1 g flight, a fact of particular importance in forebody flow

control experiments because the boundary layer in the

forebody region developed and transitioned from laminar
to turbulent as it would in flight.

The various slot configurations were studied to determine

the optimum configuration, that is the configuration

which produced the largest change in yawing moment for

the minimum required blowing. The parameters that were

varied in order to determine the optimum configuration

were the slot length, the slot position relative to the

radome apex, and the mass flow rate through the slot. The
aircraft forces and moments used to evaluate the blown

slot performance were measured using the wind-tunnel

scale system and, are shown in the body axes coordinate

system. The rudders were positioned at 0° deflection
unless noted otherwise.

Results

Tangential Slot Blowing Optimization

The yawing moments generated by four different slots are

shown in figure 3. The slots were 8, 16, 32, and 48 inches

long and each began 3 inches from the radome apex. For

each of the slot configurations, yawing moment increased

as angle of attack increased. The mass flow ratio (MFR)

through each of the slots varied with slot length. Compar-

ing the results at these conditions, the 32-inch and the

48-inch long slots had the largest effect on the yawing

moment throughout the entire angle-of-attack range.

The position of the slot relative to the radome apex also
had an effect on the amount of side force generated by the

device. The various slot positions relative to the radome

apex are shown in figure 4. Figure 5(a) shows that for a
MFR of 0.00026, the 16-inch slot positioned at 3 inches

was not as effective as when positioned 11 or 19 inches

aft of the radome apex. It is important to note that the

16-inch slot positioned at 11 or 19 inches produced nearly
the same moments as the 32 or the 48-inch-long slots

positioned at 3 inches (fig. 3) for a lower mass flow rate.
This makes the 16-inch slot positioned 11 or 19 inches aft

a more efficient configuration. Efficiency is important

because if this concept was used in flight, the air supplied
to the slot would come from the same source that supplies

the pilot with the cockpit environment controls. This

supply of air is limited. Figure 5(b), shows data for the
same slot mass flow rate as in figure 5(a), however, the

freestream velocity was increased yielding a lower MFR.
For the lower MFR, the 16-inch slot positioned 11 and

19 inches aft of the radome apex again proved to be more

effective than when positioned 3 inches aft of the radome

apex. For comparison, the yawing moments produced by
maximum rudder deflection are shown in figure 5(b).

It is clear that slot blowing produced much larger
moments than the maximum rudder deflection at these

angles of attack.

The tangential slot blowing produced a side force in the

direction of the blowing side of the radome. This result

indicates that the tangential slot blowing keeps the flow

attached along the blowing side of the radome. This flow

phenomenon, called the coanda effect, creates a low-

pressure on the blowing side of the radome resulting in a

suction force. Thus, blowing from the left-side of the

radome will produce a nose-left yawing moment. It was

also noticed that blowing 11 or 19 inches aft of the apex

allows this low pressure to affect more surface area,

resulting in a greater yawing moment than for 3 inches aft

of the apex. Additionally, the tighter radius very near the
nose of the radome could defeat the coanda effect.
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Basedontheresultspresentedabove,the16-inchand
32-inchslotsbeginning11inchesaftoftheradomeapex
weredeterminedtobethemosteffective;consequently
theyweretestedoveranexpandedrangeofmassflow
rates.Foragivenyawingmoment,the16-inchslotused
between8%and30%lessmassflowthanthe32-inchslot
(fig.6).Thus,the16-inchslotismoreefficientthanthe
32-inchslot.Boththe16-and32-inch-longslotspro-
ducedasmallmomentreversalatverylowmassflow
ratios.Thismomentreversalalsoappearedinthewater
tunnelexperimentsofslotblowingontheforebodyofa
fighteraircraft(ref.5).Thisresultmayberelatedto
resultspresentedbyEricssonwhichshowedsideforce
reversalsforarotatingcircularcylinderatlowrotation
speeds(ref.16).

In the80-by120-FootWindTunnelexperiments,the
exitvelocitiesthroughtheslotsrangedfromsubsonic
flowtosonicflowasthemassflowthroughtheslotswas
increased.Thedatainfigure6includesexitvelocitiesin
boththesubsonicandsonicregions.Forthe40°angle-of-
attackcase,chokedflowoccursatamass-flowratioof
0.00013and0.00023forthe16-and32-inch-longslots
respectively.Thesedataconfirmthatevenwhentheexit
velocityreachedsonicconditions,theyawingmoments
continuedtoincreasewithincreasingmassflow.
Tangentialslotblowingprovedtobeeffectiveacrossthe
entireangle-of-attackrange.Infact,itseffectiveness
increasedastheangleofattackwasincreased(fig.7).
Againtheresultsindicateasmallmomentreversalatvery
lowmassflowratesforthe40°and50°angleofattack
cases.Datawerenottakenforsmallmassflowsat30°.

TheeffectofReynoldsnumberwasexaminedinthe
tunnelbytestingvariousvelocitiesuptothemaximumof
168ft/sec.Figure8showsthevariationofyawing
momentwithMFRforthe16-inchslot11inchesaftof
theapexandatc_=40°.Resultsareshownforvarious
wind-tunnelvelocities,andthereisverylittledifference
betweenthecurves.Theseresultsindicatethatslotblow-
ingwasnotsensitivetoReynoldsnumberacrossthis
rangeofvelocities.

Aerodynamic Coupling

The results generated by the 16-inch slot positioned
11 inches aft of the radome apex are used to illustrate the

coupling between the aerodynamic forces and moments

induced by the slot blowing. The effects of angle of attack

on pitching moment due to the slot blowing are shown in

figure 9(a). As a point of reference, the pitching moment
due to the horizontal tail deflection, which is the conven-

tional pitch control mechanism, is also shown in fig-
ure 9(a). The changes in pitching moment for the two

different blowing rates are nearly the same with the

greatest change measured as 0.03 seen at 50 ° angle of
attack. The pitching moment due to the horizontal tail

deflection over the same angle-of-attack range shows that

the moments generated by slot blowing are easily cor-
rectable. Similar results are seen in the lift-coefficient

data (fig. 9(b)) which demonstrates that there is no

significant lift generated by the blowing slot. The lift due

to 30 ° of rudder deflection is shown on figure 9(b) as a
reference point.

As shown previously, the slot blowing generates large

side forces and yawing moments (figs. 10(a) and 10(b)).

Furthermore, the magnitude of the side force and yawing

moment is controlled by the blowing rate as seen from the

two blowing conditions, 0.5 and 1.1 lbm/sec. These forces

and moments were produced while maintaining relatively
small changes in rolling moments (fig. 10(c)), which is a

desirable condition because roll-yaw coupling or pitch-
yaw coupling complicates control implementation. The

greatest changes in rolling moment, 0.011 and -0.006,

were seen at the 35 ° and 50 ° angles of attack, respec-
tively. Measurements taken on a 16% scale F-18 model

with an aileron deflection of 25 ° down on the left and 25 °

up on the right, showed a ACroll of 0.024 and 0.015 for

angles of attack of 35 ° and 50 °, respectively (ref. 6).

Although model scaling effects have not been determined,

these values indicate that the rolling moments produced
by the blowing are correctable with control surface

deflections and are only lightly coupled with the yawing
and pitching moments.

The tangentially blowing slot showed similar results at

sideslip angles ranging from -15 ° to +15 ° (fig. 11).

The results for the side forces and yawing moments

(figs. 11 (a) and (b)), show that blowing on one side of the
aircraft produces significant forces and moments when

the aircraft is yawed in either direction. For example, if

the aircraft had a natural tendency to yaw to the right
(-13), blowing on the left-hand side of the radome would

generate a nose left (+13) yawing moment. These data also

show a well-behaved trend, though not linear, in the yaw-
ing moment produced for various blowing rates. The

rolling moment generated by the blowing is again rela-

tively small across the range of sideslip (fig. 1 l(c)), with

the largest incremental change, 0.012, occurring at
-10 ° sideslip.

Figures 12(a)-(c) show the change in lateral-directional

characteristics due to the blowing. For these comparisons,
data acquired with the F-18 production radome were used

for the baseline no-blowing condition; no-blowing data

are not available for the modified radome. The data in fig-
ure 12(a) show similar behavior to the data taken at 40 °

angle of attack (fig. 1 l(a)). Figure 12(b) shows that
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blowinghasalargereffectonyawingmomentasangle
ofattackwasincreasedfromot= 40° to ct = 50 °. These

results also show an increase in effectiveness as the

blowing rate was increased. The effect of blowing on the

rolling moment was small and nearly linear across the

sideslip range tested (fig. 12(c)). The rolling moment
induced by the blowing was better behaved at ct = 50 °

than it was at o_= 40 °. This result may indicate the roll-

yaw coupling induced by the tangential blown slot

decreases as angle of attack increases.

Conclusions

The primary objective of the research reported in this

paper was to measure the effectiveness of a tangentially

blowing slot in generating lateral-directional control of

the F/A-18 at high angles of attack. It was shown that the

tangential slot blowing produced significant yawing

moments at high angles of attack. It was also found that
blowing 11 inches aft of the radome apex was more effec-

tive than blowing 3 inches aft. The 16- and 32-inch-long
slots were more effective and efficient than either the

8- or 48-inch-long slots. Additionally, the full-scale

results showed that the effect of the tangential slot blow-

ing on the yawing moment increased with the angle of
attack, the angle of sideslip, and the mass flow of air

blowing through the slot.

It was shown that the effects of the tangentially blowing

slot were weakly coupled in pitch and roll. The magnitude
of the induced forces and moments will be correctable

with control surfaces.
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32" slot

Fig. 1 Photograph of the F/A-18 mounted in the 80- by
120-Foot Wind Tunnel test section. A three-strut

configuration with mounting hardware was used.
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Fig. 3 The effect of angle of attack on yawing-moment

coefficient in body axes for 4 different slot lengths; each

slot began 3 inches aft of the radome apex: [3= 0 °,
U=o= 132 ft/sec.

x=l 9"

Fig. 4 Schematic of the various slot positions relative to

the radome apex.

Fig. 2 The slot and discrete jet arrangement on the

radome. The active slot and jet were located on the port

side with the dummy slot and jet on the starboard side.
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Fig. 5 Effect of angle of attack on yawing-moment

coefficient in body axes for various U_ and slot positions

on the radome: Is = 16 inches, _ = 0°.
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Fig. 6 Effect of the mass flow ratio on the yawing-
moment coefficient in body axes: c_= 40 °, _ = 0°,

U_ = 168 ft/sec.
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Fig. 7 Effect of mass flow ratio on yawing-moment
coefficient in body axes for various angles of attack:

Is = 16 inches, 13= 0°, Uoo= 167 ft/sec.
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Fig. 8 Effect of mass flow ratio on the yawing-moment coefficient in body axes for various free-stream velocities:

(x = 40 °, I_= 0°, Is = 16 inches, x = 11 inches.
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Fig. 9 Effect of angle of attack on the longitudinal

characteristics due to port-side slot blowing for two

blowing rates: Uoo= 168 ft/sec, _ = 0°, 8 h = f(a).
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Fig. 10 Effect of angle of attack on the lateral-directional

characteristics due to port-side slot blowing for two

blowing rates: U=o= 168 ft/sec, 13= 0% 8h = f((x).
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Fig. 11 Effect of sideslip angle on the lateral-directional
characteristics due to port-side blowing for various blowing

rates in Ibm/sec: U_= 132 Wsec, a = 40 °, gh = f(a).
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Fig. 12 Effect of sideslip angle on the lateral-directional
characteristics when port-side blowing is active at several

blowing rates in Ibm/sec: U=o= 132 ft/sec, c_= 50 °, 5h = f(¢x).
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Summary

What do women scientists need to know for career

advancement into senior level positions? Our declining

economic conditions have been the cause for major politi-

cal and technological changes. The U.S. Congress is

turning toward technology to increase our competitive

edge in the world. Allowing women scientists, and

women engineers in particular, more voice in the decision

making process may be an innovative alternative for the

diversity and flexibility needed for the unknown techno-

logical problems of the future. But first women scientists
need to know how the system measures scientific achieve-

ment and how to identify the processes needed to increase

our technological capability in order for them to formi-

dably compete and win higher ranking positions.

Introduction

The United States is in the midst of an economic change

that most would agree is comparable to the Industrial

Revolution. It is the threat of losing our dominant position
in the world market that has caused deep concern and

action by legislators and businesses. Foreign competition

and the decay and dislocation of our manufacturing

industries has caused a nation to look toward high tech-
nology for new economic growth. When the economy

was growing rapidly, it was a concomitant belief, albeit

an unchallenged belief that research fueled this expan-

sion. The country is undergoing major transformations in

order to reclaim its hegemonous position in the world

economy. While we are still at a formative stage in this

process, serious issues need to be addressed. Some of the

key questions to be asked are: Can science and technol-

ogy research assure us a dominant position as a world
leader? How much money should be spent on science and

technology research, and what should it be spent on? who

are the true beneficiaries, and will this change only

perpetuate women's subordinate place in society or

provide new possibilities for them? It is the purpose of

this paper to investigate the revolutionary changes being

made in our society and their impact on women in

general, and women engineers in particular, as well as
their work.

A nation's share in world trade in high-technology

manufactured products is often used as a measure of its

technological capacity (ref. 1). When considering the
cause of our current economic crisis, the finger of blame

points to our past technological performance. Since the

1980s, one of the most obvious and significant changes
that has occurred is a trade imbalance between the num-

ber of manufactured products we exported and imported,

particularly in the high-tech areas. Upon further examina-
tion, it becomes apparent that it was less of a deficiency

in our own capabilities than it was a coordinated effort by

our competitors at developing capabilities that manufac-

ture goods of higher performance, a better quality, or a

better price. When other nations, led by Japan, began to

develop capabilities for synthetic innovation focusing on

commercial products the U.S. started to lose its dominant

position in the world market.

The U.S. economy has arrived at a point where other war

ravaged foreign industries are now in a position to

formidably compete with the U.S. for a larger portion of
the world market. Between 1985 and 1987, the United
States showed an increase in total national assets from

$30.6 trillion to $36.2 trillion, while Japan's total national

assets rose from $19.6 trillion in 1985, to an unimaginable

$43.7 trillion in 1987 (ref. 2). The importance of this time

frame is that it shows Japan, a small island with few

natural resources, surpassing the U.S. in national wealth.

This has resulted in shrunken profits and thus fewer

resources to be allocated. The remedy became a short-
term fix that borrowed heavily from foreign countries. By

1989, America's loss of economic power was reflected by

a major decline in comparative world assets and purchas-

ing power. This enormous transfer of wealth resulted in

the U.S. being transformed from the world's largest

creditor nation into the world's largest debtor nation. This

economic decline has created doubts about not only the

nation's ability to retain its influence and standing in the

world, but its ability to retain its political and military

power that ultimately depend on our economic strength

and vitality.
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What Can We Reasonably Expect from

Science and Technology Research?

In 1983, Congress proposed over two hundred pieces of

legislation to make science education and high technol-

ogy a national priority. This consensus affirms the general

belief that by stren_hening our scientific and technologi-
cal enterprises, we will revitalize our competitiveness in

the global market which is now seen as crucial to both our

country's well-being and military security. It is this

understanding of technological innovation that suggests

innovations are solely the product of research develop-

ment. Although the evidence suggests otherwise, the U.S.

has established a mechanism for systematically funding
science while neglecting to establish a comparable system

that promotes a technological process of innovation. The

development of a science policy was assumed to carry

within it an adequate technology policy.

It is difficult to demonstrate any clear correlation between

research spending and the state of the economy. However,
a frequently used indicator of a country's relative strength

in science and technological capabilities is the number of
Nobel Prizes awarded to its scientists. It is believed that

the awarded Nobel Prize reflects the quality of an indi-
vidual's contribution to science and if there are a number

of Nobel Prizes awarded to individuals from a particular

country, then that country would have greater potential or

likelihood at being the world's leader in technological
innovation and capability. Such a study was conducted to
test the correlation between science achievement and

industrial leadership. The national patterns of Nobel Prize

winning were plotted against the rate of _owth of either

gross domestic product or manufacturing labor produc-
tivity. The results showed that among the countries that

have hosted Nobel Prize winning science in chemistry
and physics since 1945, the nations that have hosted

fewer Prizes per capita have better economic perfor-

mance, thus a negative correlation was identified (ref. 1).

The cash squeeze caused by our economic decline led to

the development of "performance indicators" that not

only assesses our national strength in science, but also its

estimated relevance, effectiveness, productivity and
investment return. What has become one of the most

frequently-used indicators for estimating the quality of
research is a statistical tool called bibliometrics. This

approach uses the number of scientific publications and

patents in a field that are authored by a nation's scientists

as a measure of the quantity of that nation's contributions

to that field. Some of the explicit assumptions of biblio-

metrics are that scientific research publications and

U.S. patent records are legitimate measures of research

output and that their citations and influence weights can

be used to assess the relative importance of quality

research or its scientific impact. It would seem that high-

quality scientific publications are cited more frequently

by other scientists than other work. Bibliometric indica-

tors are being used to charter a comparative analysis of

international research productivity; investigate specific
topics for key patents and their leading researchers in the

field; monitor the research activity of key scientists; spot

technological trends; and provide hard data for business

firms for planning, acquisitions, partnerships, and overall

strategic direction.

Research and development (R&D) programs reflect our

government's role in determining the theoretically

possible activities in selected areas, sectors, or product

types. Creating an R&D institution for systemic innova-
tion is quite new. It is now generally accepted that basic

research is only one of the things a country needs in order

to be successful in commercializing new technology.

If our national goal is to increase our ability to compete

commercially in the world market, then we must develop

our strategies more carefully. To be successful innovators,

we must ask the question: How can we develop a better

product in order to make it commercially more competi-
tive? This information is not found in doing science, but

by talking to our customers. Surveying customers' needs

and listening to their desires is the first step. It should be

noted that upon listening to the concerns and information

being provided by the customer, it is the practical

problems that have been the source for identifying

fundamental questions and important innovations. If we

ask how to make a product less expensive, of higher

reliability, or a better match to our customer needs we are

improving the quality of the design, production, or pro-

cessing (ref. 3). By developing "total flexibility" within

production systems, we are combining the custom-

tailoring of products to the customers' needs and desires

with the power, precision, and economy of modern pro-
duction technology. The strategic goal will be to deliver

high-quality products tailored to each customer at mass-

production prices (ref. 4).

Stephen J. Kline, Professor of Mechanical Engineering at

Stanford University, suggests that engineers need to be

taught not only the basics of manufacturing and how to

apply its principles, but also which forms of innovation

are important in commercial competition.'" We need to

teach some of our brightest engineers the basics of

manufacturing and encourage them to continue career

paths in this area. We also need to teach our engineers
about which forms of innovation are more or less

important in commercial competition, a topic we seldom

address in our schools. There is a category of information

called technological knowledge, which, although
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consideredinferiortoscientificknowledge,on balance is

more relevant for success in commercial markets."

When examining the individual's role in innovation, we

realize that this includes a broader use of the concept of

technical knowledge. Technical knowledge includes not

only what we call the principles of science but also an
engineering analyses of problem solving not specifically

addressed by science. This includes codes, practices,

knowledge about controlling and trouble-shooting

specific processes and systems, and many forms of spe-

cialized skills using trained coordinated muscle responses.

For instance, operating machinery and instruments may

require eye-hand coordination or similar time-response

coordinated movements. This type of individual technical

knowledge does not appear in published materials as
much as in the coordinated reflexes of many working

technologists. Problems that arise in the technological

workplace exercise a major role in shaping the research

agenda of science. The workplace can be used as a plat-
form to observe the problems that arise in industry and

may be our best source for innovative improvements.
Workers' technical skills and experience are now an

integral part of the innovative process. No longer is it to

the advantage of management to treat their workers as a
cost to be controlled but should be seen as an asset to be

cultivated. The skills and experience developed by the

worker are important sources for identifying significant

innovative processes for _eater productivity and future

commercial products.

Women's Role in High Technology

Innovation

The various skills and experiences the employee brings to

the job may be an important source for identifying alter-
native solutions for the unknown technological problems

of the future. The commercial market operates within an

international market that by its very nature is diversified.

When developing an innovative process that focuses on

our competitiveness in the world market, diversifying our

options, giving ourselves permission to view things

differently, may be our _eatest strength. Women as a

group show this type of diversity in their skills, experi-
ences, and perspectives. No single person can be expected
to have the definitive answer for our future problems.

However, listening to a variety of suggestions may

provide the pieces needed to arrive at the best possible

solution. The _eater the diversity in employee participa-

tion, the greater the potential for more alternatives.
Diversified alternatives will increase our options for the

unknown problems of the future.

The more significant changes that have occurred over the

past decade are the enormous increase in women's labor

participation and the unprecedented rate at which change

is occurring. The wage-earning American and working

women in particular are experiencing the greatest impact

of these changes. Over the past decade, almost 7 out of
10 new entrants to the American work force have been

women. Between 1975 and 1985 alone, more than 13 mil-

lion women entered the workforce. By 1986, 55% of all

women over the age of 16 were working outside the home

(ref. 5). When many of the manufacturing jobs were lost
or relocated, American males lost their means to earning a

subsistence wage for their families. This resulted in

women leaving the home and moving into the labor force

in order to make up the differences in lost wages.

Today, in an economy where there is a "revolution" in

women's labor-force participation there has been very

little change in the conventional role structure of family

life. On the average men perform an estimated 15 hours
of household work per week while women perform 34.

As many as a 25% of American husbands do no house-
work other than some basic child care (ref. 5). American

motherhood has been transformed in less than a genera-

tion as well. In 1960, 20 percent of mothers with children

under 6 years old were in the labor force, that has
expanded to 58%, with most of them working full-time

(ref. 6). Women's life duties show her constantly tailoring
her work and abilities to fit the needs and demands of

those who are her responsibility. Restructuring job duties

on demand, broadening responsibilities, taking on new

tasks in regular job rotations both in and outside the home

produce a female work force with the potential for

responding more rapidly and creatively to new problems.
Skill and flexibility are the result of work experiences in a

variety of assignments.

According to the MIT Commission on Industrial

Productivity, innovative bench-marking includes a team

approach to product and process development, closer

relations with suppliers and customers, and a more demo-

cratic workplace that includes flatter organizations,

increased sharing of information, employee participation
in decision-making, profit sharing, increased job security,

a commitment to training, and continuous improvement.

Innovative factors such as these can only work to the

advantage of women who often get shut out of the scien-
tific and technological enterprises. Like the timeline of

any research program, there are only a few strategic
points at which input into the decision-making process is
feasible or effective. For instance, technological design is

at its most flexible during the initial stages of the process.

Other opportunities present themselves at the beginning

of each phase or subphase of production. The further

along in the process, the less of an impact later decisions
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willhaveonthefinalproduct.Onceinmotion,the
possibilityofchangingorhaltingitsimplementationis
unlikely(ref.7).Thesametimelineexistsforany
process;thewindowofopportunityoccursattheforma-
tivestage.Itwouldseemmoreequitableandinnovative
tohavewomenbetterrepresentedinthedecision-making
processwherechangeismostlikelytooccurwhetheron
committeesorthroughouttheproductionprocess.Women
asagroupshowauniquediversityin theirskills,experi-
ences,andperspectives.If weconsiderourplaceintime
andthediversityofourchallengesinfrontofus,it is
clearlythemomenttomoreseriouslyconsiderawoman's
pointofview.A traditional,one-dimensionalapproachto
innovationisself-defeatingtothewholeprocess.The
greaterthediversityinemployeeparticipationthegreater
thepotentialformorealternatives.A multi-dimensional
approachtoproblem-solvingincreasesouroptionsforthe
unknownproblemsofthefuture.

Conclusions

The rapid rate of technological change is expected to

continue. The U.S. is an integral part of the world market
and our economy will continue to reflect our relative

success at international commercial competition. The
long term solution to our economic problems is continu-
ous innovation which includes a better combination of

market forces, consumer preferences, and technological
opportunities. An era of "total flexibility" by production

systems will combine the custom-tailoring of products to

the customer needs and desires with the power, precision,

and economy of modern production technology. The

strategic goal will be to deliver high-quality products

tailored to each customer at mass-production prices.

Regardless of how much a company invests in capital

equipment, automation cannot replace human mastery of
modern technology and experiences. Innovative human-

resource policies promote participation, trust, flexibility,
employment security, and teamwork. The enormous

increase in women's labor force participation, an unfair

share of domestic duties, a subsequent newly structured

motherhood, and a lack of support by business and

government show women as having an enormous capacity

for flexibility and strength. Workers, managers, and
engineers will be continually and broadly trained in the

continuous innovation needed for a diverse international

market of which women are already showing an

enormous capacity.
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Summary

Being a woman in engineering, and in particular, being

the woman with the dubious distinction of having the
most years at Dryden, gives the author a long-term

perspective on the women who worked in the engineering

field and their working environment. The working envi-

ronment for the women was influenced by two main

factors. One factor was the Dryden's growth of t4 per-

sons (2 of them women) at the end of 1946 to the present

size. The other factor was the need for programming

knowledge when the digital computers came into use.
Women have been involved with flight research at

Dryden since the days of the first transonic and super-

sonic airplanes. This paper uses available records, along

with memory, to document the number of women in

engineering at Dryden, to comment about observed
trends, and to make personal observations.

Establishment of NACA Flight Test Unit

In the early to mid-1940s, the National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics (NACA), Army Air Forces, and Navy

decided to build and flight test aircraft that could fly in

the transonic Mach number region (Mach 0.7 to 1.3). This
decision was made because the wind tunnels at that time

could not test at transonic and supersonic speeds. Also,

the interim "short-cut" flight programs of that time which

included air drops of weighted models, launches of
models from rockets, and test models mounted on aircraft

wings could not provide all the needed information. Cer-

tain requirements for the flight test area had to be met.

The area had to be remote for safety reasons and to reduce

unwanted observation. Another requirement was that the

test area have good flying conditions of few cloudy days

and long runways. Previous NACA Langley flight tests

had demonstrated the difficulty in tracking aircraft in

cloudy skies and the new test aircraft needed long

runways for takeoffs and landings.

NACA selected Muroc Army Air Field, which became

Muroc Air Force Base in February of 1948 and was

renamed Edwards Air Force Base in December of 1949,

as the site for the flight tests. Muroc, in the Mojave

desert, met the remote location and good flying conditions

requirements. Muroc had two other advantages. One was

that the Army Air Forces, with whom NACA was

working, had established Muroc as a wartime center for

advanced aircraft testing. Another was the proximity of

Muroc (fig. 1) to the leading aircraft industry in the
Los Angeles area. The employees at the Muroc test site

were to conduct flight tests and analyze the data for the

X-1 (rocket powered) and the D-558 (jet powered and

rocket powered) series of aircraft.

In the fall of 1946, NACA Langley began sending people

to Muroc. The first contingent (five men) arrived on

September 30, 1946. Six more men arrived two days

before the first glide flight at Muroc of the XS-1
aircraft on October 11, 1946. The first two women,

Roxanah B. Yancey and Isabell K. Martin, arrived in

December 1946. The team now consisted primarily of

engineers, computers (people who computed), and

instrument and telemetry technicians. The computers,
following the standard practice of the day, were the two

women. In the Federal government's scientific commu-

nity, almost without exception, the computers were

women. In early September of 1947, NACA decided that

the unit at Muroc (now 27 persons) would function as a

permanent facility (NACA Muroc Flight Test Unit),

managed by Langley. On November 25, 1947 the first

NACA flight of the D-558-1 aircraft occurred. This meant
that the X-I and the D-558 series aircraft were now being

flight tested at the NACA Muroc site.

The history of the establishment of the NACA Muroc site

from its beginning to 1981 (then NASA Ames-Dryden

Flight Research Facility) is told in reference 1. The pur-

pose of this paper is to discuss the changes in the working
environment for the women in the engineering field at

Muroc/Dryden. Only the NACA/NASA civil service

women are discussed; records were not available for
women who worked for contractors.
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Women's Involvement from 1946 to the

Early 1950s

The women and probably many of the men sent from

Langley had volunteered for one-year assignments at the

Muroc site. The first two women (the computers)

assigned to the Muroc site can be seen in the group

photograph taken in late 1946 (fig. 2). The policy at

Langley at that time was to hire women with math

degrees to be computers. Roxanah Yancey, who had a
math degree, retired in 1973 from the Muroc site, then

called the NASA Flight Research Center. Isabell Martin,

assumed to have had a math degree, left the Muroc site

early in 1947.

By October of 1947, 27 persons were working at the

Muroc site. The group photograph (fig. 3) shows 22 per-

sons, 4 of them women. The number of people at the
Muroc site almost doubled in size each year from 1947

to 1950. There were 40 persons in May of 1948, 60 in

January of 1949, and 132 in January of 1950. (In late
1949, the name was changed to NACA High-Speed Flight

Research Station.) The group photograph taken in 1950

(fig. 4) shows that the number of women had increased

significantly from the four of 1947.

Until 1957, the single women and men could live in

dormitories on the base. The women's dormitory at the

south base (location shown in fig. 5) was near the base

chapel and the base theater. The men's dormitories were

on the north base approximately 8 miles away. The dor-
mitories were inexpensive and close to the work site,

Figure 6 is an aerial photograph of the Muroc site in the
late 1940s. The last two photographs show the desert

vegetation and indicates how different the climate was for
the people from the east coast. Not everyone wanted to

stay. One reason some stayed is related to the noseboom

pressure traces, shown in figure 7, from the XS-1 airplane

flight on October 14, 1947. These pressure traces are a
record of the Mach jump from the first manned airplane

to exceed the speed of sound. For some, being able to
work on advanced aircraft such as the X-1 and the D-558

was reason enough to stay at the Muroc site.

Translating the traces on the oscillograph film into usable

data required considerable effort. Figure 8 shows a roll of

oscillograph film and two of the tools used, a film scale
and a slide rule. The horizontal traces on the oscillograph

film were either reference traces or data traces. The verti-

cal lines were the time scale. A film scale was used to

read the difference (delta) between a data trace and its

reference trace at the desired time. The engineering value

for each delta was then read from the corresponding cali-

bration plot. After the engineering values were obtained,

the desired parameters were calculated using the appro-

pilate tools (slide rule, mechanical calculator, standard
atmosphere tables, sine and cosine tables, etc.). The

engineers did some of this but most of the film reading

and calculations were done by the computers. This was

tedious and time-consuming work, and required a great

deal of patience. Men were not thought to have the

patience to do this work. For this reason, almost all

computers were women. Figure 9 is a photograph of the

computers at work.

The working environment during the early days at the

Muroc site was directly influenced by the small number

of people working there and by the remote location. The
small numbers meant that everyone was known by all in

the group. This fostered a strong team spirit that resulted

in people helping wherever they were needed. The

computers worked closely with the engineers and were

often co-authors on technical reports. This small-group

working environment existed into the early 1950s.

Working Environment Change in the Early

1950s

The increase in the number of people at the Muroc site

and in the number of aircraft being tested (fig. 10)

changed the small group working environment. Another
change, which was to have a significant effect on the

working environment for the women in the engineering
field, was that in March 1954, the NACA High-Speed

Flight Research Station became the NACA High-Speed

Flight Station (HSFS). The HSFS was now autonomous,
which meant that Langley was no longer responsible for

management or staffing. Also in 1954, the HSFS people

(now 250 persons) and airplanes moved into a new, larger

building on the main base. This building (4800) has been

added to over the years and is still in use. Figure 11 is a

group photograph taken in 1954 in front of the new

building.

Two name changes were made in the late 1950s. In 1958,

NACA became NASA, and in September of 1959, the

HSFS became the Flight Research Center (FRC). The

number of people at the HSFS continued to increase and

by December of 1959 the complement at FRC was 332.
One effect of the increase in complement was that people

were placed in defined positions. In the early to mid-

1950s, the women computers began working in a

computer group, which was supervised by one of the

senior women computers. Another change was in the

technical background of the women in the computer

group. Most of the women assigned from Langley had

math degrees. The computers hired by the HSFS were

usually from the local area and most of them did not have

college degrees. This resulted in the working assignments
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becomingmoreroutineandmeantthattherewerefewer
opportunitiesforwomen,evenwithdegrees,toworkin
thetechnicalengineeringareas.Theresultingdecreasein
interactionwiththeengineersalsomeantthatthewomen
werenolongerco-authorson technical reports.

Women Authors from 1949 to 1960

From 1950 to 1960, three women engineers worked at the

HSFS. Two of them were authors of NACA reports. The

third woman engineer worked only a short time at the
HSFS and was not an author on a report. Joan Childs was

the first woman to write a technical report at the Muroc

site. The year was 1953 and the report was on the Bell

X-5 airplane, NACA RM L52K13b (ref. 2). Ms. Childs
started as a computer and was reassigned to the engineer-

ing group because of her engineering degree. She was at
the Muroc site approximately 2 to 3 years. The other

woman engineer during that time worked at the Muroc

site as a math aide during the summer. After graduation

from college, she began working as an engineer and

worked in the engineering field until 1983 when she

transferred to a congressional staff position.

From 1949 to 1957, 12 computers were co-authors on

reports about the X-l, X-3, X-5, D-558, and B-52 air-

planes. The number of computers as co-authors was

determined by looking through a card file of reports by
Muroc/HSFS/FRC authors. The computers were always

the last author listed on multiple author reports (usually

two or three authors). During that time there were at least

23 computers who worked at Muroc/HSFS.

Later Work Environment Changes

The next change in the hiring and job requirements for

women occurred during the early to mid-1960s. This

change was caused by the development of digital comput-

ers and the need for people with college degrees to pro-

gram them. One of the new people hired to work with the

digital computers (at that time an IBM 3650) was a

woman. Her primary duties appear to have been computer

programming, which initially required a degree. The digi-

tal computers with their capacity for rapid data reduction

began to replace the hand calculations. During the early

years of the digital computers, most engineers relied on

computer programmers to write the data reduction pro-

grams required to calculate the desired parameters. Two

women programmers were hired during this time.

The oscillograph film recording systems were soon

replaced by onboard magnetic tape recording systems.
The work done by the women computers was no longer

needed and their jobs eventually changed to running the

computer programs written by other people. Three of the
former women computers moved to engineering positions

at this time. One woman had a math degree, one a degree

in education, and one did not have a degree. Two of these

women had a relatively easy transition to the engineering

field; the other did not. Another of the women computers

(she had a math degree) became chief of the programming

and data processing branch. The remaining women com-

puters eventually quit, retired, or were reassigned to other

jobs.

The last change in the hiring and job requirements for

women is also related to digital computers. As the digital

computers became more powerful, they were used to run

the airplane simulators. The early simulators were based

on analog systems and the programs used to drive them

were maintained and run by men. When digital computers

began to replace the analog systems, women were also
hired to run and maintain simulation programs. Hybrid

analog-digital simulations were used for a few years (for

example, X-15-2 simulation). The first all-digital simu-
lation was for the 3/8-scale F-15 Remotely Piloted

Research Vehicle (RPRV). Computer simulation pro-

grams require much attention to detail and women are
well known for their attention to detail.

Number of Women in Technical Areas from

1960s to Present

The women computers of the late 1940s and early 1950s

worked closely with the engineers, almost in the capacity

of junior engineers. By the early 1960s, this working rela-

tionship, with four exceptions, no longer existed. These
4 woman (3 retired in 1973, 1 in 1979) are included in the

numbers of women from 1960 to the present, shown in

the following table. Also included in the table are the

major airplane projects.

Some of the airplanes mentioned in the table are seen in

the group airplane photographs of figures 12 to 14. Fig-
ure 12 shows the airplanes being worked on in the hangar

in late 1966. There are no women working on the planes

in this photograph.

In the 1970s, women began working on the flight crews

(usually only one or two women) and presently three
women (two are mechanics, one works in avionics) work

on the flight crews. In general, the women had great diffi-

culty fitting in and until the mid to late 1980s, all changed

jobs (one for a better job, one to get a college degree, but
most because of a difficult working environment). One

obvious difficulty for these women is that of a woman

working in a traditional male job. Another is that while

most men develop their mechanical skills at an early age,
most women do not. This means that using even simple
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Number of Women In Technical Fields and Airplane Project from 1960s to the Present Time

Time period Number Major airplane projects

Early 1960s 7

Mid to late 1960s 12

Early to mid 1970s 13

Late 1970s 11

Mid to late 1980s 17

Early 1990s 25

November 1992 23

X-15

X-15, XB-70, Lifting bodies (M2-F2, HL-10), Lunar Landing Research Vehicle (LLRV)

YF-12, Lifting bodies (M2-F3, HL-10, X-24A, X-24B), F-8 Supercritical wing,
F-8 Digital Fly-by-Wire (DFBW), F-I 11 Transonic AirCraft Technology (TACT),
3/8-scale F-15 Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle (RPRV)

YF-12, F-8 DFBW, KC-135 Winglets, Shuttle Orbiter approach and landing tests,

F- 111 TACT, Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology RPRV (HiMat)

B-720 Controlled Impact Demonstration (CID), X-29, F-111 Mission Adaptive

Wing (MAW), F-16 XL Supersonic Laminar Flow Control (SLFC), F-18 High Alpha

Research Vehicle (HARV), F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Controls (HIDEC)

X-29, F-15 HIDEC, F-16 XL SLFC, F-18 HARV

F-15 HIDEC, F-16 XL SLFC, F-18 HARV, X-31, SR-71

tools, such as pliers or a screwdriver, is not second nature

to most women. Many women began working on the

flight crews because the upward mobility programs of the
late 1970s gave them an opportunity to move from the

lower paying clerical jobs to the higher paying flight crew
jobs. Those women with limited mechanical skills had an

especially difficult time.

Two more name changes occurred from 1960 to the

present. In 1976, the Hight Research Center became the

Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC). In 1981, the
DFRC was combined with Ames Research Center and

DFRC became the Ames-Dryden Flight Research
Facility.

The type of work and the number of women who retired,

quit, or transferred to another government facility are

given in the Appendix for the time periods of the previous

table. Of the 23 women presently working in the technical
field, 12 are in the engineering disciplines, 3 are in air-

plane simulation, 4 are in program management (1 is also
a flight test engineer on the SR-71 crew), 3 are in nondis-
ciplinary management, and 1 is chief of the branch

responsible for computer systems, flight control rooms,

and information networks. As a point of interest, 6 of the

women presently working at Dryden in the technical field

were in its "co-op" program. The co-op program is a

cooperative work-study between NASA and different

universities. Engineering students alternate between work
periods at a NASA site and their course work at the

university.

Observations

The initial plan for this paper was to discuss the women

with engineering degrees who worked at Dryden through-

out its history. Until recently, however, there haven't

been many women with engineering degrees who worked

at Dryden. In addition, the women (and men) who work

in the engineering, or technical, field have degrees in both

engineering and the sciences (math, physics, etc.).
Another reason the paper topic changed was because

during the early years at Dryden, the women with non-

engineering degrees (in some cases, no degree) performed
the same work as a junior engineer.

The first woman in a technical management position at
Dryden supervised the women computers. In the 1960s,

this management position included computer program-

ming and data processing. Women are still in manage-
ment positions in these and related areas. Women began
moving into program management in the 1970s and into

nondisciplinary management positions in the 1980s.

Women have yet to move into engineering discipline
management positions.

One difference between the women who worked at Muroc

during the early years and those who came later was the

attitude toward working after marriage. Unlike now, most

of the women who married when they were working

appear to have quit their jobs soon after. The women who

quit and transferred during the later years did so for a

variety of reasons. Two transferred to jobs near where
their husbands had moved, one transferred to improve her

chances for promotion, one transferred to a nonengineer-
ing job (in this case, her husband transferred to be with

her), one quit to get a better job, and two quit for other

reasons, one being to spend more time with their children.

The number of women in technical fields from the early
days to 1963 was based on the women authors and

co-authors of technical reports, available organizational
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charts,photographs,theinformationin reference1,and
thememoriesofpeoplewhoworkedhereduringthat
time.Theadditionalinformationresourcesfrom1963to
thepresent,includedmymemories,thememoriesof
thosestillworkingatDryden,andtheequalemployee
opportunityrecordsfrom1990through1992.I apologize
toanyofthewomenI mayhavemissed.
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Appendix

Engineering disciplines

Number of Women by Job Category from 1960 to Present

Computer Airplane Management
programming simulation

Early 1960s

6 (2 engineers, 4 former woman

computers)

[1 engineer transferred]*

Mid to late 1960s

8

[1 transferred, 2 quit]
1 Chief of Programming and Data Processing Branch

Early to mid 1970s

7

[2 former woman computers
retired 1973;

1 died in glider accident in 1976]

4

[1 quit]
1 Chief of Programming and Data Processing Branch

[Retired 1973, former woman computer]

Late 1970s

6

[1 retired (last of former women

computers); I quit]

3 1 1 in program management

[transferred to congressional staff position]

Mid to late 1980s

11 (I an instrumentation engineer
responsible for research instru-

mentation airplane; 1 an opera-
tions engineer responsible for

flight readiness of airplane)
[Medical retirement for

instrumentation engineer; 1 quit]

2 in program management

1 assistant chief of branch responsible for computer
systems, flight control rooms, and information
networks,

2 in non-disciplinary management positions

Early 1990s

13

[1 transferred]
4

[1 quit]
4 in program management

1 branch chief (former assistant branch chief),

3 nondisciplinary management

November 1992

12
4 in program management (1 also serves as a flight
test engineer on the SR-71 crew), 1 branch chief

(former assistant branch chief), 3 nondisciplinary
management

*[Change by next time period]

Notes: "Transferred" means the woman went to another government facility. "Engineering discipline" refers to any of
the airplane discipline studies, for example, propulsion, aerodynamics, stability and control, structures, etc. and

"Program management" refers to general oversight of an airplane program such as coordinating, scheduling, funding,
working with any outside partners involvedwith the program, etc.
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Figure 1. Location of Muroc (Edwards Air Force Base since December 1949) with respect to Los Angeles. The names
and road numbers are for the present time.
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EXPERIENCE WITH ADA ON THE F-18 HIGH ALPHA

RESEARCH VEHICLE FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
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NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility
Edwards, California

MICHAEL THOMSON
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Edwards, California

Summary

Considerable experience has been acquired with Ada

at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility during

the on-going High Alpha Technology Program. In this

program, an F-18 aircraft has been highly modified by
the addition of thrust-vectoring vanes to the airframe.

In addition, substantial alteration was made in the

original quadruplex flight control system. The result

is the High Alpha Research Vehicle. An additional re-
search flight control computer was incorporated in each
of the four channels. Software for the research flight

control computer was written in Ada. To date, six re-
leases of this software have been flown. This paper pro-

vides a detailed description of the modifications to the

research flight control system. Efficient ground-testing
of the software was accomplished by using simulations

that used the Ada for portions of their software. These
simulations are also described. Modifying and transfer-

ring the Ada flight software to the software simulation

configuration has allowed evaluation of this language.
This paper also discusses such significant issues in us-

ing Ada as portability, modifiability, and testability as
well as documentation requirements.

Nomenclature

A/D

D/A

DDI

DPRAM

EEPROM

FAST

FCS

FORTRAN

GE

HARV

HUD

analog-to-digital

digital-to-analog

digital display indicator

dual port random-access memory

electrically erasable programmable read-

only memory

F-18 FCS automated software testing

flight control system

FORmula TRANslation

General Electric, Lynn, Massachusetts

High Alpha Research Vehicle

head-up display

JOVIAL

LEF

McAir

MDTOT

MIL-STD

OBES

PASCAL

RAM

RFCS

ROM

TEF

UART

UMN

UVPROM

Jules' Own Version of the International

Algorithmetic Language

leading-edge flaps

McDonnell Aircraft Division, McDonnell

Douglas Corporation, St. Louis,
Missouri

parameter identifier

military standard

on-board excitation system

Philips Automatic Sequence CALculator

random-access memory

research flight control system

read-only memory

trailing-edge flaps

universal asynchronous receiver-
transmitter

universal memory network

ultraviolet programmable read-only

memory

Introduction

Higher order languages have not been extensively
used to develop flight control systems because of the

lack of speed and capacity in the flight control comput-
ers. With the large improvements in computer speed,

or throughput, and in memory, use of higher order lan-

guages is now practical. Examples of higher order lan-

guages used for aircraft include PASCAL (Philips Au-
tomatic Sequence CALculator), JOVIAL (Jules' Own
Version of the International Algorithmetic Language),

and Ada.

Because the United States military selected Ada

for use as the common language, more aircraft will

be flown using this software. Thus, NASA Dryden

Flight Research Facility (DFRF) personnel must be-
come familiar with the language and its capabilities.
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AnF-18testbedaircraft,theHighAlphaResearchVe-
hicle(HARV),offeredanopportunitytoacquireexperi-
encewiththeuseofAdaforflightcontrolapplications.1
The aircraftwasbuilt by the McDonnellAircraft
Division(McAir),McDonnellDouglasCorporation,St.
Louis,Missouri,andtheNorthropCorporation,New-
buryPark,California.

ThispaperdescribestheDFRFexperiencewithAda
anddetailstheobservedadvantagesanddisadvantages
to usingthis language.Theconclusionsreachedhere
throughtheuseof Adain thereal-timecontrolenvi-
ronmentareapplicableto othercontrolareasaswell.
Manyreal-timecontrolsystemsusingAdato control
complexsystemswouldbeexpectedto havesimilar
experiences.-

Research Flight Control System

Description

The following subsections describe the hardware,

control laws, and software of the system in which Ada
was used:

Hardware

The HARV is a modified preproduction F-18 aircraft

equipped with spin chute and emergency hydraulic and
electrical systems. These modifications include a sim-

ple, low cost, thrust-vectoring system. This installa-

tion required modifications to the flight control system
and mission computerfl

The basic F-18 flight control system consists of

quadrnplex redundant GE 701E (General Electric,
Lynn, Massachusetts) computers and was modified for

HARV by adding an analog interface to the thrust-

vectoring vane actuators and a research flight control

system (RFCS). Figure 1 shows the F-18 HARV com-
puter architecture. The analog input card and RFCS

were added to spare card slots in the basic flight control
computer. This basic flight control computer main-

tains control of the aircraft; controls input, output, or

both processing functions; communicates with the F-18

mission computer for outer loop control; and displays

information through a military standard (MIL-STD)

1553 data bus. The RFCS was added to provide a

flexible system for control law research. Ada was cho-

sen as the programming language for the RFCS.

The RFCS central processing unit is a MIL-STD-

1750A processor with a 20-MHz clock slaved to the

GE 701E computer (Fig. 1). The RFCS contains

32,000 words of electrically erasable programmable

read-only memory (EEPROM), 16,000 words of ultra-

violet programmable read-only memory (UVPROM),

2,000 words of random-access memory (RAM), and

2,000 words of dual port RAM (DPRAM). The RFCS

communicates to the basic flight control computer

through the DPRAM. Hence, RFCS may be called an
embedded control system. It, however, has no direct
control of the aircraft. The aircraft is under RFCS

control only during the research phases of a HARV

flight. First, the RFCS is armed or enabled by a cock-

pit switch. Then, it is engaged or activated through
use of a switch on the control stick. The RFCS is man-

ually disengaged via the arm switch or a control-stick-

mounted paddle switch. Autodisengagement occurs as

a result of internally defined limits on rates, accelera-
tions, engine sensors, and airdata sensors.

Control Laws

The longitudinal control laws contain an angle-

of-attack command system that uses angle-of-

attack, pitch rate, and inertial coupling feedbacks
(Fig. 2). 3 The lateral-directional control laws contain

a feet-on-the-floor stability axis roll rate command sys-

tem (Fig. 3). This system provides the control for the

roll and yaw axes. 3 The laterai-directionai system uses

roll, yaw, and sideslip rates as well as lateral accelera-

tion and inertial coupling as feedback signals.

Figure 4 shows a simplified diagram of the thrust
vane mixer section. This section converts the com-

mand pitch and yaw-vectoring moments computed in
the longitudinal and lateral-directional control laws
into vane commands. The mixer also uses estimated

thrust and current vane positions to calculate new vane

commands. The RFCS gross thrust estimator uses noz-

zle pressure ratio, nozzle exit radius, power level angle,

and static pressure to calculate gross thrust.

Software

The RFCS software is programmed in Ada and

was developed on a separate minicomputer system

and cross-compiled to the MIL-STD-1750A processor.

The software is loaded into the flight control com-

puters through an RS232 serial port using a personal

computer.

The original RFCS software was designed and tested
by McDonnell Douglas Corporation under a NASA

contract. None of the real-time kernel capabilities or el-

ements available with Ada, such as taskings, priorities,

terminations, and exceptions, were used for this sys-

tem because of concerns about timing. 4-6 The RFCS

software consists mainly of the control laws with a few

redundancy management functions. Because it can al-

ways downmode safely to the F-18 basic flight con-

trol system, the RFCS is not considered flight critical.

Choice of a language impacts neither the number of re-

dundancy management functions nor their complexity.

Redundancy management functions of the RFCS in-

clude such elements as reasonability checks and engage

logic.
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The RFCSsoftwareconsistsof approximately78
Adaspecifications,whichdefinethe interfaceto the
outsideworld,and13Adabodies,whichgivethede-
tailsof theprogram.Thesespecificationsandbodies
consistofapproximately130modules,175procedures,
5 functions,and4,600linesof code(16,302sixteen-
bit wordsof EEPROMand 1,699wordsof RAM).
The RFCSsoftwarecan be dividedinto six func-
tionalareas.Theseareasincludeinput-outputfunc-
tions,disarm-disengagelogic,longitudinalcontrollaws,
laterai-directionaicontrollaws,thrustvanemixer,and
grossthrustestimator.Figure5showsthesefunctional
areas.TimingestimatesforthecurrentRFCSsoftware
indicatelessthan85percentworstcasethroughputand
50percentmemoryuse.

The input-outputfunctionalareatransfersdata
throughDPRAM,convertsthesedatato andfroma
fixedpointmachine(thebasicflightcontrolsystem)to
theRFCSfloatingpointformat,andchecksfor data
validity. Thedisarm-disengagelogicfunctionalarea
determineswhethertheRFCSshouldarmor engage.
Thisfunctionalareaincludessuchelementsasenvelope
limitsandreasonabilitychecksoncontrollawfeedbacks
andRFCSoutputs.

Simulations

Three configurations of the real-time HARV simula-
tion are used: an all-software, a hardware-in-the-loop,

and an ironbird. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show that these

configurations use many of the same elements. Detailed

descriptions of these configurations are provided next.

All-Software Simulation

Written in FORmula TRANslation (FORTRAN)

and Ada, the all-software simulation is used for en-

gineering development of control laws, for pilot train-
ing, and for flight test planning. Figure 6 shows the
elements of the all-software simulation. The aircraft

model is performed in the simulation computer and in-
cludes the basic flight control laws as well as the aero-

dynamic, propulsion, thrust-vectoring, sensor, and ac-
tuator models. The only element of the all-software
simulation coded in Ada is the RFCS control laws.

These control laws are in the RFCS control law com-

puter, a UnLx-based workstation. Both the simula-
tion computer and RFCS control law computer cycle
at 80 Hz. The simulation cockpit includes the flight

digital display indicators (DDI) and a head-up display

(HUD) along with the simulated instrumentation and
the pilot controls. Other flight hardware include mis-

sion computers and communication system control. An
interface between the research flight control laws and

the basic flight control laws in the simulation emulates

the actual flight system interface as closely as possi-
ble. Four MIL-STD-1553 multiplex buses are included

in the simulation. Three are for communication be-

tween the simulated and flight avionics. One is for an

aircraft model display communication path. In addi-

tion, the three MIL-STD-1553 buses model the three

HARV MIL-STD-1553 buses.

Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation

Hardware-in-the-loop, the most frequently used sim-

ulation configuration, is the primary tool for developing

and testing software. This configuration is also used for

pilot training, flight test planning, and, to a lesser de-

gree, engineering development. In addition, this config-
uration is extensively used for failure modes and effects

testing and for control law validation. Actual flight

control computers replace the control laws modeled in

the simulation computer and the workstation. Figure
7 shows the hardware-in-the-loop simulation. Actuator

models are also moved from the simulation computer

and modeled using analog models. All other elements
of the all-software simulation remain the same.

Ironbird Simulation

Figure 8 shows the ironbird simulation. As a final
check for the system configuration, this simulation con-

figuration is used to measure the closed-loop response
of the control laws and to verify actuator models. A

decommissioned F-18 airplane with hydraulic lines is

used. With the exception of the leading- and trailing-

edge flaps (LEF and TEF), the ironbird simulation re-

places the analog actuator models with the actual flight
actuators.

Compilers

Two Ada compilers were used: one for the RFCS
software and the other for the simulation software.

The cross-compiler used for the RFCS is a TLD Sys-
tems, Limited, Torrance, California, compiler hosted

on a minicomputer. This compiler conforms with MIL-

STD-1815A-1983 requirements. For the simulation

software, a SunPro (Sun Microsystems, Incorporated,
Mountainview, California) Ada language compiler is

used. This compiler also conforms to MIL-STD-1815A-
1983 requirements. No evaluation was done on the dif-

ferent compilers, and only obvious differences, such as

one compiler flagging errors that the other compiler

missed, were noted.

Software Modifications

Two major areas of software modifications are dis-
cussed in this section. These areas include modifica-

tions to the flight software and adaptations of the flight
software to the simulation. McAir developed the RFCS

software in a simulation and then transferred it to the

flight hardware. The DFRF tested the software in the
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hardware-in-the-loopsimulationandlateraddedthe
RFCSsoftwareto theall-softwaresimulation.

Flight SoftwareModifications
TheRFCSsoftwaredeliveredfromMcAirto DFRF

wasnot testedin aclosed-loopsystembutwasverified
by McAir in anopen-loopenvironmenton theflight
hardware.ThecontractstatedthatNASAwouldcom-
pletetheclosed-loopvalidationtesting.Thecompiler
that McAirandDFRFusedto developtheAdasoft-
wareincludesa profilingtoolthat allowstimingesti-
matestobegeneratedforthetargetcomputer.Results
of thetimingestimatesmadebyMcAirusingthistool
significantlyunderestimatedtheactualexecutiontime
in theMIL-STD-1750Acomputer.McAirmodifiedthe
RFCSsoftwareduringtheopen-loopteststo improve
its throughput.WhentheRFCSwasdelivered,it was
installedinthehardware-in-the-loopsimulationforval-
idationtesting.Duringthehardware-in-the-loopvali-
dationtesting,RFCSexceededtheallocatedcycletime
for oneunusualsetof conditions.Thecoderequired
modificationto allowsomethroughputmargin.

The followinglist showsthe changesmadeto the
RFCSsoftwaretodate.Severalfunctionswerechanged
from80-to 40-and20-Hzfunctions(items1and2in
list). At thesametime,thecodewasreviewedto find
additionalchangesto increasethethroughputmargin
(item3 in list).

1. RFCSmultiratetasking

2. Modifyorderofratestructure

3. RFCSAdacodecleanup

4. Codereconfiguration

5. Changemixer-predictorconstant

6. Thrustestimationmodification

7. Betadotsignchangemiscompare

8. On-boardexcitationsystem(OBES)

9. RFCS701Efadergain

10.Fix OBESfrequencysweepsbyoverlay"

11.Fix OBESfrequencysweepsandcleanupsyntax

12.Staticpressurewithweightonwheels

13.Fix RFCSflagwordoutsideenvelopeindication

14.OBESrequirements

15.Incorrectdifferentialstabilator,TEF,andLEF
computations

*Indicates an overlay generated.

43.

44.

45.
r

16. MDTOT sign change

17. OBES cleanup

18. Persistence on betadot and angle of attack

19. Engine parameters channel 1/3 miscompare

20. Change instrumentation scaling of error

signal

21. Update configuration identification to version 24.0

22. Sideslip rate delta tolerance---overlay"

23. Sideslip rate delta tolerance---compile

24. Add test variables for FAST command limit tests

25. Replace message 8 RFCS parameters

26. Change scales of angles of attack and sideslip in
RFCS

27. Change parameters for angle of attack and inertial

navigation system angle of attack scaling to +180 °

28. OBES aileron rate limit

29. Add component of alphadot and betadot in mis-

sion computer

30. Parameter identification OBES

31. Move RFCS message 17 code

32. Thrust estimator

33. Enable RFCS go

34. Angle-of-attack filter coefficient

35. Message 17 parameter change

36. Message 8 1KFCS modification

37. RFCS persistence counter for channel 1/3

miscompare

38. Change constants in pitch and roll trim

processing

39. RFCS scaling for message 8 instrumentation

40. Static pressure with weight on wheels by

overlay*

41. Downlink OBES signal

42. Change configuration identification to version 22.0
in RFCS software

Version 22.0--message 8

Change instrumentation error signal by overlay"

Pitch rate lead and gain changes
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46.Updateconfigurationidentificationtoversion23.0

47.Message8word20-bittoggle

48.RFCSthrustfailures

49.Sideslipratedeltaoninstrumentation

50.Angle-of-attackrategainfix

51.Updatefaderate

52.Angle-of-attackscalingandinertialcomponents--
overlay*

53.Updateconfigurationidentificationtoversion25.0

54.AddtestvariablesforFASTcommandlimit tests

55.ParameteridentificationOBESmodification

56.Updateconfigurationidentificationtoversion26.0

57.OBEScommandlimiting

58.Collectivetrailing-edgeflaptestcommand

*Indicatesanoverlaygenerated.

TheoriginalRFCScontrollawsoftwarewasdevel-
opedastwoparts:longitudinalandlateral-directional.
Whilethedeliveredcodewasmodularized,somefunc-
tionsweredistributedthroughseveralmodules.Air-
datawastheprincipalsegmentcalculatedinmorethan
onemoduleandwasprocessedin the input-output
andin the lateral-directionalcontrollawsections.To
allowcompletionof updatesto onefunctionalgroup
withoutaffectinganotherfunctionalgroup,the soft-
warewasmodifiedto includeall airdatafunctionsin
input-output(item4 in list). Theupdateratefor
airdata-dependentgainschedulingwasat 80Hz,but
airdatawasupdatedat 20Hz. Consequentlyto in-
creasethethroughputmargin,thecodewasmodified
to updatetheairdata-dependentgainsat 20Hz. Un-
lessbetterprofilingtoolsaredeveloped,theseproblems
in throughputmarginwill continueto befoundin final
hardware-in-the-looptesting.

Duringtheflightprogram,modificationsweremade
to correctproblemsor makeimprovements.Thema-
jority of thesechangesinvolveda simpleconstantora
coupleof linechanges.A fewweremoreextensiveand
includednewcapabilities.AnOBESwasincorporated
in RFCSto generatecommandsto thesurfacesusing
afunctiongeneratorfor sinewavesanddoublets.

SimulationSoftwareModifications

TheRFCSAdacodewasportedtothesoftwaresim-
ulation.Thiscodewasdevelopedonaminicomputer
systemandportedto a computerwhereit couldbe
validatedusingthereal-time,all-softwaresimulation.

Becausethesimulationsweredevelopedon the sim-
ulationcomputer,the AdaRFCScodewasinitially
portedto thiscomputerwhereit couldinterfacewith
theresidingsimulationthroughsharedmemory.The
simulationcomputerwasincapableof supportingthe
Adacodein the timerequired.Thecodewasthen
portedto aUnix-basedworkstationRFCScontrollaw
computerwith a differentAdacompiler.Here,the
RFCScodecommunicatedwith thesimulationcom-
puterthroughtheuniversalmemorynetwork(UMN)
insteadof sharedmemory.7 Real-timeperformance
speedimprovedsignificantlyon thiscomputer.This
performanceimprovementwastheresultofseveralfac-
tors. Thesefactorsincludedthe limitedtimeavail-
ableonthesimulationcomputerandtheimprovedAda
compileravailableontheRFCScontrollawcomputer.

Additionalcodewasaddedto set-upameansof ex-
changingdatabetweentheAdaRFCScodeandthe
real-timesimulation.Becauseof timingrestrictions,
thecallingorderoftheroutinesin theexecutiveRFCS
programwasalsochanged.Thehardware-in-the-loop
code'sexecutiveoperatesat a 160-Hzframerateover-
all. Theindividualroutinesarecalledat variousrates.
Originally,two80-Hztasksranalternatelyonaneven
or anOddframe.Onetaskhandledthelongitudinal
controllaws,whiletheotherframehandledthelateral-
directionalcontrollaws.TheAdaontheRFCScontrol
lawcomputerwasunableto supportthe160-Hzsched-
ulewithouttimeoverruns.Asa result,theeven-odd-
framearrangementwasreplacedby a newcallingse-
quence.Thissequencefirstcallsthelongitudinalmode
calculationsandthencallsthelateral-directionalmode
calculations.Otherwise,thesourcecodedevelopedon
the minicomputersystemis easilytransferredto the
RFCScontrollawcomputer.

Significant Issues

Thissectiondescribesmajorissuesrelatingto Ada
and its usein real-timeembeddedcontrolsystems.
Theseissuesincludeporting,documenting,modifying,
andtestingthesoftware.In addition,softwaredevel-
opmentisdiscussed.

Portability
TheRFCSAdacodewasfairlyportable.Thiscode

wastransferredfromtheMIL-STD-1750Aprocessorto
thesimulationcomputerto thecontrollawcomputer.
Themajorityof modificationsneededfor Adato run
in thesimulationwerechangesto accountfor differ-
encesin theflightcontrolandsimulationsystems.Be-
causethehardware-in-the-loopRFCSsourcecodere-
sidesontheminicomputersystemandtheall-software
codeisontheUnix-basedworkstation,twoAdacom-
pilerswereusedto achieveoptimalperformanceonthe
individualmachines.Useof twocompilerscanalso
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resultindifferencesif one compiler is more nearly accu-

rate than the other. For example, the Unix-based com-
piler would flag errors that the minicomputer compiler

would accept. The two compilers provided an extra
test for errors in the Ada software.

Documentability

An often mentioned feature of Ada is the fact that it

is a self-documenting code. Although very easy to read,
Ada is self-documenting only on a detailed level; that

is, Ada is more similar to self-commenting. The self-

documenting feature of Ada does not remove the need

for developing specifications and system documenta-
tion. Any system requires a specification for the soft-

ware to be developed against; otherwise, errors prop-

agate throughout the system. Use of a higher order

language, such as Ada, makes it easier to design and

code a system without developing specifications. As

with any other programming language, such program

specifications as specification block diagrams, program

requirements, software design specifications, and pro-

gram flowcharts are needed to give an overall picture
of the entire system.

Modifiability

Use of Ada or any higher order language simplifies all

but the most difficult software updates. The compiler

can show the assembly-level code along with the Ada,

which helps when trying to understand the operation

of the software. An assembly-level listing is necessary
when the software is not performing as expected, and

debugging is required. The assembly-level listing and
the memory map are used to examine the system mem-

ory and to assist in locating errors. This technique

was used several times during the system integration

stage. The Ada code proved fairly easy to modify, but

assembly-level modifications were still used.

Updates to the RFCS software are done either by

overlay or by recompiling. To change constants, an

overlay is performed. For an overlay, no source code

is changed. The majority of overlays are then added

to later software versions by modifying the source code

and recompiling. Load files, the machine code in hex-

adecimal that is loaded onto the flight control comput-

ers, are updated on the minicomputer system. Once

completed, the newly overlaid code is downloaded to
the flight control computers. Because a recompile is

not performed, a bit-for-bit comparison can be done to

verify any memory changes.

For all other changes, the program is recompiled.

This process involves changing the source code to meet

the new requirements. Once the changes have been

added to the code, a compilation is performed. Then,

the new software is downloaded to the flight control
computers. Software changes made by recompiling

require significantly more testing than those done by

overlay. Because a bit-for-bit comparison cannot be
performed, it cannot be assumed that the source code

updates did not affect any other software functionality.

One disadvantage in using Ada is that changes in

the calling sequence, addition of new routines to the
code, or both require changes in the compilation order

of the dependent routines. The proper order or se-

quence must be established to ensure that any routine

which depends on another routine is compiled before

the calling routine is compiled. This ordering process

can become a difficult task when major changes in the
calling sequence are required.

Another disadvantage of higher order languages ver-
sus assembly languages is that software overlays cannot

be inserted on-line. With assembly language, a logic
overlay can be inserted into the source code and re-

assembled. Overlays can be written to branch to a pre-

determined patch area in read-only memory (ROM),

execute the new code, and return to the point of ori-

gin. This type of change requires less testing than a
complete reassembly because a bit-for-bit comparison

can be performed.

Testability

The language used to implement the software has

no impact on the testing requirements. The level of

testing required is determined by the criticality of the
system. Obviously, flight-critical systems require more

testing than those systems that are less essential. Re-

gardless of the programming language used, verifica-

tion and validation tests are required to flight qualify a

new software release. Verification is the process of de-

termining that the software performs as specified. This

process is accomplished by devising individual tests for

each specified software task, conducting the test, and

observing that the task was completed according to the

specification. Validation, the broader task, seeks to de-

termine if the system of which the software is a part

performs adequately to fulfill the flight requirements.
Open- and closed-loop failure modes and effects tests

are among the techniques used in software validation.

In these tests, failures are artificially induced, and a

correct system response to those failures is verified.

Verification. When a higher order language is used,
the compiler and linker must provide outputs which

give the tester the information required to understand

and verify the code. This information includes a list-

ing of the assembly language code generated by the

compiler and a memory map showing the locations of

all modules, constants, and variables. The ability to

complete the testing without modifying in any way the

code under test is highly desirable. If the required test

interfaces exist, then the locations of the input and out-

put variables provide the interfaces to the code under
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test. The testermayinjectandmonitorinputsand
outputsto determineif thecodeperformsasspecified.
If modificationofthesoftwareisnecessarytoallowthe
teststo beperformed,thenatestpatchiswritten.

Digitalflightcontrolsystemsseldomhavethetestin-
terfacesrequiredto performcompleteverificationtest-
ing withoutmodificationof thecodeundertest. Of
coursein manyinstances,the changebeingverified
involvesinputsandoutputswhichareavailabledur-
ingnormalsystemoperation.Testpatchesarenotre-
quiredin thesecases.Whentestpatchesarerequired
for higherorderlanguages,thesepatchesarecodedin
assemblylanguageusingareasofprogramandvariable
memorythat arenot usedby thecompiledsoftware.
Thesoftwareundertestisminimallyimpacted.

Validation. Software is validated in conjunction

with the system of which it is a part. In the case of
the RFCS, validation is accomplished on the HARV

hardware-in-the-loop simulation. Time histories, fail-

ure modes, and effects tests are performed while the

simulated aircraft is flying closed-loop. Depending on
the interfaces available, occasionally test patches are

needed to simulate system failures which cannot be in-

duced in any other way.

Software Development

Development of real-time code requires an under-

standing of the requirements and limitations of mem-

ory and time. Real-time software generally requires
more time than is readily available; therefore, care

must be taken in developing the code. Use of a higher

order language makes it more difficult to control the

timing directly. The compiler generates the code and,

even if optimized, may not produce the most time-
efficient code. As discussed in the Compiler section

and in the Portability subsection, one of the two com-

pilers used by HARV detects more errors than the

other. Although not required, use of two compilers

provides a good check-and-balance scheme for any soft-

ware development.

The use of two or more compilers is not required and

was only used on this program to facilitate the transfer
of the Ada software to the all-software simulation. The

majority of the Ada software in the all-software simula-

tion is identical to the flight software. Using the same
software in the simulation and in the flight software

saves time when transferring the software between sys-

tems. Software implementation differences between the

hardware-in-the-loop and all-software simulations are

also minimized.

The developer also needs to be aware of any mi-
crocode errors within the target processor. Many com-

piler developers work closely with processor manu-
facturers. Such cooperation allows the developers to

correct microcode errors within the compiler, but not

all errors will be necessarily corrected. Validated Ada

compilers can also liave errors. The assembly-code
listing also gives the implementer the information re-

quired to deal with possible compiler errors and with
known microcode errors in the target processor hard-

ware. Knowledge of the system is still necessary for the

development of software for real-time systems.

Concluding Remarks

The NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility experi-
ence with using Ada software for the F-18 High Alpha

Research Vehicle has been positive. Although the Ada

software developed was not for an extremely complex

system, it is representative of most uses. Compiled
Ada code can be used in a flight-critical system. The

conclusions reached in this paper are not effected by

the lack of a complex redundancy management or of a

flight-critical system.

Positive conclusions reached concerning Ada are

listed next. Ada is

• Portable--Ada was transferred among three com-

puters using different compilers. The changes
made to the transported code were to account for

system changes.

• Documentable--For commenting purposes, this

easy-to-read code is self-documenting. On the
other hand, the self-documenting feature of Ada
does not remove the requirement for system-level

documentation or for a specification before coding.

• Modifiable---Ada is easy to modify, but it is still

easier to make simple constant changes without

recompiling. Individual changes in the code that

are of major significance and numerous changes
that are of less significance are easy to accomplish

in Ada.

• Testable---Ada is no more difficult to test than any

other language. The criticality of the system--
not the language used to program the system--

defines the testing requirements. Any system can

be coded in Ada. For example, a system with com-

plex redundancy management functions can easily

be written in Ada, and the testing requirements

would not change. A flight-critical system can eas-

ily use Ada, and the testing requirements would be
the same as for other flight-critical systems.

Negative factors identified were not really Ada spe-

cific; that is, these factors are also found in other higher

order languages. If a system does not follow standard

software design practices, then problems will occur.
Software and system specifications must be developed
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beforethesoftwareimplementations.Compilers,even
validatedAdacompilers,canhaveerrors.Asa result,
compiledsoftwaremustbetestedbeforeuse.
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IN-FLIGHT SIMULATION STUDIES AT THE

NASA DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY

MARY E SHAFER

Dryden Flight Research Facility
Edwards, California

SUMMARY

Since the late 1950s the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration's Dryden Flight Research Facil-

ity has found in-flight simulation to be an invaluable

tool. In-flight simulation has been used to address a

wide variety of flying qualities questions, including

low-lift-to-drag ratio approach characteristics for ve-
hicles like the X-15, the lifting bodies, and the Space

Shuttle; the effects of time delays on controllability of

aircraft with digital flight-control systems, the causes

and cures of pilot-induced oscillation in a variety of

aircraft, and flight-control systems for such diverse air-
craft as the X-15 and the X-29. In-flight simulation

has also been used to anticipate problems and to avoid

them and to solve problems once they appear.

This paper presents an account of the in-flight sim-

ulation at the Dryden Flight Research Facility and some
discussion. An extensive bibliography is included.

NOMENCLATURE

DFBW

DFRF

FCS

GPAS

HUD

L/D
LLRV

NASA

NASP

PIO

RAV

RPRV

blended normal acceleration, pitch rate, and

pitch acceleration

digital fly-by-wire
Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards,

CA

flight-control system

General Purpose Airborne Simulator

head-up display

lift-to-drag ratio
Lunar Landing Research Vehicle

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

National AeroSpace Plane

pilot-induced oscillation
remotely augmented vehicle

remotely piloted research vehicle

SST

TIFS

USAF
VSA

1/'r02

_rtsp

Supersonic Transport
Total In-Flight Simulator
United States Air Force

variable-stability aircraft

high-frequency pitch attitude zero

sideslip rate, deg/sec

undamped natural frequency of the short

period mode, rad/sec

INTRODUCTION

Before flying an experimental aircraft it is always
desirable to consider the flying qualities of the vehicle.

If the new vehicle is similar to an existing aircraft, this

may provide an idea of the flying qualities of the new
vehicle. New aircraft of unusual configuration or flight

envelope, however, require special handling.
Ground-based simulation is a good tool to use

for an initial examination of the flying qualities, but

ground-based simulators are deficient when reproduc-

ing visual or motion cues. They are suitable for

many regions in the envelope, like cruise, but more
demanding tasks, such as precision landings, fre-

quently cannot be simulated well enough to provide

complete confidence.
In-flight simulation does not have the same lim-

itations as ground-based simulation. Visual cues are
identical with those in the subject aircraft and motion

cues, if the simulation is modeled correctly, also match

those of the subject aircraft. In-flight simulation is also

better at exposing deficiencies like proneness to pilot-

induced oscillation (PIO). In fixed-base simulations,
PIOs are not often seen, no matter how deficient the

aircraft and its flight-control system (FCS), unless un-

usual, unrepresentative tasks are used. During in-flight

simulation, these PIOs occur more readily.

There are two roles for in-flight simulation. The
more difficult role is the examination of the dynamic
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responseof an aircraft. Simulatingthe dynamicre-
sponse(naturalfrequencyanddampingandthephas-
ingbetweenthem,for example)of thesubjectaircraft
requiresmodifyingthedynamicresponseof thesimu-
lationaircraft.Thevariablestabilityaircraftusedfor
dynamicsimulationaretheaircraftmostoftenthought
of whenconsideringin-flightsimulation.

Theotherrole of in-flightsimulationis perfor-
mancesimulation.This is theuseof a similaraircraft
to explorevariousperformancecharacteristicswhich
arenot highlydynamic.An exampleof performance
simulationis theuseof anF-104Starfighterina low-
lift-to-dragratio(L/D) configurationto simulatethe
X-15aircraftin approachandlanding.No modifica-
tion to theF-104aircraftwasrequiredfor thissimula-
tion,becausetheF-104caneasilybeconfiguredwith
low L/D.

In-flight simulation is more difficult, more time-

consuming, and frequently more expensive than

ground-based simulation and is reserved for those por-

tions of the flight regime that cannot be adequately
evaluated on the ground. It is not a cure all, as the

simulation is only as good as the understanding of the
characteristics of the simulated aircraft. The limita-

tions of the simulator aircraft also limit the fidelity of
the simulation.

The mission of the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration's Dryden Flight Research Facil-

ity (NASA DFRF) is the study and flight test of a vari-

ety of unconventional and experimental fixed-wing air-

craft. Dryden has used in-flight simulation to support
this mission since the late 1950s. The first simulation

was a generic study into the approach and landing of
low-L/D aircraft using an F-104. The most recent was

a 1990 inquiry into the visibility requirements in the

approach and landing of a hypersonic vehicle using an
• F- 104 aircraft.

Between these two simulations there have been a

wide variety of simulation programs, using both dy-

namic and performance simulators to simulate such di-

verse subject aircraft as the X-15, the lifting bodies,

the X-20 DynaSoar, and the X-29. Extensive inquiries

into a variety of flying qualities topics have also been

made. In keeping with the limitations of in-flight sim-

ulation, only pertinent portions of the flight regimes of
the various aircraft have been studied.

This paper, a history of in-flight simulation at

DFRF, describes the dynamic flight simulators and

many of the performance simulators and presents a

brief chronology of in-flight simulation here. The sum-

mary discusses a number of common threads in the

history. An extensive bibliography is provided for
further information.

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATOR AIRCRAFT

There are two types of in-flight simulation, dy-
namic and performance, and, hence, two types of sim-

ulators. The dynamic simulator aircraft are extensively

modified because control of the dynamic response is

difficult. Computers control the actual response, com-
pletely overpowering the natural response of the air-

craft. This complexity also means that these simula-

tors provide the most information about flying qualities
because they can be made to fly like different aircraft.

In addition, the more recent of these variable-stability

aircraft can be used to assess a variety of FCSs be-

cause the aircraft already have powerful and flexible
flight-control computers.

The aircraft used for the in-flight simulation of

the performance of the subject aircraft are much sim-

pler. Typically, modifications are small changes to

existing stmctures--a bigger speed brake, for exam-
ple, to match the L/D of the subject aircraft better.

These performance simulators are frequently used to

provide information about the feasibility of a flight

task, to provide qualitative information about a generic

class of aircraft, or to establish piloting techniques. At

the DFRF, the performance simulators were frequently
support aircraft, pressed into duty when the need arose.

This is particularly conspicuous in some of the visibil-
ity studies, where card or plastic was used to block the

windows of standard support aircraft.

Performance simulation is less versatile than dy-

namic simulation because it is limited by the perfor-

mance of the simulator aircraft. For example, the un-

modified F-104 aircraft was not suitable for simulating

the X-15 in any other flight regime, but it was an ex-

cellent simulator in the pattern.

Dynamic Simulators

Variable-Stability F-100C Super Sabre-- The

NASA F-100C Super Sabre (fig. 1), a single-engine

swept-wing supersonic fighter, was modified by the

Ames Research Center as a variable-stability research
vehicle that provided variation of parameters around

all three axes (refs. 1 and 2). An analog fly-by-wire
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Figure1. TheNASAF-100SuperSabreaircraft. Figure3. TheNASAGeneralPurposeAirborneSim-
ulatoraircraft.

systemwasusedin all threeaxes,althoughthepitch
axishadsafetytripsinstalledbecauseof therun-away
potentialof theall-movinghorizontaltail.

NT-33A Variable Stability Aircraft- The
United States Air Force NT-33A variable stability air-

craft (VSA) (fig. 2) is an extensively modified T-33A

Shooting Star jet trainer (ref. 3). The most conspicu-

ous modification is the enlarged nose section that pro-
vides more room for electronics. The front seat, where

the evaluation pilot sits, has a standard center stick or

side stick and rudder pedal arrangement. The stan-

dard front seat control system has been replaced by a

full-authority fly-by-wire FCS and a variable-response
artificial feel system. The safety pilot sits in the rear

seat to program the configuration characteristics.

The NT-33A aircraft has independent control of

three-degrees-of-freedom for in-flight simulation. The

simulation technique uses a response feedback method-

ology with three moment controllers of the vehicle (el-
evator, aileron, and rudder) as the simulation effectors.

At one time the NT-33A had drag modulation, using

drag petals at the wingtips, but this feature was re-
moved following a structural failure.

The General Purpose Airborne Simulator-

The NASA General Purpose Airborne Simulator

(GPAS) (fig. 3) was a modified Jetstar, an executive

transport airplane. The original modifications made

the GPAS a four-axis simulator (pitch, roll, yaw, and

thrust force along the longitudinal axis) with a model-
following variable stability system (refs. 4 and 5). Di-
rect lift control and direct side force were eventually

added. The evaluation pilot sat in the left seat, which

had a special set of transport-airplane-type controls and

displays. This simulator exhibited extraordinarily good

model following and had remarkable fidelity (ref. 6).
Werner von Braun was taken for a demonstration flight

early in the career of the GPAS. Impressed, he de-

scribed it as a "dial-a-plane," the first known use of

this phrase (ref. 6).

The Total In-Flight Simulator- The USAF Total

In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) is a highly modified C-131

aircraft configured as a six-degree-of-freedom simula-

tor (fig. 4). It has a separate evaluation cockpit forward
and below the normal C-131 cockpit. The six-degrees-

of-freedom are independently controlled by use of the

elevator, aileron, rudder, throttle, direct lift flap, and

side force surfaces. This side force surface is a large

vertical surface mounted at mid-span of the wing. Lon-

gitudinal and lateral--directional model-following sys-

tems provide the evaluation pilot with motion and vi-
sual cues representative of the simulated aircraft. The

evaluation cockpit can be modified with appropriate

controls and displays and can accommodate a co-pilot.
The TIFS can simulate turbulence and crosswinds or

cancel an actual crosswind.

Figure 2. The USAF NT-33A variable stability aircraft. Figure 4. The USAF Total In-Flight Simulator aircraft.
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The F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire Aircraft- The

NASA F-8 digital fly-by-wire (DFBW) was an

F-8C Crusader, a single-engine, single-seat supersonic

fighter (fig. 5), with a full-authority digital fly-by-wire

FCS (ref. 7). The control system was designed so pa-

rameters such as time delays and control system gains
could be entered from the cockpit in flight.

The aircraft was also capable of accepting control-

surface commands from a ground-based computer

when in the remotely augmented vehicle (RAV) mode

(refs. 8-10). Using this feature, experimental control
laws could be programmed in the ground-based com-

puter, giving a special flexibility to simulation pro-

grams and keeping the evaluation pilot from knowing
what configuration was being flown.

Calspan Variable-Stability Learjets- The

Calspan variable-stability Learjets (figs. 6(a) and 6(b))
are executive transport aircraft, modified as three-axis

simulators with a response feedback flight-control sys-

tem (ref. l l). The evaluation pilot sits in the right
seat, which is equipped with a center and a side stick

which are, like the rudder pedals, driven by the variable

feel system.

The first of these aircraft, a Lear 24D, was origi-
nally converted as a training tool for the Air Force and

Navy test pilot schools, but has been used by DFRF
for flying qualities research. It was converted to a

variable-stability aircraft in 1981. The second, a Lear

25B, is used for flying qualities research. It was con-

vetted to a variable-stability aircraft in 1991. The two

differ slightly; the second Learjet is larger and carries a
bigger fuel load. It also has a programmable side stick,
rather than the unmodifiable side stick in the first Lear-

jet. A reprogrammable digital flight-control computer
will be installed in the near future.

Figure 5. The NASA F-8 digital fly-by-wire aircraft.

(a) First Caispan variable-stability Learjet

(b) Second Calspan variable-stability Learjet.

Figure 6. Calspan variable-stability Learjets.

Performance Simulators

The aircraft used in performance simulators are

not extensively modified. Most of these aircraft were
used for support at DFRF.

The F-102A Delta Dagger- The NASA F-102A

Delta Dagger was a single-engine supersonic delta-

wing interceptor aircraft (fig. 7) that could be con-

figured as a low-LID aircraft in the power approach

configuration (refs. 2 and 12). The F-102A Delta Dag-

ger was used for pilot proficiency, chase, and research

studies. It was modified with a larger speed brake for
certain low-LID aircraft studies.

The F-104 Starfighter- The NASA F-104

Starfighter is a single-engine, Mach 2 aircraft with a

small, straight wing and a T-tail (ref. 2). The wing
area is less than 200 ft2 and the weight is approxi-

mately 24,000 Ib, so it has a fairly high wingloading
(ref. 13). These F-104 Starfighters were used for pi-

lot proficiency, chase, and as testbeds for a variety of

experiments. The F-104B and TF-104G (fig. 8), both
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Figure7. TheNASAF-102ADeltaDaggeraircraft.

Figure9. TheNASAF5DSkylanceraircraft.

theproposedDynaSoarvehicleandsomeSupersonic
Transport(SST)configurations.Enlargedspeedbrakes
wereusedinaliftingbodyapproachandlandingstudy.

The A-5A Vigilante- The twin-enginesu-
personicstrategicbomberA-5A Vigilante(fig. 10),
operatedby NASA, hada high wing, a rolling tail,
anda slabfin (ref. 14). Thelow-aspect-ratioswept
backwinghadnoailerons;blownflapswereusedfor
lowspeedsandspoilersandrollingtail forhighspeeds.
Theaircraftalsohadvariable-geometryintakes.This
aircraftwasborrowedfromtheU. S.Navyfor usein
theSSTapproachcontrolstudies.

The NB-52B Stratofortress- The NASA
NB-52B(fig. 11)is a modifiedB-52BStratofortress,
a strategicbomberwitha high,sweptwingandeight
engines(ref.2). Thisaircraftwasmodifiedto carryand

Figure8. The NASA TF-104GStarfighteraircraft,
lowerleft.

Figure10.TheNASAA-5A Vigilanteaircraft.

two-seatStarfighteraircraft,wereusedin restrictedvis-
ibility studies.AnotherStarfighter,theYF-104A,was
modifiedwith areactioncontrolsystem.

The F5D Skylancer- The NASA F5D Sky-
lanceraircraft(fig. 9) wasdesignedasacarder-based
shortrangeinterceptorfighter(ref. 14). It wasa tail-
lesssingle-engineaircraftwith a sweptbackwingof
extremelylow aspectratio; theplanformresembling

Figure11.TheNASANB-52BStratofortressaircraft.
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launchtheX-15. It hasan inboardpylononthetight
wing anda largenotchin the inboardflap. Dryden
acquiredthisairplanein 1959andit is still in use.

TheF-111A-TheF-111A(fig.12)isasupersonic
sweep-wing,twin-enginetacticalbomber.Theaircraft
belongedto theUSAFandwasflownby NASAand
air forcepilotsin supportof theshuttleprogram.

TheCV-990- The NASA CV-990 (fig. 13) was a

four-engine transport aircraft that was used in several

transport flying qualities investigations in the 1960s.
This aircraft was then converted to an airborne obser-

vatory by NASAl

The PA-30 Twin Comanche-- The NASA PA-30

(fig. 14) is an extensively modified PA-30 Twin Co-

manche, a twin-engine, low-wing, four-seat general

aviation airplane. The modifications include a com-
plete flight-test instrumentation system and an uplink-

downlink system for telemetering pilot commands and

aircraft response, for the emulation of remotely piloted

research vehicles (ref. 10). This airplane was acquired
by DFRF in 1967 and is still in use.

The YF-12 Blackbird- The NASA YF-12

Blackbird (fig. 15) was a twin-engine, Mach-3 in-

terceptor aircraft. Two models, the YF-12A and

the YF-12C (visibly differing mainly by the length

of the chine), were used for supersonic research

in propulsion, structures, and aerodynamic heating

(ref. 15). These airplanes were operated at DFRF from
1969 to 1979.

The F-15 Eagle- The NASA F-15 Eagle (fig. 16)

is a twin-engine, Mach-2 air superiority fighter. This

aircraft, used in propulsion research, has an advanced

digital engine control system.

CHRONOLOGY OF IN-FLIGHT SIMULA-

TION AT DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH

FACILITY

Figure 12. An F- 111A aircraft.
Low Lift-to-Drag Ratio Approach and Landing

In the late 1950s, the F-104A Starfighter aircraft

was used in a genetic study to investigate low-L/D ap-

proach and landing techniques (refs. 12, 13, and 15).

Figure 13. The NASA CV-990 aircraft.

Figure 14. The NASA PA-30 Twin Comanche aircraft.

Figure 15. A YF- 12 aircraft.

Figure 16. The NASA F- 15 Eagle aircraft.
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By suitably scheduling thrust- and drag-producing de-
vices, a maximum L/D as low as 2.8 and a wing

loading of about 75 lb/ft 2 was obtained.
A similar generic study was undertaken with the

F-102A Delta Dagger, with maximum L/Ds of 3.8 at

a wing loading of 35 lb/ft 2. Circular landing patterns

were used by the pilots and a 270°-approach was pre-

ferred by the pilots in both studies, as this enabled them
to establish a desired initial orientation before landing.

An L/D of 3.5 presented no problem in the F-104A ap-

proach and landing. Lower L/Ds, down to 2.8, caused
no problem arriving at the touchdown point. However
in this latter case, it was difficult to judge the factors

controlling the flare to achieve acceptable vertical ve-

locity at touchdown. No such difficulty was noticed
with the F-102A Delta Dagger because of its lower

wing loading and the resulting increased float time.

X-15 Approach and Landing

Before the X-15 aircraft was flown, the F-104A

Starfighter and F-102A Delta Dagger were used to sim-
ulate it in the landing and approach phase (refs. 15-18).

The X-15 was a low-LID vehicle (fig. 17) that could

only be landed dead stick at fairly high speeds, so it

was important to establish the landing pattern and to
train the pilots in the proper procedure. This study
was done to determine an optimal landing technique

for the X-15 and to obtain information applicable to

other reentry vehicles. Several F-104A Starfighters
were used to evaluate circular and straight-in approach

procedures under simulated X-15 mission conditions.

The experienced test pilots who participated in this

study preferred the flexibility of the circular pattern.
One reason for this preference is that turn rate can be

used as an energy management device, making precise

landings easier (ref. 19). However, there was little dif-
ference between the two landing techniques in regard

to final control of the touchdown conditions. Expe-
rience with the F-104 aircraft indicated that an L/D

of approximately 2.5 in the flare represented a prac-
tical lower limit for piloted flared landings and that

an aircraft with a lower maximum L/D could not be

landed reliably. The F-104 simulation also indicated

the desirability of extra airspeed during approach and

landing, providing better control capability throughout

and giving the pilot an extra # margin during the flare.
The F-102A Delta Dagger, modified with large

speed brakes, was also used at this time in a perfor-
mance simulation of the X-15 in approach and landing.

The F-104s were also used later for pilot training for

the X-15 and the lifting bodies (refs. 18 and 20).

Investigation of X-15 Roll-Damper-Off Con-

trollability and Motion Feedback

Early in the X-15 program, even before the first

flight, it was determined that the aircraft was unstable

with roll damper off (refs. 16, 17, and 21). An un-
conventional piloting technique known as the sideslip

rate (_) technique was developed and the instability in-

vestigated in the variable-stability F-100C and NT-33A
aircraft. The /_ technique used small, discrete pulses

to control the aircraft.
Another element in the problem was identified as

motion feedback. The variable-stability F-100C and

the NT-33A aircraft were also used to assess the X-15

motion feedback phenomenon in the late 1950s and

early 1960s (refs. 16, 17, and 22). The aircraft motion
was fed back into the stick through the pilot's arm.

The pilot attempted to hold the stick fixed but the air-

plane motions caused the pilot to inadvertently apply
small control inputs and increase the amplitude of the
oscillation. When the pilot let go of the stick the oscil-

lations damped out. When the pilot attempted to apply
conventional corrective control the amplitude again in-

creased. Although use of the X-15 side stick alleviated

this problem somewhat, it was necessary to develop the
unconventional/_ technique to enable the pilot to con-

trol and damp this motion effectively. A fixed-base

simulation was initially used to examine the problem.
However, the lack of motion and outside visual cues

gave an overly optimistic indication of controllability

compared to flight (ref. 18).

Figure 17. The X-15 experimental rocket vehicle.

NT-33A Simulation of the X-15 Reentry

The NT-33A aircraft was used to simulate the

reentry characteristics of the X-15 in 1960 (refs. 5,
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23,and24).TheNT-33Awasconfiguredto matchthe
dynamicsof theX-15andspecialinstrumentdisplays
simulatingthoseof theX-15werealsoused,aswas
a sidestickcontroller.Theevaluationpilot tookover
controlof theNT-33Aaircraftin a zerog environ-

ment, accomplished the initial rotation of the airplane
to the proper angle of attack, and subsequently made

an instrument reentry, with the gradual build up of nor-

mal acceleration occurring just as it would in the X-I 5.

This build up of normal acceleration was accomplished
by rolling the plane. The technique worked because

the evaluation pilot was flying "under the hood" us-

ing instruments only. Roll-damper on and roll-damper

off configurations were evaluated, since ground simu-

lation had indicated that the X-15 with roll-damper off

was somewhat unstable. That instability and the pilot's

ability to compensate for it were verified in this study.

F-104 Reaction Control System Program

An instrumented YF-104A aircraft had a reaction

control system installed and tested in 1960 (refs. 16

and 25). This reaction control system program was
done to obtain flight experience with jet reaction con-

trois at low dynamic pressures prior to testing the X-15

aircraft in that region and to determine the handling

qualities of the airplane at low dynamic pressures.
This YF-104A is on display in the National Air and

Space Museum in Washington, DC, near the X-15 that
it simulated.

F5D Skylancer Assessment of Off-the-Pad Es-

cape and Landing Maneuvers for a Hypersonic
Glider

The F5D Skylancer was used in an early 1960s

performance simulation to assess off-the-pad escape

and landing maneuvers for the X-20 DynaSoar, a hy-

personic glider (refs. 16 and 26). The F5D was used

because of its low L/D and the resemblance of its

planform to that of the X-20 DynaSoar. The proposed
hypersonic glider would have been launched vertically

from a large booster rocket and landed unpowered.

Flight crew safety concerns in the event of a booster

malfunction on the pad or shortly after launch led to the

proposal of an auxiliary booster to pull the glider away

from the danger area so that the pilot could assume

control and land nearby. However, such hypersonic

gliders had low L/D and were landed unpowered. In

addition, thermal-structural consideration led, then as

now, to minimally sized windows, limiting the pilot's
field of view.

The simulated escape maneuvers were entered

from a high-speed run approximately 1,000 ft above

ground level. The pilot pulled up vertically and cut
power, extending the speed brakes. This simulated

the auxiliary-booster-rocket burnout. The approach

and landing maneuvers examined were 360°-spiral and

straight-in approaches. A blue-amber system was used

to restrict the visibility, with two different window

configuration being examined. (The blue-amber sys-

tem uses a transparent blue visor with a transparent
amber plastic lining of the canopy. The pilot can

see the cockpit instruments through the blue visor but

cannot see out of the canopy because amber is the

complementary color.)

The simulated escape maneuvers were acceptable

to the pilots, with good control. The circular pattern

was again preferred and flare control was not affected

by the restricted visibility. The visibility restriction did

not interfere with navigation capability, although it did
adversely affect portions of the escape maneuvers and

landing approaches, particularly in the location of the
high-key point.

F-102A Delta Dagger Simulation of Hypersonic

Glider Landing-Approach

The F-102A Delta Dagger aircraft, like the F5D

Skylancer, was used in landing-approach simulations

of a hypersonic glider (X-20 DynaSoar) in the early

1960s (ref. 16). The same circular and straight-in ap-

proach and landing patterns were examined and the

same conclusion reached. Pilots thought that circular

patterns allowed more control in positioning the air-
craft relative to the runway and in the flare.

A-5A Vigilante Assessment of Supersonic Air-
craft in Traffic

An A-5A Vigilante was also used in 1963 to de-

termine if there were problems inherent to operating
an SST in a dense air traffic network (refs. 21 and 39).

This was first explored at Edwards, with light traffic,

and supersonic approaches were eventually flown into
the terminal approach and departure control zones at

Los Angeles International Airport. The only piloting
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problems associated with flying the supersonic trans-

port profile appeared to be minor, limited primarily to
speed and altitude fluctuation during the high-speed-

high-altitude portion of the profile and overshoot ten-

dencies during level-offs from steep portions of the

climb. Integrating the test aircraft used to simulate a

supersonic transport resulted in only minor compatibil-

ity problems with the air traffic control system.

T-33A Shooting Star Study of Restricted Fields

of View For Approach and Landing

In the mid-1960s a T-33A Shooting Star aircraft

was used to determine the relationship between the pi-

lot's field of view and the performance of the land-

ing task (ref. 27). The field of view was reduced
from unrestricted to a minimum of 5.7 ° horizontal and

30 ° vertical, using a blue-amber system. The pilot's

task was to fly a 180°-power-on pattern and final ap-

proach and to land the aircraft on a predetermined

point on the runway. In addition, 360°-power-off over-

head and straight-in approaches were performed by

one pilot. Data taken included pilot comments and
touchdown error.

Performance of the precision landing task, as mea-

sured by the touchdown error, was not affected by the
reduced field of view. However, pilot comments indi-

cated that the task became increasingly difficult with

decreasing field of view (fig. 18).

F-104 Investigations of Approach and Landing

Visibility

The F-104 aircraft have been used for many inves-

tigations into visibility requirements for approach and

landing for low-L/D aircraft (ref. 28). The first, in the

early 1960s, used an F-104B aircraft with an indirect

viewing system that had two wide-angle overlapping

periscopes with stereoscopic vision, for conventional

and low-L/D landings (ref. 29). The periscopes were
mounted on the canopy bow between the front and rear

cockpits (fig. 19) and the image was shown to the eval-

uation pilot in the rear seat. This system showed safe

and acceptable performance in all phases of daylight

flight. When the horizon was in the field of view, air-
craft attitude sensing with the optics was satisfactory

about all axes except pitch attitude in climbing flight.

This degraded pitch-attitude sensing was caused by the

poor resolution at the bottom of the field and the lack
of view to the sides. However, this system had such

large light loss and degraded resolution that it was not
usable for night operations. It was also found that

more view directly to the side was needed to perform

circling approaches.

The second study, with the same setup, exam-
ined the use of the stereoscopic periscope system in

lifting body approaches and landings (ref. 30). Three

approach techniques (circling approach, straight-in ap-

proach, and a three-turn multiple-aim-point approach)

had been proposed for lifting body approaches. The

previous F-104B study had determined that the cir-

cling approach required side vision which the periscope

system did not provide, so the two approach tech-

niques requiring only forward vision were added to
the assessment.

The previous F-104B program had left some doubt

about the sy,stem's suitability for low-L/D approaches

and landings because of the effects of exaggerated

stereopsis at or near the ground. To solve this problem,
a radar altimeter was also installed and pressure alti-

tude, radar altitude, radar altitude rate, and indicated

airspeed were inserted into the field of view of one

of the periscopes. However, this early attempt at a

head-up display (HUD) was unsuccessful, as the pilots
found the information unreadable or unusable, interest-

ingly enough, pilots, with their excellent uncorrected

Figure 18. The NASA T-33A aircraft.
Figure 19. The NASA F-104B Starfighter aircraft with

periscopes mounted on canopy bow.
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vision, found this periscope system tiring and difficult

to use while non-pilots who wore glasses did not have

such problems. As in the study of conventional ap-

proaches and landings, the optical system provided ad-

equate visual information for the flare and landing tasks

and landing performance characteristics comparable to
those obtained with normal vision. The exaggerated

stereopsis played only a minimal roll in the high-speed

landings, compared to the slower landings in the first

study of this system.

The third F-104 limited visibility study, flown in

the 1960s, involved masking the forward view, so the
pilot had to rely on the field of view from side win-

dows to land (ref. 31). An appreciable amount of the
forward field of view could be obscured before the

landing performance suffered markedly.
In 1990, the fourth study used stencil board to

mask the front cockpit field of view of the TF-104G

(ref. 28). This technique was also used in the third

study. A number of windows, selected to match those

proposed for the National AeroSpace Plane (NASP),

were examined using straight-in approaches. In agree-
ment with the earlier results, it was found that the pi-

lot could land the plane with a fairly limited field of

view. Unlike the earlier studies no circling approaches

were examined, since it was assumed that some type

of external guidance would deliver the airplane to the
high-key position.

This TF-104G is currently being measured and
instrumented for the installation of a folded-mirror

optical viewing system which has been proposed for

the NASP. This monoptic system for low-L/D ap-
proaches will be tested in the same manner as was

the stereoptic system, with low-L/D approaches and

precision landings.

NT-33A Simulation of M2-F2 Pilot Induced

Oscillation

Figure 20. The NASA M2-F2 lifting body.

problem. When this PIO was encountered on final ap-

proach it was quite severe and led to a serious accident.

Lunar Lander Research Vehicle

The Lunar Lander Research Vehicles (LLRVs)

(fig. 21), a program of the mid-1960s, were initially
procured to examine the problems associated with lu-

nar landing (refs. 21, 34, and 35). Lift and attitude con-

trol rockets were used during the landing simulations

but the jet engine of the vehicle was used to lift and

translate the craft to the simulation starting point. This
led unavoidably to the examination of low dynamic

pressure vertical take-off and landing flight. This jet

engine was also used to counter 5/6 of the weight of

the vehicle, simulating the lunar gravitational accel-

eration. The variable-stability control system permit-
ted the examination of attitude command and of rate

command with on-off control acceleration and propor-
tional acceleration. Pilots discovered that attitude com-

mand was easier to fly than rate command and that

satisfactory control was more easily achieved in rate
command with on-off control acceleration than with

proportional control.

In 1965 the NT-33A aircraft was used to exam-

ine lateral--directional handling qualities of a variety of

flight characteristics for the reentry mission (ref. 32).

One set of configurations matched the M2-F2 lifting
body (fig. 20) being tested at DFRF at the time. This

simulation program found a coupled roll-spiral PIO (or
lateral phugoid) which later manifested itself in the

M2-F2 (refs. 21 and 33). The M2-F2 PIO was antic-

ipated because it had been seen in the NT-33A simu-

lation. This coupled roll-spiral PIO had been encoun-

tered in up-and-away flight twice and had posed no
Figure 21. The NASA Lunar Lander Research Vehicle.
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Thevisual,motion,andaudiocuesmadethesim-
ulationhighlyeffective.TheLLRVsweresosuccess-
ful at simulatinglunarlandingsthattheyweretrans-
ferredtothespaceprogram(ref.21)andusedforastro-
nauttraining,renamedLunarLanderTrainingVehicles,
typeA orLLTV-A.Threemorederivativevehicles,the
LLTV-Bs,werelateracquiredby thespaceprogram.

General Purpose Airborne Simulator Simula-

tion of Supersonic Cruise

The Valkyrie GPAS was programmed to simulate
the Mach-3 XB-70 aircraft (fig. 22) as part of the ini-

tial testing of the aircraft in the mid-1960s (refs. 36

and 37). After this testing, the simulation was used

as a pilot training tool in the XB-70 program and was

also proposed for evaluation of the cruise regime of

proposed SSTs (ref. 38). The FI00C aircraft was also

used to study SST flying qualities (ref. 21). The F5D

Skylancer was used to establish minimum speed crite-
ria for the proposed SST (ref. 15).

General Purpose Airborne Simulator Investiga-
tion of Motion and Visual Cues

An interesting part of the mid-1960s initial test-

ing of the GPAS system was a study of motion and
visual cues (ref. 37). The effects of mismatched cues

on observed handling qualities were studied by vary-

ing yaw rate and lateral acceleration at the pilot's lo-
cation, while keeping constant the lateral--directional

dynamics displayed on the pilot's instruments. This ex-
periment showed pilot sensitivity to directional motion
cues to be different for the simulation of two XB-70

flight conditions. Motion cue effects were determined

using consecutive evaluation of moving-and fixed-base

configurations in flight.

Figure 22. The XB-70 Valkyrie aircraft.

The second area investigated in this study was
the measurement and description of simulation fi-

delity. In-flight frequency response measurements of
the model-following system were taken to examine

model-following fidelity for directly matched variables

such as sideslip and roll rate as well as uncontrolled

parameters such as lateral acceleration.

General Purpose Airborne Simulator Inves-

tigation of Roll Handling in Cruise and on

Approach

The GPAS was used to evaluate roll handling for

transport aircraft in both cruise and approach in the
mid-1960s (refs. 40 and 41). In cruise, maximum roll-

control angular acceleration, maximum available roll

rate, roll time constant, and bank-angle change in a

given time were all found to be effective roll-criteria

parameters and the criteria developed in this program

agreed well with previously proposed roll criteria. In
approach, maximum roll rate, roll time constant, and
wheel characteristics were varied.

General Purpose Airborne Simulator Simula-

tion of the HL-10 Lifting Body

In 1967 the GPAS was used to investigate the

longitudinal flying qualities of the HL-10 lifting body
(ref. 42). Two flights were flown, but the simulation

was not entirely satisfactory because of limitations in

the closed-loop response of the GPAS (ref. 6).

General Purpose Airborne Simulator Investi-

gation of Ride Qualities- In the early 1970s the
GPAS was used to investigate ride qualities, par-

ticularly in turbulence. In the first study, subjects

(naive non-pilots recruited from the DFRF support

staff and junior engineers) evaluated the ride qual-

ity and any motion sickness symptoms that mani-
fested themselves. This information was compared to

the dynamic data collected during the various runs.
From this data a number of ride quality rating models

were proposed. The assessments were also compared
to assessments made by a number of passengers on

scheduled airliners.
In 1973-74 several ride smoothing flight-control

systems (basic, command augmentation, and rate feed-

back) were evaluated in turbulence. These flight-

control systems were designed to maintain good flying
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qualites while smoothing the ride, to the advantage of

pilots and passengers (ref. 42). In the longitudinal axis
command, augmentation systems reduced the normal

acceleration response and the flightpath angle distur-

bances, compared to the basic and rate feedback sys-

tems, by greatly reducing the phugoid response. How-

ever, the calculated ride quality ratings showed only

small improvements.

In the lateral-directional axes, significant reduc-

tions in roll rate, yaw rate, and lateral acceleration re-
sponses to turbulence were seen with a rate feedback

system. The command augmentation systems were no

better at reducing these responses; however, they did

provide a significant reduction in bank angle and head-

ing angle disturbances, which are of interest from a
piloting standpoint. Some of the ride quality rating

models indicated that these improvements modified the

ride greatly while others showed no effects, depending

on how greatly the lateral-directional variables were
believed to affect the ride.

It was during a flight in support of this mis-
sion that the GPAS suffered an over-g condition and

was retired. However, after new wings were in-
stalled, this aircraft was used as a testbed for a vari-

ety of experiments, including propulsion and boundary-

layer control.

Shuttle Simulation Using Large, Low-L/D
Vehicles

In support of the Space Shuttle Program, simu-

lations of the shuttle using large, low-L/D vehicles,

were undertaken in the late 1960s and 1970 using the

NB-52B (fig. 11), an F-IlIA (fig. 12), and a CV-990

(fig. 13) (refs. 43 and 44). These large aircraft were

configured for low L/D (the CV-990 had L/Ds of ap-

proximately 5 to 8, the NB-52B had L/Ds of about 3.3

to 8, and the F-IlIA had L/Ds from about 6.6 with

the wings at 26 ° to about 3.7 with the wings at 72.5 °

and the gear down) and the engines shut down or throt-
tled back sufficiently to produce power for necessary

systems only.
The NB-52B and CV-990 aircraft were initially

used to evaluate the feasibility of landing such vehicles.

Once it was determined that large, low-L/D aircraft

could be landed visually, the programs were expanded

to examine instrument flight rules (IFR) approaches

and landings with the NB-52B, instrument landing sys-

tem (ILS) approaches and landings with the F-IlIA,

and ground-controlled approaches (GCA) and landings

with the F-104 aircraft. Again, a circling approach was

found to provide the best energy management and con-

trol of the touchdown point. A YF-12 aircraft (fig. 15)

was also used as part of this effort to develop baseline

flying qualities data for large, low-L/D aircraft in the

approach and landing.

PA-30 Emulation of Remotely Piloted Research

Vehicles

The PA-30 aircraft (fig. 14) was used in the early

1970s in a remotely piloted mode (refs. 8 and 45) to

practice piloting techniques for a variety of unmanned

remotely piloted research vehicles (RPRV), including

the 3/8-scale F-15 RPRV, an unpowered model used

in spin testing; the Drone for AeroStructural Testing
(DAST) aircraft, a modified Firebee drone used to

examine aeroelasticity; and the Highly Maneuverable
Aircraft Technology (HiMAT) aircraft, an aerodynam-

ically advanced supersonic RPRV.

The PA-30, a low-wing, twin-engine general avi-

ation airplane, provided training and currency for the

exacting task of landing the RPRVs, and some cur-
rency in the ground cockpit. In addition, a variety of

cameras and displays Were tested to determine effec-

tive ways of presenting information to the pilot of a

remotely piloted aircraft.

The PA-30 aircraft was equipped with a television

camera and the picture was down-linked to the ground

and shown to the pilot. The PA-30 was later used to re-
search visual requirements for the remote piloting task,

with various focal lengths and fields of view being ex-

amined. Stereoptic presentations were also examined.

Total In-Flight Simulator Investigation of Shut-

tle Pilot-Induced Oscillation

On October 26, 1977 the Space Shuttle Enterprise

(fig. 23) exhibited a fully-developed PIO in both the

roll and pitch axes during a landing on the paved run-

way during the approach and landing test program. As

a result, in 1978 the Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS)

aircraft was used in a simulation program to discover
and confirm the reasons for this PIO (ref. 46).

Analysis indicated that PIO was caused by sev-

eral factors, among them time delay in the FCS and

the position of the pilot relative to the center of ro-

tation (ref. 46). The pilot's position masked the nor-
mal motion cues, since the pilot was somewhat behind
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Figure 23. The Space Shuttle Enterprise about to touch

down on the paved runway.

the center of rotation. Surface rate limiting also con-

tributed to the apparent time delay. This simulation
confirmed the effects of these factors.

F-8 Digital-Fly-By-Wire Evaluation of Effects

of Time Delay on Handling Qualities

Immediately following the TIFS investigation of

the shuttle PIO, the F-8 DFBW was used in a test pro-

gram to study the effects of time delays in a digital con-

trol system like that of the shuttle and to provide more

insight into the shuttle approach and landing experi-

ence (refs. 47 and 48). Transport delays were inserted

into the roll and pitch axes and evaluated with forma-

tion flying and precision landing approaches (straight
in and offset) at idle power, simulating the low-LID

approach typical of the Space Shuttle. In the pitch
axis three different control modes were examined; sta-

bility augmentation, command augmentation, and no

augmentation. The addition of time delay markedly

affected the pilot's ability to control the airplane, to

the point that the pilot scraped the tail of the plane on
the runway during one go-around.

Formation flight was much less sensitive to the ef-

fects of time delay than was the approach task. Offset

landing (where the pilot could not set up the approach

but had to fly the plane more aggressively) was ap-

proximately twice as sensitive to time delay as was
the straight-in approach. Furthermore, the ratings in

pitch were most strongly affected by the task and were

only slightly affected by changes in control system

augmentation mode.

Total In-Flight Simulator Investigation of Shut-

tle Pilot-Induced Oscillation Suppressor Filters

Further investigation of the shuttle PIO led to the:

design of two candidate PIO suppression filters to con-
trol the problem. Flown in 1979, this TIFS investi-

gation examined two PIO suppression filters that were
proposed as an addition to the shuttle FCS (ref. 49). In

addition, this program also examined some other mod-
ifications to the shuttle FCS, including feedforward of

the pitch command and normal acceleration feedback.
The effects of moving the pilot forward 100 ft were

also investigated, although this was not proposed as

a solution to the PIO problem. One of the two PIO

suppressors evaluated in the TIFS program was im-
plemented in the shuttle FCS prior to its first flight

(ref. 50).

Pilot-Induced Oscillation Suppression Filter

Assessment with the F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire

The Space Shuttle PIO, caused in part by exces-

sive time delay and the success of the PIO suppression
filters devised to alleviate the problem, created an inter-

est in the usefulness of PIO suppression filters in more

conventional aircraft. In 1980 there was a program to

evaluate the same types of filters in more conventional

fighter-type aircraft using the F-8 DFBW (ref. 7). As

previously described, the F-8 DFBW aircraft had al-

ready been used to evaluate the effects of time delay
on digital FCSs so that the only addition required was

the PIO suppression filters. The same two types of fil-
ters were examined, with a variety of breakpoints and

filter slopes. The basic F-8 DFBW configuration was

a good airplane with little time delay. Either a pure

time delay or a first order lag was added to the FCS.
The latter was used to simulate the cascading of filters

in a poorly designed control system.
To provoke any possible PIO, two high-gain tasks

were used. The first task, close-trail formation, in-

volved flying just behind and below the F-104 chase

plane. Pilots found that this task was somewhat artifi-
cial and not well defined. As a result of this assessment

a more demanding task, probe-and-drogue refueling,
was used in the second phase of the program. How-

ever, the results for the two tasks did not vary much.

The PIO suppression filters suppressed the PIOs

in the configurations with added transport delay. They

did not, however, help with the configurations with the

first order lag.
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NT-33A Pilot-Induced Oscillation Suppression
Filters

In 1981 a simulation program was flown in the

NT-33A aircraft to investigate PIO suppression filters

in fighter-type aircraft (refs. 7, 51, and 52). A ba-
sically good configuration was selected as the base-

line. To this baseline were added either time delay or

lag pre-filtering in the longitudinal axis, similar to the

F-8 DFBW PIO suppression filter study, and the same

two PIO suppression filters were examined. In this

study, the task was a precision offset landing.

The results of this and the F-8 DFBW experi-

ments matched the shuttle program results, indicating
that PIO suppression filters worked well for fighter-

type aircraft as well. The PIO suppression filter greatly

reduced PIOs, even with excessive time delay that

led to serious PIOs in configurations without the fil-

ter. Already good flying qualities were not degraded
by the filters. However, in the NT-33A study, as in

the F-8 DFBW studies, the filters made configurations

with lag pre-filtering worse, indicating that poor sys-

tem design could not be compensated for with the PIO

suppression filters.

F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire Investigation of Non-

linear Control Algorithms

In the early 1980s the F-8 DFBW was used to

investigate active, nonlinear flight-control techniques

and handling qualities in a cooperative program with
the Royal Aircraft Establishment (ref. 53). The evalu-

ation was accomplished using the RAV mode.

The purpose of the study was two-fold, with the

first goal being to establish whether a variable-gain

controller could offer improved control performance
over a linear baseline pitch-rate command system and

whether any adverse handling problems would be in-

troduced by the rapidly varying gain. The second goal

was to investigate the effects of a nonlinear command

pre-filter. The nonlinear pre-filter was designed to pro-

vide a small overshoot on the pitch rate and a relatively

slow buildup of normal acceleration for small com-

mands and to increase the pitch-rate overshoot and nor-

mal acceleration response for large commands. This

was accomplished by varying the lead time constant of

the pre-filter.

Distant tracking and close tracking were the two

typical fighter tasks evaluated. The nonlinear pitch-

rate command system worked well in the distant-

tracking task; however, it was discovered that differ-

ent responses are preferred for the two different tasks.

Low-overshoot pitch-rate responses are preferred in the

distant-tracking task and high-overshoot pitch-rate re-

sponses are preferred in the close-tracking task.

Nothing conclusive was learned about the variable

adaptive, lead pre-filter time constant because the range

of pre-filter time constants was not sufficiently related
to the augmented dynamics. The F-8 DFBW aircraft,
with its versatile FCS, was also used at this time in a

brief, undocumented study of roll mode time constant

and roll ratcheting.

Total In-Flight Simulator Investigation into

Pitch Rate Command Systems in the Flared

Landing Task

In 1983 an extensive TIFS investigation into pitch

rate commands in the flared landing task was under-

taken (refs. 56 and 57). This study evaluated pitch-rate
feedback with proportional and integral forward paths,

rate command design, lead-lag pre-filters, superaug-

mentation, superaugmentation with lead-lag pre-filters,

neutral static stability, and angle of attack and pitch-

rate feedback required for level 1 conventional aircraft

response. The aircraft configurations evaluated were
a matrix constructed from seven aerodynamic models

(three stable aircraft with different values of 1/7-02, two

neutrally stable aircraft with different values of 1/7-02,
a shuttle-like vehicle, and a shuttle-like vehicle with

canards) and eight pitch axis FCSs (two proportional

plus integrated pitch-rate feedback systems with dif-

ferent undamped short-period frequencies (wnsp), su-

peraugmented, conventionally augmented, three shut-
tle FCS variants, and one shuttle FCS variant with a

time delay).
Results from this study included findings that

current integral-proportional pitch-rate FCSs provided

good attitude control, which is required for good per-
formance in the flared landing task. In addition,

the pilot needs cues to control flightpath precisely in

the landing flare. These cues may come from pi-
lot acceleration, stick deflections and forces, initial

aircraft response, and longer term aircraft response.

In addition, many techniques can be used to provide

level 1 performance.
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Interestingly,thisstudydiscoveredthatclassical
predictivecriteriadid notprovideadequateprediction
fortheflaredlandingtask, although a time-domain pre-

dictive criterion developed from this experiment did
work well.

Total In-Flight Simulator Validation of the X-29

Control System

The TIFS was used in 1984 to examine the X-29

control system, with particular attention to power ap-

proach (ref. 58). The X-29, with its forward-swept
wing (fig. 24), is a statically unstable fly-by-wire air-

plane with a digital primary FCS, a digital backup FCS,

and an analog backup FCS. This vehicle has a canard
and a strake flap in addition to the full-span flaperon

and rudder. The canard, strake flap, and flaperon are

used for pitch control; the flaperon alone for roll con-
trol. Ground simulation had raised questions about the

flying qualities of the X-29 in power approach, with
some indication that the lateral-directional gains and

stick gearings might be unsatisfactory. A three-phase
program was undertaken to examine these issues.

In the first phase, the originally proposed gains

and stick gearing were examined in up-and-away and

in power approach in the primary and both backup
modes. Numerous PIOs led to reduction of the lateral-

directional gains and the stick gearing in the primary

mode and in the digital backup mode. The analog

backup mode initially received only a limited evalu-
ation because of a simulation anomaly, but the gains

were modified and a corrected analog backup mode

was evaluated. This corrected mode also demonstrated

a number of PIOs, but because of the limited data, no

changes were made in this mode. The primary and

digital backup modes were, however, modified with

reduced gains and stick gearing.

Phase two of this study was a quick-look pro-

gram that examined the design changes that resulted

from phase one. Phase three, flown shortly before the

first flight of the X-29, provided one last evaluation
of the control laws in power approach, familiarization

with the first-flight profile for the pilot and the control

room personnel, and evaluation of selected emergency

landing modes. The primary concern in this phase
was the lateral PIO in the analog backup mode, which

raised a safety-of-flight question. In this phase, the fly-

ing qualities in all modes were found to be adequate
for the first flight. The primary and digital backup

modes, with their gains determined in previous testing,
were found to exhibit level 1 and 2 handling qualities

and the analog backup mode exhibited levels 1 to 3

handling qualities.
The X-29 aircraft was later flown at altitude in the

analog backup mode to examine the lateral PIO seen in

the TIFS study. Precision tasks, including bank angle

captures and formation flight, were used to provoke

any PIO. However, no lateral PIO tendencies were
seen. This difference between the TIFS and the aircraft

was attributed to errors in the predicted mathematical
model of the X-29 and to the model-following tech-

niques used to quicken the TIFS response, allowing

this large airplane to fly like a fighter.

Total In-Flight Simulator Investigation of Pro-

posed Shuttle Flight,Control System Modification

After the successful PIO suppressor study, another

TIFS study was done in 1985 to examine further pos-
sible changes to the orbiter FCS (refs. 54 and 55). In

particular, a shaped pitch-rate feedback system, a com-
mand pre-filter and pure pitch-rate feedback equiva-

lent system, and a C'* feedback system were compared
to the baseline shuttle system. Additionally, reducing

time delay in the FCS by moving the body bending
filters from the command path to the feedback path

was examined.

Although the addition of canards to the orbiter

was not seriously contemplated, the use of canards was
evaluated with the baseline and modified FCSs. Ca-

nards would have given sufficient control of the center
of rotation so that the problems caused by pilot location

would have been greatly reduced.

Figure 24. The forward-swept wing X-29 aircraft.
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Learjet Flying Qualities Research

In the mid-1980s the first variable-stability Lear-

jet was used for a limited in-flight simulation program
that examined the effects of feel system dynamics on

aircraft lateral handling qualities in the approach and

landing task (ref. 59). This study was sparked by the

results of a brief study in the NT-33A aircraft (ref. 59).

In this Learjet study, two feel systems, one fast and one
slow, were examined. The flight-control configurations

had two possible transport time delays, designed so

that the equivalent time delay for the feel system and
FCS combined were the same in each case. A baseline

configuration with minimum overall time delay was

also included. The tasks were bank angle captures and

lateral-offset spot landings.
This study showed that the location of the time

delay is important and that the feel system should be

regarded as a separate dynamic element. Large overall

time delay could be tolerated if a significant portion

of the delay resided in the feel system. However, the
same amount of overall time delay was unacceptable to

the pilot if much of the delay was transport time delay

downstream of the feel system. Additionally, this study
indicated that the allowable time delay in the roll axis

is a function of initial acceleration rate or "jerk."

The first variable-stability Learjet has been used

as a training tool at DFRF since 1983. Engineers are

exposed to a training syllabus based on that used by

the Air Force and Navy Test Pilot Schools (ref. 11).
All axes and modes are examined and stable, neutrally

stable, and unstable configurations are flown. Time

delays and feel system dynamics can also be varied.

This aircraft has also been used by test pilots to review

flying qualities areas.

NT-33A Investigation of Feel-System Charac-

teristics on Roll Dynamics

In the late 1980s an investigation of the influ-

ence of lateral feel-system characteristics on fighter air-

craft roll axis flying qualities was done with the NT-

33A (ref. 3), partly in response to the Learjet study

of feel-system dynamics. This extensive study exam-

ined power approach, visual landing, and up-and-away

tasks including formation, gun tracking, and computer-

generated compensatory attitude tracking tasks dis-

played on the HUD. Experimental variations included

the feel system frequency, force-deflection gradient,

control system command type (force or position input

command), aircraft roll mode time constant, control

system pre-filter frequency, and control system delay.
The investigation was undertaken to determine how

the feel system and the FCS interact and how the pilot
assesses each.

The feel system is not equivalent to analogous

control system elements in its influence on flying qual-

ities. This led to the conclusion that flying qualities

criteria should treat the feel system separately from
the control system, since the feel system dynamics

are apparent to the pilot and are not hidden in the

total dynamics.

Investigations of Flightpath Control Using

Throttles Only

In 1989 an airliner accident in which hydraulic

power failed completely and differential thrust was

used for flightpath control led to an investigation of the
use of throttles for emergency flight control (ref. 60).

In addition to fixed- and moving-base ground simula-

tions, this investigation included a cursory flight sim-

ulation program using the first variable-stability Lear-

jet, the F-15, and the PA-30 aircraft. In twenty min-
utes of flight using throttles only, the Learjet demon-

strated some control capability, with heading and al-

titude maintained within 500 ft. It showed good roll

controllability with differential thrust and poor pitch

control, with the phugoid being difficult to damp with

throttle inputs.
The PA-30, a low-wing, twin-engine four-seat

general aviation airplane, was difficult to control in
all axes with thrust only. Gross control of the PA-30

was possible but landing on a runway would have
been difficult.

The F-15, a twin-engine air superiority fighter,

demonstrated good roll response and pitch response to
throttle control. The F-15 rolled and banked well with

throttle control only and a heading could also be held
well. Altitude could be held within 100 ft at airspeeds

below 200 kn, though phugoid damping was difficult.
These three experiments indicated that it is fea-

sible to develop a control system for a large transport

that would allow a safe return if hydraulic power were

completely lost.
A more extensive investigation into the feasibil-

ity of thrust-only flightpath control used the second
variable-stability Learjet in a six-flight program in the

fall of 1991. Two different basic configurations, an
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F-15-1ikefighteranda largetransport,wereexam-
ined.Apparentenginelocationwasvariedfor thetwo
configurations,althoughtheactualenginecharacteris-
tics (spool-uptime,for example)couldnotbevaried.
This limitedstudydeterminedthatthrust-onlyflight-
pathcontrolwasextremelyvunerabletoturbulenceand
confirmedthenecessityof specialpilotingtechniques.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

There are two areas of major interest at the Dryden

Flight Research Facility that simulation has addressed,

which axe landing fast, low-lift-to-drag ratio aircraft

that cannot do go-rounds and pilot-induced oscillations

in digital flight-control systems.
The first in-flight simulation program at the Dry-

den Flight Research Facility was an investigation of

low-lift-to-drag ratio approach and landing character-

istics, using the F-104 and the F-102A Delta Dagger

aircraft. The most recent inflight simulation program

here is an F-104 investigation into field of view re-
quirements for the National AeroSpace Plane, a low-

lift-to-drag ratio vehicle with limited visibility.

The X-15, the lifting bodies, X-20 Dynasoar, the

shuttle, the National AeroSpace Plane-these low-lift-

to-drag ratio airplanes land at high speeds and go-

arounds are impossible. It has always been critical

to get the landing pattern right before the flights. In-
flight simulation has aided in the design of the pattern,

the designation of high keys, approach angles, flare

speeds, roundout altitudes, and touchdown speeds.

Structural and aerodynamic heating dictate small

windows or remote viewing systems in hypersonic air-

craft. The use of in-flight simulation answered ques-
tions on how small the windows could be, whether

the remote viewing system needs to be stereoptic

or monoptic, what resolution is required, what sup-

plementary instrumentation is necessary and how to

present this to the pilot, and a number of other

display questions.
The interest of Dryden Flight Research Facility in

aircraft with digital flight-control systems started

around 1970 when the F-8 digital fly-by-wire program

began. This aircraft, the first ever to be all-digital fly-
by-wire, was used first as a demonstrator of the tech-

nology but it soon turned into a research tool examining

digital flight-control system problems like roll ratchet-

ing. Interest in pilot-induced oscillations has always

been high in the fast, high-performance research air-
craft like the X-15 and the lifting bodies, as evidenced

in part by the studies previously mentioned.
These two threads came together dramatically

on October 26, 1977, when the Space Shuttle Enter-

prise, making a precision landing on the main run-
way at Edwards Air Force Base, experienced a fully-

developed multiple-axis pilot-induced oscillation. As
soon as the dust settled, Dryden Hight Research Facil-

ity began to use its experience in the investigation of

flight-test problems.
The data were analyzed and the first Total In-

Flight Simulator program confirmed that the causes
were known. The effects of time delays in digi-

tal flight-control systems were examined in the F-8

aircraft. The pilot-induced oscillation suppressor fil-
ters were developed and tested in a second Total In-

Flight Simulator program. While these filters were

proven to work well, Dryden Flight Research Facil-

ity continued to examine improvements to the flight-

control system for approach and landing and these

proposed changes were examined in another Total In-

Flight Simulator program.

Dryden Flight Research Facility then moved on
from the practical, fix the problem and get the air-

craft flying again approach, to research into more gen-

eral issues, examining pilot-induced oscillation filters

in fighter-type aircraft with the F-8 digital fly-by-wire
and the NT-33A.

The location of the time delay, either in the feel

system or in the flight-control system, was examined

quickly in the NT-33A aircraft, more thoroughly in the

Learjet, and exhaustively in a major NT-33A study.

Thus a seemingly isolated incident led first to a solution
to the incident and then to a body of research into the

root problems.
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Summary

A primer Computerized Maintenance Management
System (CMMS) has been established for NASA Ames

pressure component certification program. The CMMS
takes full advantage of the latest computer technology and

SQL relational database to perform periodic services for

vital pressure components. The Ames certification pro-

gram is briefly described and the aspects of the CMMS

implementation are discussed as they are related to the

certification objectives.

Introduction

The Computerized Maintenance Management System
(CMMS) is a response to calls for high performance and

quality in areas of asset management and employee

productivity. At NASA Ames Research Center (ARC),

there is an urgent need for monitoring a large number of

special equipment which is part of the high-pressure gas

or liquid lines throughout the Ames property. Due to the

nature of the working fluids and operating conditions,

high pressure systems create a potential hazard to the

surrounding environment. The safety of the personnel and

facilities on-site would be jeopardized if this equipment

fails to perform designated functions. Motivated by this

need and the demand for more prompt services on this

equipment, a computerized maintenance management

system was implemented for the monitoring process.

Documented here is the first phase of the pressure system

monitoring project.

Pressurized Systems and Safety Inspection

There are more than a hundred research and development

facilities used at ARC for various scientific experiments

and studies. Approximately 80% of these facilities use

pressurized vessels and systems (PV/S). Many of Ames'
PV/S were built without being certified for conformance

to applicable codes and standards. To ensure both the
structural integrity of ARC's unique research facilities

and the on-site personnel's safety, these PV/S must

comply with current applicable safety codes and

standards. To accomplish this, ARC established a

certification/recertification program in the early 80's to

determine the system's status (i.e., certification, repair, or

replacement). After initial certification, recertification is

periodically conducted using a schedule of inspection and

tests to verify that a previously certified pressure system

continues to be safe to operate. Ames certification and

recertification may be accomplished on a whole system

basis or on an all-individual component basis.

The process starts with collecting information by field

visual inspection, size measurements of the pressure

components, retrieving manufacturers's nameplate data,

and historic records. Each component of every system is

assigned a unique three-digit number called the compo-
nent number, and is shown on a piping isometric drawing.

The field data is then processed by a FORTRAN com-

puter provam on a VAX 11/785 in building N-213. The

computer program produces comprehensive status sheets

(SS) for the PV/S. The SS include field measurements,

physical properties, the maximum allowable working

pressure and temperature, certification status, future

inspection intervals, and recommendations for recertify-

ing, derating, repairing, or replacing each component. The

SS, however, do not provide an easy way of tracing the

changes and modifications made to the system after

recertification. They also lack the capability to monitor

the components continuously.

Objective of the Monitoring Project

Past recertification documents show that a large number

of special components in ARC's pressure systems, such

as pressure gauges and relief valves, are overdue for

servicing. These special components need to be more

closely monitored to safeguard the entire system. It is

therefore necessary to establish an automatic tracking

system in order to keep a timely record of each compo-

nent and generate servicing notices. The Pressure System
Safety Committee of ARC recognized this necessity, and

consequently, a pressure system monitoring project for

the recertification _oup was proposed in March 1992.

The first phase of the project includes monitoring five

types of components, namely pressure gauges, relief

valves, hoses, rupture disks, and temperature gauges.

These five special components were chosen because of

their importance to the safety of the PV/S, and because
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thecoderequirementsforthemaremorerestrictivethan
otherpressurecomponents.

Pressure Gauges

A pressure gauge should give accurate readings for the

pressure in a piping system. To ensure its function, Ames

Health and Safety Manual (AHB 1700-1) requires that all

pressure gauges be calibrated every two years and be of
safety type. "Safety type" means that, in case of failure,

the broken pieces of the gauge will blow out the back of

the gauge, to prevent injuries to the gauge reader. Several

manufacturers have established trademarks that represent

the safe case. Typical gauges used in ARC facilities are

made by US Gage and Ashcrofi, trademarked by
"SOLFRUNT," "MAXISAFE," or "DURAGAGE,"

respectively. The dial range of a gauge is recommended

to be twice the intended operating pressure, and not less

than 1-1/3 of the maximum operating pressure.

Recertification documents show that many gauges used in
ARC have expired calibration dates, and that unsafe

gauges are used occasionally. Some gauges do not have

the recommended dial range. Some even have broken dial

cover glass.

Relief Valves

These valves control the fluctuation of pressure in

PV/S and protect the system from being suddenly over-
pressurized by fire, among other causes. Generally, relief

valves are required to open at 10% over the maximum

allowable operating pressure and to be spring-loaded.

NASA standards specify that the valves must be reset

every two years while in more corrosive PV/S, such as

water and liquid carbon dioxide, the valves must be reset

annually.

The relief valves used in ARC's facilities often do not

meet the above safety standards. A large number of
valves were tested and reset in intervals _eater than the

required two years.

Hoses

When used in high pressure systems, hoses must pass

hydrostatic pressure test every two years to ensure there

are no leaks or other damages done to the hoses. Many

hoses used in the field do not comply with the

requirement.

Rupture Disks

These are commonly used in parallel with relief valves.

The disks are made to burst at certain pressure levels

therefore to protect the system from being over pres-

surized. To avoid premature rupture, they should be

replaced per manufacturer's specification. Many rupture
disks used in the high pressure systems at ARC are not

properly tagged to show the installation date.

Temperature Gauges

The temperate gauges installed on PV/S have the same
requirements as for pressure gauges. There are not many

pressurized temperature gauges used in ARC's facilities,
however, some of them are found to be outdated.

All these five types of pressure components have to be

recertified every ten years in addition to the above-

mentioned regular maintenance. Any problems, such as
the ones mentioned above, should be brought to the user's

attention, along with suggestions for appropriate action.

Implementation of CMMS

To prepare the database of the monitoring project, all the

special components inventoried in the previous status
sheets were assembled. The data collected in the status

sheets were updated by field-checking. Errors were
corrected and missed information was added. Original

drawings showing the location of each component were

retrieved and attached to the complied SS for five types of

special components. When substantial modifications had

been made since the last recertification, new drawings

were sketched and new set of numbers were assigned to

the components. There are approximately 700 special

components in 60 facilities or systems that were selected
for the first phase of monitoring project. Each facility

and/or system was assigned a three-digit number. The

previous component number used in the drawings was

prefixed with its facility/system number, making a unique

identification for the component. Examples of the new

component number are 100-038,230-199, etc.

Research was conducted to find a suitable database to

accomplish monitoring goals. Several sources were

accessed including the one used by NASA Ames
Maintenance Management Office. They surveyed about

20 different CMMS products for their routine main-
tenance work and decided on MAXIMO Maintenance

System by Project Software & Development, Inc. (PSDI).
The software was installed on a file server (PC) and has

been used since 1990. Our main concerns were cost-

effectiveness, customization, training, graphics and multi-

task capability and other aspects of the prospective
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CMMS. It was concluded that MAX1MO was best suited

too. The heart of MAXIMO is its work-order system,

which tracks maintenance activities through a standard-

ized database that automatically generates a work order

using user-defined criteria. However, due to the limita-

tions of the version (Version 2.6) used by EM, some

requirements of the monitoring project, such as data entry
validation, are not satisfied. During the period of July to

August of 1992, a new version of Windows-based

MAXIMO (Series 3, Version 1.1c) was installed for the

Pressure System Recertification Group. Series 3 has an
on-screen menu with a wide range for customization in

areas such as screen layout, extra tables, etc. The most
useful feature for the monitoring project is the capability

to attach a user-defined value list to any data field that

requires operator entry. This feature validates all the
crucial data entered by accepting only those values as

defined in the value list. The pull-down menu of the value

list provides additional convenience for the operator and

reduces the possibility of human error. Another advantage
of Series 3 is the accessibility of the information stored in
the database. Since MAXIMO utilizes the SQL relational

database and is Windows compatible, queries about the

data can be made right from the data screen, including the

use of wild cards and operators. The need for extracting

information easily from the database was recognized
before but was not achieved until the implementation of

MAXIMO series 3. The third feature that is rather attrac-

tive to the monitoring project is the ability to add new
screens or modules within MAXIMO. The added screens

are not necessarily related to the maintenance activities

but are required by the pressure system inspection and

recertification. This flexibility enables MAXIMO to be

"made" exactly for the monitoring project.

Because MAXIMO was designed for maintenance

function not specifically for pressure safety inspection,
however, substantial modifications are necessary to match

the needs of monitoring a pressure system. Four modules

or applications of the MAXIMO have been modified. The
Equipment module, which contains all the information for

a piece of equipment to be maintained, has been changed
to match the SS. It includes information that is common

to all types of pressure components. The Preventive
Maintenance Master (PM) module, which sets up the

maintenance schedule for periodic services, and the Work

Order Tracking module, which processes the work orders,
have been altered also to meet monitoring requirements.

The Job Plan module, which details the work procedures,

has been changed into a code reference library with an
identification (ID) number assigned to each applicable
reference.

Five additional screens (modules) were created to

accommodate the data for pressure gauges, relief valves,

hoses, rupture disks and temperature gauges. These
screens contain the data pertaining only to each type of

components. Value lists are attached to several data fields
in these screens. Data fields "Inlet type" and "outlet type"

describe how the component is engaged to the piping

system. Typical types, such as male-pipe threaded (MPT),

female-pipe threaded (FPT) or flanged (FLGD) are
included in value list INTYPE. In the pressure gauge

screen, value list CASETYPE is attached to the case type

field which specifies the trade marks of the gauge (e.g.,
SOLFRUNT, MAXISAFE, DURAGAGE and other

brands). Numerical fields (such as inlet size) are defined

to accept only numbers. These five screens separate the

special components from others and allow easy querying

of one group of special components at a time. The value

lists provide a certain degree of protection from data entry
errors and reduce the chance of mixing different type of

data with different components.

The implementation of the CMMS was finished in early

September 1992, and the data entry started in the middle

of the September. Information from updated SS and
additional data from field inspection were input to the

database via the Equipment screen and corresponding

component screens. A maintenance scheduler (PM) for

each component was established. Based on component

type, a pertaining code reference ID number was assigned

on the PM of a component. When corrective maintenance

is required, a work order is generated separately. Service

requests are based on the last completion date of the ser-

vice, plus the frequency of service defined by the relevant

code. The due dates printed on the work order reflect the
actual date when the service should be completed plus

30 extra days allowance. It is expected that when all the

components are brought up to schedule, a more restrictive

due date will be imposed. The first set of work orders,
renamed as "Periodic Maintenance Notice" (refer to fig. 1

for a sample output), were sent out on Oct. 6, 1992, to

appropriate facility representatives. The response from the
users who received the notice was prompt and supportive.
On one occasion, the user finished the required service

within 24 hours. All the notices have been responded to

before the due date. Users have expressed their apprecia-

tion of the notice. As of January 1993, the modified

CMMS is fully functional and the first phase of the

monitoring project is progressing satisfactorily.

Summary

Safety is the paramount concern when dealing with

pressure vessels and systems, and good maintenance is

the only way to ensure it. A systematic approach and

well-organized maintenance scheme is necessary for any

facility or plant. The Computerized Maintenance
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ManagementSystem(CMM) alone will not improve

maintenance peNormance without proper implementation

and a feasible plan. To produce positive results and justify
their cost, CMMS's must be incorporated with careful

maintenance planning and goal setting. The implementa-

tion of MAXIMO in the monitoring project is successful

because these guidelines have been followed.

While improvement of the current version of the CMMS

continues, the second phase of the monitoring project is

expected to include all pressure components which
require regular services. More advanced features of

updated CMMS will be explored. Graphics packages will

be attached to the database so that engineering drawings
can be reviewed on the same data screen of the compo-

nent. The physical appearance of the component and
disassembly charts can also be scanned into the CMMS,

making a complete database for a particular component or
equipment. The prospect of future application to other

aspects of maintaining PV/S, such as nondestructive

examination, is promising as the project progresses.
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Form Table Field Nextl f:_ev|_us! Database Options Screens 8on Help

Componenl No.:

Facility:. [

System: [

Report No,: [

Drawing No.: [

Field Validation Date: I

I II
Sedal No: [

MFR Serv. Ratings

Press. IPSli:

Temp. [i:]:

Component Name: I I

-User Information

] Name: [

l Mall Stop: I

Extension: [

Ik__

l Tag No.: l

] Part No: I

I Material: I

-Cert. Oper. Condilions

Press. [PSI]: i
Temp. IF]: l

I
l
I

I
I

Figure 1. Equipment Screen
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Form Table Field Nextl .Prevh_._! Database _ptions __crcens Run Help

PM#:.

Camp. No.: {

Job Plan No.: ]

Priority:

II
II

Work Type:

Order Generation Information

Sequenced? [_ First Start: {

Use Target Start? [-'7 Last Target Start:{

Counter:

I LastComp:[

-Time-based PM Information

Frequency in Days: t i

Next Due Date: i I

Modl.edBy:I ]
°ate:i I

Figure 2. Preventative Maintenance Master Screen

Work Orders _
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Work Order #: _I

Status: {

Comp. No.: I

Fadlity: I

System: I

Ref. No.: I

PM Masterif: I

Modlfled

_,e:

J Status Date: [

I USER: I

II I

I WorkType:

II

I
-Target'

Start: [

Completion: [

Criticality:

I
IEqulpO_.:F--]
I
I .is,o_ I--1

Figure 3. Work Order Tracking Screen
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Form Table Reid _._:x+! f?r_',,_mPz! Oatabase _Options _creens Bun Help

Ref _n

Key Description

PG-1 CALIBFtATE

PG-2 Replace With A Safety Type and Calibrate.

PG-3 Replace Broken Dial Glass and Calibrate.

PG-4 Change the Dial Range and Calibrate.

RV-1 RETEST

RV-2 Replace wilh a Larger Capacity.

HOSE-1 Hydrotesl

HOSE-2 Rardcade the hose end 6ydrotest it

FID-1 Replace With A New Rupture Disk

T

reserved

Figure 4. Reference (Job Plan) Screen

PRESSURE GAGE

Form Table Field Next_ t_c_i_s] Database ,0.pt_ons Screens Bun Help

Componet NO:

,.,=,Slzem: [ I ,nle,_ype:I

Dial Range [PSi]: [

DialSizepro:I J

Case',-ype:I I

Last Calib. Date: I I

Figure 5. Pressure Gauge Screen
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RELIEF VALVE
Form Iable Field Nex_ ;?._,._¢u_! Database Q.p_.}o_ _c_eens Bun Help

Comp. No.:

inletSizepx1: _ i.i_,t_e: I l
Outlet Size Ilm: _ outlet Type: I I
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seto.,e I I

Figure 6. Relief Valve Screen

HOSI _1

Form Iable Field Next! Prev|ous! Database Options Screens Run .Help

Comp. No.:
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Length (IN]: I I
Hy1:lrolesl
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Figure 7. Hose Screen
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[orm Table Field Next! P..r.nvim_s! Database _ptio.s Screens Bun Help

Camp. No.: |_

Inlet Size [IN]: _ Inlet Type: [ I

capocayISCFU):I I

Burst P,css. [PSI]: I l

,..,,Date:I I

C,a.:I I

Figure 8. Rupture Disk Screen

TE.MP GAGE

Form Table Fl.eld Next! P.revi(e_s! Database _pti_.3n_.; Screens Run Help

Camp. No.:

Inlets,..n_:I I,.,etXype:I

Range [FI: [

Last Calib. Date: I

I

Figure 9. Temperature Gage Screen
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PERIODIC MAINTENANCE NOTICE

User: Peter Arthur
User's M/S: N229-4
User's Ext.: 4-5403

PAGE: 1
Issue Date: 10/28/92

BEC WO#: 0000001212

Facility:
System:
Ref. DWG No.:

Ref. Rep.No.:

3000 PSI Distribution Network associated with Bldg. N229
3000 PSI Air
8--9230-P1

AS--8231-X'V1,A829-8232-X'V5,AS--8431-XV13,AS--8631-X'V18

COMPONENT NAME:

ACTION REQUIRED:
DUE DATE:

PRESS. GAGE No.: 074 (Ref. above Dwg.)
Replace With A Safety Type and Calibrate.
27-NOV-1992

Additional information for the PG :

_Dial I

Tag _Rangel MFR/

No. l(PSI)IPart No.

NO ID TAGI50--_--IUS GAGE

', 122961-1

Case

Type

NOT SAFE

TYPE

InleU

size (IN)

/ Type

•25 MPT

;last Call MFR ICert. I MFR ICert.

Date _Pres. IPres. ITemp. ITemp.

[(PSI)I(PSI)I (F) (r)
! !
! l I

Unk 175_[30-_;i0---d0-" i00

Reference:

1. Replace the press gage with a safety type that is either certified
by its manufacturer not to cause shrapnel upon failure of its pressure
element or features a full blowout back and equipped with an armored
plate behind the dial. AHB 1700-1, Chapter 10, Paragraph 5g(1).

2. Calibrate and tag pressure gage every two years in accordance with
AI-IB 1700-1, Chapter 10, Paragraph 9a&9b, and AI:IB 1710-3, Section
4, Paragraph 4.i(1).

User's Response:

The above services have been performed. YES __ NO __

COMMENTS:

Dam:

Upon completion of the above action, please return the form to Pressure System
Recertification at M/S N213-8 on or before the due date.

Figure10. Sample PeriodicMaintenanceNoticewiththe associateddrawing(next page).
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SPACE-BASED CRYSTAL GROWTH AND THERMOCAPILLARY FLOW
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Summary

The demand for larger size of crystal is ever increasing

especially in applications associated with the electronic

industry, where large and pure electronic crystals

(notably silicon) are the essential material to make high-

performance computer chips. Crystal growth under

weightless conditions has been considered an ideal way to

produce bigger and hopefully better crystals. One tech-

nique which may benefit from a microgravity environ-
ment is the float-zone crystal-growth process (fig. 1), a

container-less method for producing high-quality elec-

tronic material. In this method, a rod of material to be

refined is moved slowly through a heating device which

melts a portion of it. Ideally, as the melt resolidifies it

does so as a single crystal which is then used as substrate

for building microelectronic devices. The possibility of

contamination by contact with other material is reduced
because of the "float" configuration. However, since the

weight of the material contained in the zone is supported

by the surface-tension force, the size of the resulting

crystal is limited in Earth-based productions; in fact, some
materials have properties which prevent this process from

being used to manufacture crystals of reasonable size.

Consequently, there has been a great deal of interest in

exploiting the microgravity environment of space to grow
larger size crystals of electronic material using the float-
zone method.

In addition to allowing larger crystals to be grown, a

microgravity environment would also significantly reduce

the magnitude of convection induced by buoyancy forces

during the melting stage. This type of convection was
once thought to be at least partially responsible for the

presence of undesirable nonuniformities in material prop-
erties called striations observed in float-zone material.

However, past experiments on crystal growth under

weightless conditions found that even with the absence of

gravity, the float-zone method sometimes still results
striations. It is believed that another mechanism is playing

a dominant role in the microgravity environment.

Thermocapillary Convection

In float-zone crystal growth, the temperature difference
between two ends of the zone produces a surface-tension

gradient along the interface between the liquid and the
surrounding gas causes a fluid motion in the melt. This

type of flow is called thermocapillary convection, and will
exist in any gravitational environment. Experiments on

this type of convection have found that, under certain
conditions, the flow is in a stable circulating state. When

the conditions change, the flow also changes to an oscil-

lating, unstable state. The condition is a combination of

factors, including temperature differences, the material

grown and the size of the crystal. Recent speculation is

that the onset of time-dependent thermocapillary convec-

tion (ref. 5) is actually responsible for the appearance of
the striations and nonuniformity in the final product.

Since this mode of flow will exist in crystal-growth pro-

cess, the stability properties of thermocapillary convection

are of possible technological importance.

Experiments have been performed in half-models of the

float-zone process, so termed because they are meant to
simulate the lower half of a float-zone melt, where the

axial buoyancy gradient is stabilizing, meaning the hotter

fluid is on top of the colder fluid. In one of the experi-

ments (ref. 1), a liquid bridge is established between a pair

of cylindrical rods, which are differentially heated, with

the upper rod held at a higher temperature than the lower.
For small enough temperature differences, as character-

ized by a dimensionless parameter called Marangoni

number Ma - 7(TH - Tc)R/KIx steady convection is
observed, while for large values, a transition to oscillatory

convection occurs. The additional parameters applying to

the definition above are R, the zone radius; ,/, the rate of

change of surface tension with temperature; Ix the dynamic

viscosity; and K, the thermal diffusivity. The experiment

described above has motivated stability analyses of the
half-zone flow fields which are described in the following

sections.

Brief Introduction to Stability Theories

Stability theories have signification applications in fluid
mechanics to determine flow states. The theories can be
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divided into two categories: energy theory and linear

theory. Energy-stability theory provides a stability limit,

under which a flow is guaranteed to be stable against any

disturbances. The linear theory, on the other hand, gives a
instability limit, above which, the flow is unstable,

divided into two categories: energy theory and linear

theory. Energy-stability theory provides a stability limit,
under which a flow is guaranteed to be stable again

regardless the magnitude of the disturbances. The linear

theory, on the other hand, gives an instability limit, above
which, the flow is unstable, regardless of the magnitude of

the disturbances. Figure 2 shows a stability map with the
two stability limits marked. The ideal situation, of course,

would be for the two limits to coincide, but this occurs

only in certain cases.

From the standpoint of the float-zone crystal-growth

process, energy theory is an attractive technique, since it

provides sufficient conditions for stability to disturbances
of arbitrary amplitude. If the Marangoni number defined

above was taken as the stability parameter, then energy

theory provides e value Ma D such that for all Ma < Ma E,
stability is guaranteed. If the analysis was performed for

an actual float-zone melt and if the crystal grower could

operate the process to stay within the stability boundary,

then striation-free material should be obtained. Energy

theory is integral, or global in nature, defining stability in
terms of the asymptotic decay of a disturbances-energy

functional. Hence it provides good results in case where

the mechanism responsible for the instability is of a
similar global character.

Numerical Simulation of the Basic Flow Field

In order to perform energy stability analysis, the initial
flow state must be determined first. To be related to avail-

able experiment results, a half-zone model of the float

zones is adopted in this study. The flow domain in an

actual half model experiment is very complicated. Fig-

ure 3 illustrates the simplified geometric and thermal
conditions used in a half-zone model simulation. The

basic state of interest is one of swirl-free, axisymmetric

thermocapillary convection in a zone with aspect ratio of

approximately 1. The momentum and energy equations of

fluid flow have been solved numerically with certain
assumptions, including nondeformable free-surface and

flat interfaces between solid and liquid. The streamlines
and isothermal (equal temperature) lines of a basic state in

half-zone model are plotted in figure 4.

Energy-Stability Analysis

The energy-stability analysis begins with decomposing

flow quantities, velocity, pressure and temperature, into
two parts, basic state and disturbances:

Q = Qbasic + Q'

Substitution of the above expression into the governing

Navier-Stokes equations and appropriate boundary condi-
tions leads to a system of equations for the disturbance

quantity Q'. The non linear disturbance-energy equation is

derived from this set of equations. The basic state quantity
Qbasic is eoupled with Q' in this equation which has the

following form:

dE
----Pr * D+Ma*P+B
dt

where the left-hand side is the change rate of the distur-

bance energy, Pr is a non-dimensional fluid property

(Prandtl number); D is a "damping" term; and P is the

"production" term; and B is the boundary-condition
dependent term. All the terms are integrals of Qbasic and

Q' over the flow domain. The dominant parameter is Ma.

Ma E is the value of Marangoni number under which the

rate of energy change will always be negative, making the

disturbances die away as time goes on. Therefore Ma E is

called the energy stability limit. As shown by the above

equation, Ma E depends on fluid parameter Pr and bound-

ary conditions, among other factors. The equation has
been solved numerically using a variational method, aided

by an inverse-iteration technique for large sparse matrices.
The solution was carried out on an IBM 3090 machine.

Several assumptions were made in the solution process.
One of them was that the disturbance to the flow was

axisymmetric. This assumption allows the equations to be

real, not complex, thus reducing the computer storage

requirement. Another assumption was the nondeformable

free surface, which reduced the number of equations to be

solved as a coupled system. The results are compared with

the experiment data and figure 5 shows the comparison.

One notion here is that the experiment was performed

using sodium nitrate fluid rather than silicon crystal. This

is due to the fact that the molten silicon is an opaque

medium and flow visualization is very difficult. The main

difference between the two fluids, besides their visibility,
is the Prandtl number. The Pr number of silicon is in the

order of 0.01 and for sodium nitrate, it is roughly 7. The

numerical results are obtained based as closely as possible

on simulated experiment settings.
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Conclusions and Discussion

There has been a large amount of analytic and numerical

work on various aspects of thermocapillary convection.

Most of the work provides examples of basic states. A

Handful of stability analyses published were on simple

flows with analytically defined basic state. The above

energy-stability analysis is one of the first stability analy-

sis using numerically determined basic states. Although it

is limited by several assumptions because of the available

computational resources, the results indicated two impor-

tant things: (1) energy theory was capable of yielding
sufficient conditions for stability of the right order of

magnitude; and (2) the more difficult computations are
needed to simulate the real flow.

Some follow-up extension work was done after the above

study. One of these (ref. 3) has relaxed the assumptions
about the disturbances, which improved the agreement

with relevant experiment data. Another work in the field

(ref. 4) included linear-stability analysis, which comple-
ments the results of energy-stability analysis. The combi-

nation of the linear limits and energy limit should provide

an envelope of desired operating conditions under which

the crystal should grow striation-free. However, the
current agreement between the theoretic results and

experimental data is not completely satisfactory because

of the simplifications used in the numerical calculation.

Possible steps for future research are: (1) take the
influence of free-surface deformation into consideration;

(2) modify the inadequacy in the half-zone model; and

(3) model the full float-zone instead of the half-zone.

The results of stability analysis on a half-zone model of

crystal growth process provided the insight on thermo-

capillary convection in melting crystals. Since the convec-
tion will be the dominant flow mode in microgravity

environment, this type of study can be viewed as crucial

for any space-based material processing to be successful.
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GROUND VIBRATION TEST OF THE XV-15 TILTROTOR RESEARCH

AIRCRAFT AND PRETEST PREDICTIONS

I"-
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Summary

The first comprehensive ground vibration survey was

performed on the XV-15 Tiltrotor Research Aircraft to
measure the vibration modes of the airframe and to

provide data critical for determining whirl flutter stability

margins. The aircraft was suspended by the wings with

bungee cords and cables. A NASTRAN finite element
model was used in the design of the suspension system to

minimize its interference with the wing modes. The

primary objective of the test was to measure the dynamic
characteristics of the wings and pylons for aeroelastic

stability analysis. In addition, over 130 accelerometers

were placed on the airframe to characterize the fuselage,

wing, and tail vibration. Pretest predictions were made
with the NASTRAN model as well as correlations with

the test data. The results showed that the suspension

system provided good isolation necessary for modal
measurements.

Introduction

This report documents the results of a ground vibration
test of the XV-15 Tiltrotor Research Aircraft. The focus

of the test was to acquire vibration data at the rotor hubs.

In addition, the vibration of the fuselage was measured to

characterize the complete aircraft dynamics.

Figure I shows the XV-15 Tiltrotor in flight in the air-

plane mode, steel-bladed configuration. This aircraft

combines the hovering capability of a helicopter and the

forward flight speed of an airplane. The XV-15 takes off

in helicopter mode with the rotors tilted up. Then the

pylons and rotors tilt down during flight to the airplane

mode shown in figure 1. It is this airplane mode configu-
ration in which whirl flutter instabilities are predicted to

occur (ref. 1). The data acquired during the ground vibra-
tion test will be used to improve predictions of aeroelastic

stability of the XV°15. The steel-bladed configuration
was studied the most closely because the majority of

documented XV-15 flight data was acquired with this

blade set and can be used to validate stability predictions

(refs. 1 and 2). A greater understanding of the instabilities

unique to tiltrotors is important in the development of
advanced high-speed tiltrotors (refs. 3--5).

In order to measure the vibration modes of the XV-15, a

ground vibration test was conducted in January and
February of 1992 at NASA Ames Research Center. Fig-

ure 2 shows the test setup. The aircraft was tested in both

helicopter and airplane modes. In addition, measurements
were taken for both steel and composite rotor configura-

tions (simulated by dummy blade weights). This paper
documents the results for the baseline configuration: the

XV-15 in airplane mode with steel rotor blades.

Ideally, the aircraft should be in a free-free configuration
which means that there are no constraints such as resting

the aircraft on its landing gear. This was accomplished by

suspending the XV-15 from the wings using bungee
cords. The suspension system successfully isolated the

aircraft, enabling the wings to move freely with minimal

interference to the aircraft dynamics.

This test was the first comprehensive ground vibration

test of the XV-15. An exploratory test was performed by

Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc. in 1978 (ref. 6). However,
the aircraft did not contain fuel or have complete pylons

and transmissions. Another test was performed at NASA

Ames Research Center in 1988. This test provided only a

rough measurement of the XV-15 frequencies with the

aircraft resting on jacks.

A NASTRAN finite element computer model of the

XV-15 was used to predict the effectiveness of the

suspension system in isolating the aircraft (ref. 7). The
model was modified from a free-free configuration to

predict the XV-15 vibration modes and also to determine
the effect of the test setup on the results. In particular, the

effects of the suspension system, dummy blade weights,

and gravity were studied.

Ground Vibration Test

The purpose of the ground vibration test, or shake test, of

the XV-15 was to experimentally characterize the struc-

tural dynamics of the aircraft. The XV-15 was tested in

the helicopter mode with pylons tilted up and also in
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airplane mode with pylons tilted down. In addition, the

XV-15 was tested with both steel and composite rotor

blade weights.

The aircraft was configured to simulate in-flight

conditions. It was fully fueled with 1500 lb of fuel and
180-1b weights were strapped in the pilot and copilot

seats. Dummy blade weights replaced the rotors so that

the rotor blades would not be damaged during the test.

These weights are shown in figure 3 as three groups of

steel plates offset 13.5 in. from the hub. They were placed

as closely as possible to the hub so that they would add a

minimal amount of rotational inertia to the pylons. This

was important to match the assumption of aeroelastic

analyses which model the rotor weight as a point mass
located at the hub's center.

In order to model the free-free condition of zero airspeed

flight, the aircraft was suspended with bungee cords. The

suspension prevented the XV-15 from resting on the land-

ing gear which would alter the test results. However, the

landing gear were extended down as a safety precaution.

The suspension system consisted of an inverted-V system

which lifted the aircraft from its wings by a crane 35 feet

above the floor (fig. 2). The suspension was attached to

the wings 6.8 ft from the centerline at locations designed
for lifting the aircraft. Cables and turnbuckles comprised
the lower 19 feet of the inverted-V. The turnbuckles

allowed for adjustments in length to balance the aircraft

left to right. Above the cables, bungee cords stretched to

the top of the inverted-V. A total of 40 bungee loops were

used, 20 per side, as shown in figure 4. They looped
around upper and lower brackets stretching from

4 feet unloaded to 8 feet under the weight of the
14,100-1b aircraft.

The advantage of using bungee cords was that their low

spring rate enabled the XV-15 wings to vibrate freely

under the support. The combined stiffness of all forty

bungee loops was 457 lb/in, which was well below the
aircraft stiffness. In order to balance the XV-15 fore and

aft, a bungee cord loop with a stiffness of 45 ib/in.

stretched from the tail down to the ground.

To measure the vibration of the XV-15, 134 accelerome-

ters were placed on the fuselage, tail, wings, and pylons.

They measured acceleration in the vertical, longitudinal,
and lateral directions. The most important accelerometers

were located at each hub because hub dynamics are a key

factor in determining aeroelastic stability. At these loca-

tions, rotational as well as linear accelerometers were

used. The aircraft was excited using two electrodynamic

shakers which applied force at the wing tips.

Figure 3 shows a shaker mounted on a stand applying a

vertical force to the wing. The shaker was attached to the

wing with a thin metal rod, or stinger, which applied the

axial force. This vertical shaker configuration excited

wing flapping and torsion modes. The shaker was also
positioned to apply a horizontal force to excite in-plane,

or chordwise, wing bending modes.

Two types of forcing methods were used. The first was a

swept-sine method in which each shaker applied approx-

imately 90 pounds of force sweeping in frequency from
2 to 40 Hz. The shakers could be made to act either

in-phase or out-of-phase with each other to excite sym-

metric and antisymmetric modes, respectively. The
second method used was random excitation from 0 to

37.5 Hz. This method used a lower force level and excited

both symmetric and antisymmetric modes simultaneously.

The data acquisition system consisted of a Hewlett-
Packard 3565S dynamic analyzer that used Vista soft-

ware to acquire data (ref. 8). Signals from each of the

134 accelerometers and 2 load cells measuring shaker

force were input to the analyzer. The Vista program then

computed frequency response functions which provided

the frequency and damping of the vibration modes.

Pretest Predictions

The NASTRAN finite element computer model of the

XV-15 was used to determine the optimum suspension

system configuration and ensure that the suspension

modes were not coupled with aircraft modes. The model

was also used to predict the XV-15 vibration modes

before the ground vibration test began.

The NASTRAN model is shown in figure 5. The actual

model is 1036 degrees of freedom and is a half-model

taking advantage of the symmetry of the XV-15 about the

longitudinal axis. The model was originally created by

Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc. in the 1970s to predict free-

free modes and frequencies of the XV-15. Modifications
were made to this model to better simulate the shake test

setup. The additions include the inverted-V suspension

system, tail bungee, dummy blade weights, and gravity.

The major components of the suspension system were
modeled to predict their impact on the overall system

dynamics. The crane hook and cables were modeled using

rigid beam elements. The bungee cords were modeled

using an element with an axial stiffness of 228 Ib/in.

equal to the bungee stiffness on the left and right sides of

the inverted-V. Weights for the suspension components

were distributed onto each node point of the suspension

model. The upper and lower brackets were 70 and 30 ib,

respectively. The total bungee cord weight was 22 lb, and

the combined weight of the cables, turnbuckles and wing
hoist attachment was 80 Ib on the left and right sides. The
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weightabove the bungee (upper bracket and crane hook)
was isolated from the aircraft due to the flexibility of the

bungees. However, the weight below the bungees was
effectively added to the system dynamics. For this reason,

the suspension weight was minimized to prevent
alterations to the modes.

The suspension configuration was determined using the

NASTRAN model by minimizing the deviation from the
free-free modes. It was found that the highest possible

inverted-V should be used to minimize lateral forces

acting at the wing attachment points. This also allowed

the bungees to attach nearly perpendicularly to the

XV-15 wings.

The dummy blade weights were modeled as three point

masses representing the three steel blades weighing

181 lb each. The blade weights were modeled with an
offset of 13.5 in. from the hub as shown in figure 5. This

offset matches the distance of the blade weights from the

hub in the shake test. The tail bungee, which opposed the
nose-down moment of the aircraft, was modeled with a

spring element with a stiffness of 45.5 lb/in., also
matching the ground vibration test configuration.

Table 1 shows the NASTRAN results for the symmetric

and antisymmetric mode shapes for the XV-15 configured

in the airplane mode with steel rotor blades. The first
column shows the free-free results, which is the baseline

case. The second column shows the change in frequency

when the suspension system and tail bungee were added.
The third column includes the blade weights offset from

the hub as compared with a single point mass at the hub.
The modes in this last column which include the com-

bined effects of the test setup, were used as a pretest

prediction for the ground vibration test. The effect of

gravity on the modes was negligible.

Table 1. The symmetric and ant[symmetric
NASTRAN modes showing the effects of the

suspension system and dummy blade weights

Symmetric and Free-free XV-15 XV-15 with
antisymmetric XV-15 with suspension

modes (Hz) suspension and blade
weights

Sym. wing flap 3.16 3.06 3.06
Sym. wing 5.71 5.55 5.54

chord

Asy. wing flap 6.35 6.31 6.29
Asy. wing chord 7.52 7.10 7.04
Asy. wing 8.13 7.84 7.81

torsion

Sym. wing 8.20 7.81 7.73
torsion

A comparison of the first two columns in table 1 shows
that the suspension system lowers the frequencies from
the free-free model. _e modes decreased an average of

2.4%. This decrease is due primarily to the added weight

of the suspension system and in part to the physical inter-

ference of hanging the aircraft from its wings. This was

determined by successive design iterations using the

NASTRAN model. By comparing columns 2 and 3 it can

be seen that the dummy blade weights had a smaller

impact on the modes. They caused the frequencies to

decrease an average of 1%. These blade weights affected

the wing modes as a result of the rotational inertia trans-

ferred through the hub.

The support system also introduced low frequency

suspension modes in which the XV-15 moves as a rigid

body under the flexing of the bungee cords.

The highest frequency suspension mode predicted was
0.96 Hz which was well below the first bending mode of

3.06 Hz. This separation of the suspension modes from

the aircraft dynamics was necessary to prevent coupling
of the motion and an alteration of the XV-15 dynamics.

Figure 6 illustrates the motion of two modes predicted by
the NASTRAN model. The dashed lines represent the

mode shapes, whereas the solid lines are the undeflected
model. The first is the 0.96 Hz suspension mode which

couples a vertical bob of the aircraft with a pitching
motion. The first symmetric wing bending mode is also

shown. The XV-15 wings are able to vibrate unhindered

by the support.

Test Results and Correlation With

Predictions

Test results were obtained for both the swept-sine and
random excitation methods. The Vista software was used

to calculate the frequency response function shown in

figure 7, which resulted from a random applied load in
the vertical direction from 0 to 12.5 Hz. Each peak repre-

sents a vibration mode of the system. The Vista program

is used to curve fit each peak and estimate the frequency

and damping of each mode. For example, the symmetric

wing ehordwise bending and torsion modes are identified

in figure 7.

A more complete listing of the symmetric and antisym-
metric modes are shown in table 2. Here the test data

obtained from the swept-sine and random methods are

compared with the NASTRAN predictions. Both sets of

measured results are higher than the predictions. The

swept-sine results are an average of 9% higher whereas
the random results are 11% higher than the NASTRAN

frequencies. Despite this, the NASTRAN modes were a
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key means of mode identification and were used for com-

parison with test data. There was an antisymmetric mode

at 5.9 Hz which the NASTRAN model did not predict.

This was a faint mode combining lateral tail bending with

antisymmetric pylon yaw. In addition, a small symmetric
pylon yaw mode at 7.6 Hz was not predicted. However,

the NASTRAN finite element model did predict all of the

major modes shown in table 2.

It was expected that the XV-15 would exhibit nonlineari-

ties in its structural dynamics. Tiitrotors are in general

more nonlinear than airplanes due to the complexities of
the wing pylon structure. Table 3 illustrates this nonlin-

earity by comparing the change in frequency for different
force levels. A linear system should exhibit the same fre-

quency despite changing the force applied by the shaker.

However, as shown in the figure, the modes increase in

frequency as the shaker force is increased.

Table 2. Correlation of test data with NASTRAN

predictions. Dashed line Indicates a mode not excited

Symmetric and NASTRAN Test data, Test data,
antisymmetric model swept-sine random

modes (Hz) excitation excitation

Sym. wing flap 3.06 3.43 3.51
Sym. wing 5.54 6.41 6.71

chord

Asy. pylon yaw - 5.87 5.91

Asy. wing flap 6.29 7.47 -
Sym. pylon yaw - 7.57 7.56
Asy. wing chord 7.04 7.99 -
Asy. wing 7.81 8.31 8.59

torsion

Sym. wing 7.73 8.22 8.37
torsion

Table 3. Comparison of modal frequencies with

varying shaker force. Dashed line indicates a mode
not excited

Symmetric and Swept-sine, Swept-sine, Random
antisymmetric full half- excitation

modes (Hz) amplitude amplitude

Sym. wing flap 3.43 3.45 3.51

Sym. wing 6.41 6.70 6.71
chord

Asy. wing flap 7.47 7.52 -

Asy. wing 8.22 8.34 8.37
torsion

Sym. wing 8.31 8.43 8.59
torsion

The forcing levels were 90 lb for the swept-sine full

amplitude, 45 lb for the half-amplitude, and a lower
random force for the random force. The differences

between the full amplitude swept-sine and the random

frequencies was an average of 3%, signifying a fair

degree of system nonlinearity. It was for this reason that

both swept-sine and random methods were used.

Conclusions

The shake test was a valuable means for determining the
structural dynamic characteristics of the XV-15. Previous

to this test, the estimated modal frequencies used to
determine aeroelastie instabilities were lower than the true

XV-15 dynamics. Now the actual modal frequencies

measured in the ground vibration test will be used for

further stability research. Although the NASTRAN

predictions were an average of 9 and 11% lower than the

swept-sine and random data, respectively, the finite
element model was a valuable tool in modal identifica-

tion. The major importance of the NASTRAN model was

its use as design tool to study the effects of suspension
system changes.

The modifications to the NASTRAN finite element model

led to a better design of the suspension system. The
model was also used to understand the effects of the test

setup on the ideal, free-free configuration. The model

predicted the effects of the dummy blade weights offset
from the hub's center to be minimal. The offsets caused

the frequencies to decrease an average of 1%. Moreover,

the effect of gravity was negligible.

It was found that the suspension system used in the test

gave a good approximation to the ideal, free-free configu-

ration. The bungee cords effectively isolated the aircraft
modes from suspension modes that were well below the

first wing bending frequency. The inverted-V suspension

system and tail bungee were predicted by NASTRAN to

lower the frequencies an average of 2.4% from the free-

free case. This change is attributed primarily to the weight

of the cables and brackets above the wing rather than the

bungee cords or suspension modes. However, the change

due to the suspension is much less than that due to resting

the XV-15 on its landing gear. Also, the degree of inter-

ference from the suspension was acceptable, given the

system nonlinearity of the XV-15. This was illustrated by

the average 3% difference between swept-sine and
random forcing methods.
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Figure 1. XV-15 "131trotorResearch Aircraft in airplane
mode with steel-bladed rotors,

Figure 2. The XV-15 ground vibration test setup.
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Figure 3. XV-15 hub showing the dummy blade weights

and the electrodynamic shaker applying vertical force to
the wing.

Figure 4. The 40 bungee loops which isolated the sus-

pension system from the aircraft dynamics.
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Figure 5. The NASTRAN finite element model of the XV-15.
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Figure 6. Two mode shapes predicted by NASTRAN.
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Figure 7. Frequency response function from random, vertical excitation.
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BUILDING ON THE FOUNDATION FOR AN ENGINEERING CAREER

SUSAN WHITE AND RUTH WHITE

Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, California

Summary

A predictable and preventable hurdle stops a majority of

young women from entering the scientific and technical
fields. This cuts down the individual's career possibilities,

and cuts in half the pool of potential U.S. engineers later

available to industry. The waste of talent does not

advance our country's competitive position.

The typical American adolescent girl has acquired all the
basic mathematical skills needed to pursue science and

math, but, from adolescence on, she does not build the
foundation of science and math courses that she would

need later in life to work in engineering.

Several questions are addressed: Why are some young

women stopped cold in their mathematical tracks during
adolescence? What is the influence of psychology,

including discussion of the personality traits quantifiably

shared by women in technical fields? How should the

school system adapt to keep their female charges learning
math and science?

Introduction

Several recent studies indicate a disturbing possibility that

young women are typically stopped cold in their mathe-
matical tracks during adolescence. The typical adolescent

girl does not build the foundation of science and math
courses that she will need later in life to work in engineer-

ing. This has the end result of limiting the number of

young women who are later able to work in the scientific
and technical fields.

Before adolescence, many different articles (refs. 1 and 2)

have discussed studies showing girls competing equally

with or out-performing boys in the fields of study most

important to the technical professions: mathematics and
science. However, after girls reach adolescence, their

average performance and participation in these fields

drops significantly.

The effect persists to the highest levels of education. The
National Research Council (ref. 3) regularly surveys

Ph.D. scientists and engineers in the United States. In

their highlights from the 1989 survey, they reported that

among doctoral scientists and engineers, the proportion of

women grew from 8.6 percent in 1973 to 17.3 percent in
1989. Women represented approximately one-third of the

Ph.D.'s in psychology and the medical sciences, but less

than 5 percent of the Ph.D.'s in engineering. Women are

going on to higher education, increasing both in numbers

and percentages, but they are apparently avoiding

engineering.

One explosive new study (ref. 4) states bluntly that

schools are shortchanging girls. Recent studies have
shown that during adolescence, girls suffer a significant

drop in self-esteem, which affects their performance.
Other studies have shown (ref. 5) that women in technical

fields share certain personality traits. Are these the same

traits that helped these individuals avoid or survive a drop

in self-esteem and performance experienced by the

average adolescent girl? How can the school system
change to keep these students performing in math and

science during this phase of their lives? Studies suggest

an emphasis on cooperation and problem solving (ref. 6)

rather than competition does reduce alienation of these
students. In addition, science and math events tailored to

girls (reL 7) appear to convince them that science and
math are fundamental to many careers.

Physical changes accompanying adolescence are probably
no more difficult for girls than for boys, because radical

physical changes take place in all adolescents. There is no
evidence of a significant difference in overall mental

capabilities, although intriguing differences in some com-

ponents of mathematical thought, such as pattern recogni-

tion and spatial resolution, have been uncovered. The
societal forces appear to simply be harsher on girls, and to

be responsible for the adverse changes in mathematical

performance.

Why do the majority of adolescent girls appear to lose
interest in mathematics? Why are other students unim-

peded, as is proved by the growing representation of
women in the technical fields?

Regardless of the causes, it is important to take steps to

help adolescent girls get past this predictable hurdle in

their lives. It is important to keep girls involved in learn-

ing mathematics and science to keep their future options

pffr._lr_,_ _._[ _..ANK NOT F)LMFD
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open. After a brief overview of current developmental

theory, the results of recent studies are summarized in the

following sections. Proposed solutions are repeated in the

summary.

Background: Psychological Framework

A condensed outline of current psychological develop-

mental theory is sketched out below to provide a
framework for discussion of adolescence and

pre-adolescence.

The personality is defined by psychiatrists as the sum

total of all an individual's experience, because it is

believed that every event that happens to a person has an

impact on their personality (ref. 10). There are three main

schools of thought on development of the personality:

• heredity vs. environment

• mechanistic vs. organismic

• critical periods

The heredity vs. environment theory refers to the well-
known nature vs. nurture issue. The mechanistic vs.

organismic theory argues that a person is either like a

mechanism, rigid and unchangeably responding to events

in life, or more like an organism, evolving and flexibly

changing when necessary. The critical period theory

asserts that a person is staged to learn and evolve only at

certain critical times in life. The critical period theory is

the cornerstone of Erickson's "eight stages of man"
model, which is almost universally accepted today. For
this reason, it is discussed below.

Erickson's eight stages of psychosocial development

(ref. 8) are shown in table 1. Erickson's framework for

development covers a model for development over the

individual's entire life. Few age limits are shown in the

table, because each person has a different maturation rate.

Psychiatrists believe that most individuals do not progress
through all stages completely. The stages of life relevant

to this discussion are latency and adolescence.

Latency is the period of life from ages 6 to 12 for most

people. This is a joyous time for children, as they are

expanding their horizons and grasping new concepts.

Their attention is easily engaged, and they repeatedly

experience a sense of mastery over new skills. In grades

1 to 7, they learn to read, to write, to solve problems in

mathematics, to ride a bike, etc. The crisis of latency is

the clash between the active industry of learning and the

developing feeling of inferiority. For the first time they

are cognitively aware of shortcomings in themselves.

Self-doubt, possibly even shame, over one's self or family
now comes to the forefront of consciousness. Positive

role modeling can have a significant impact here, before

the child becomes a teenager. The most important rela-

tionships center around the school and the neighborhood.

Adolescence is the next period of life. Because this stage

is so variable for different people, Erickson provides no
age delimiters. The central crisis at this stage of life is that

of ego identity versus role confusion. The ego identity or
sense of self is strong, and children want to be treated

more as individuals. Freedom, independence and the right
to choose one's own friends, clothes, or books become

important to them. This is when children start to question

authority, in particular, their parents. They mentally put a

distance between themselves and their families, and want

their friends to replace their parents as the center of their
social lives. This is the time when children are "launched"

into the world. Role confusion refers to the sorting of

sexuality and of where they fit in the world. They already
know where they fit in their families. This stage can be

very painful for some children. They feel a strong need to

be in agreement with their peers, rather than conforming
to their parents. The leadership models at this stage are

usually an idealized teacher, a rock star or movie star, or

the most popular and attractive child at school. The

smartest adolescents never appear to be idealized by their

peers.

Erickson's theory asserts that the social clues and cues are

different for the two genders as they grow. The media,

role models, books, schools, parents and relatives all send

out subtle, or not so subtle, messages about what is

expected of a person.

Children absorb new information and messages

constantly. According to Piaget (ref. 9), it is the job, or

the life's work, of children to develop the ability to

measure things out, to delay gratification with some
degree of stability and internalized control, and to be able

to understand and conceptualize differences. Piaget did

widely accepted work on how children organize informa-

tion, how they take in new concepts and information and

gradually learn to apply it to the environment. They are

constantly adjusting their ideas, synthesizing new infor-

mation and using the new synthesis in new applications.

Piaget gave an example to illustrate the changes in the
child's process of thought. Witnessing a one-gallon

container of water being poured into a tall, narrow, empty
container, a younger child will insist that the tall container

holds more fluid, because it is so much taller. An older
child understands that the two containers hold the same

amount of fluid, because the child saw that all the water

came from the one gallon container.
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Adolescence is an important time in life. According to

English and Finch (ref. 10), an adolescent has several jobs

at this stage of life.

• to attain emancipation from the parents

• to choose a vocation

• to accept their sexual identity and goals

• to integrate their personality in the direction of altruistic

goals

• for girls: to make the difficult choice between a career,
homemaking, or only recently, a balance of both career

and homemaking.

Regardless of psychiatric theory, most girls do not choose
a vocation at this stage of life. There are two probable

causes. First, the marriage-versus-career choice may

consume so much of their energy that they are unable to

focus beyond that conflict, although many girls try to

deny the existence of the conflict entirely. Second, girls
are not forced or encouraged to choose a vocation by the

adults in their lives, their parents and counselors.

In summary, theories of psychological development

provide a framework for understanding the changes and
conflicts confronting the adolescent girl.

Non-traditional Women?

In her study and overview of the literature on women in
male-dominated professions, Ashburn (reL 5) reported

that

"those women who have entered the top

professional fields have had to have

extraordinary motivation, thick skins,

exceptional ability, and some unusual

pattern of socialization in order to reach

their occupational destinations. Intelligence
and education are apparently not sufficient

conditions to predict professional
achievement."

Asburn painted a stark picture in the 1977 work. The

stereotype existed in the popular literature of the profes-
sional women as the masculine, dominating, aggressive,

insensitive, probably less-than-competent woman in a
man's world.

This stereotype was not affirmed by statistical analysis of
available surveys and personality inventories, which

portrayed a positive image of actual professional women.

The personalities of women in non-traditional occupa-
tions exhibited four main focal points: independence,

intelligence, feelings and ego-strength. They were more

independent and inner-directed than the average, they

were not as sociable, and they were more radical and

adventurous. Presumably because they are a minority

both among women and among professionals, they had

less ego-strength and Were less self-assured. Like all

women, women scientists had been trained to be support-
ive of others, to listen, to stroke. Ashburn remarked that

these behaviors were probably incompatible with aggres-

sive professionalism and ego-strength. In a typical

finding, female and male medical students were equally

intelligent, effective, aggressive, etc., but the women

placed more importance on relationships, were more

accepting of feelings, and more alert to moral and ethical
issues.

Psychiatrists attempting to explain and categorize women

making non-traditional career choices have produced two
theories: the "deviance" hypothesis and the "enrichment"

hypothesis. The "deviance" hypothesis asserts that such
women are deviants from traditional middle America, in

what appears to be a tautology. The "enrichment"

hypothesis asserted that women who chose nontraditional
work have been exposed to more alternatives and recog-

nize a greater variety of options for women, often by
contact with a different culture or a variety of jobs.

Ashburn cited quantitative evidence for the enrichment

hypothesis.

Things have changed to a large extent since large num-
ber's of women returned to the work force outside the

home. Women don't have time to "think pink" anymore.

Up to the 1960s, gender differences had more cultural
relevance than today, and they determined a person's role

in life to a greater extent.

In summary, analysis of personality surveys of women
scientists showed an unusual constellation of personality

traits and experiences. These traits may have been neces-

sary for these women to survive the school system and

embark on scientific careers.

The Impact of the School

For the AAUW report, Bailey (ref. 4) surveyed a large

body of recent statistical studies on the effect of the

school system on female students. Bower (ref. 1) and

Brush (ref. 11) recently summarized this and other related
work for a wider audience. One statistical study indicated

that girls suffer from a large drop in self-esteem when

they become teenagers. Girls also expressed less interest

in professional careers, less interest in math and science,
and less confidence in themselves than did boys. The

students with higher self-esteem liked science and math

more than the average student in the study.

The effect on self-esteem was measured by surveying

2400 girls and 600 boys, aged 9 to 16. One fourth of the
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students were Black or Hispanic. The students were from
36 schools spread across the United States. The survey

included questions about a student's sense of well-being,
if they liked themselves, etc. The study reported sharp
drops in self-esteem as the students began junior high
school for both sexes, but that the number of girls who
were unhappy with themselves was greater, and the loss
of self-esteem was worse in girls.

Girls rarely play with boys after age 5. However, girls and
boys do compete in the classroom. Scholastics is the only
area that the two groups interact or compete in. Girls and
boys act and learn in different ways, but coeducational
schools tailor their instructional methods to the learning
style of boys (ref. 1), emphasizing, for example, competi-
tion. This has the result of causing girls to doubt their
academic abilities.

Coeducation itself appeared to have a detrimental effect
on the girls learning. Gilligan (ref. 6) showed that small
mixed-sex groups have been shown to have an adverse
effect on girl's learning. Girls who said they did poorly in
math and science blamed themselves, but boys who said
they were unsuccessful in math and science blamed the
subject itself, saying they thought it was useless.

Ashburn (ref. 5) proposed an interesting new perspective
on the value and significance of competitive drive, citing
studies on the motivations of scientists. Almost 40% of

the men but only 25% of the women gave the "publish or
perish" or the competitive atmosphere of their institutions
as a strong motivation, whereas 75% of the women and

almost half of the men cited "fascination with the prob-
lem" or a preference for research as a reason. Also,
considering recent scandals among scientists, the value of
competitiveness must be questioned. A competitive envi-

ronment has been repeatedly shown (ref. 2) to discourage
girls, and a cooperative environment has been shown to

encourage girls. Gilligan (ref. 6) reported that girls gener-
ally learn best and had the greatest self-confidence work-
ing in collaboration with other students and teachers,

rather than in competitive situations. Boys, on the other
hand, did best on competitive tasks or in games with a
strict set of rules.

Kimball (ref. 2) summarized a formidable body of
academic literature, relying on statistical analyses of girls'
performance in mathematics. The article focused on a

significant, well-documented, but largely ignored
finding: that girls receive better grades in math than boys,
although boys do better on standardized test than girls, as
has been much publicized.

Sex-correlated difference in mathematics performance on

standardized tests appear in grades 8 or 9, and generally
favor boys. Older studies or studies reflecting smaller

sample sizes reported larger sex-related differences on
standardized tests than do more recent studies. Meta-

analysis indicates that this probably reflects recent
improvements in girls' performance in mathematics, due
to reduced stereotyping of math as a male domain and

increases in the number of math classes girls currently
take as opposed to reflecting a change in publication
policy allowing studies showing small-magnitude effects
to be published.

However, when mathematics grades are used to analyze
differences in mathematical performance between girls
and boys, the opposite trend is observed (ref. 2). Differ-

ences, when measurable, almost always favor girls, and
this holds consistently across high school and college
samples.

This is particularly surprising because many studies have
shown that the classroom environment is less favorable to

girls than to boys. Boys receive more of the teacher's
attention, are more active in class, and receive more
encouraging remarks.

To illustrate, in grade 2, boys had more academic contact
with teachers, a difference that has been estimated

amounting to 6 hours of instruction over one year. Studies
of grades 5 to 9 found few overall differences, however,
when math and sciences classes were separately studied,
trends appeared correlating the students role-related
expectancies with their performance. One surprising find-
ing indicated that the students who received the most

attention in these classes were high-achieving boys and
the low-achieving girls. In high school classes for older
students, consistent differences in treatment are still

found. For example, girls received 84% of the discourag-
ing comments and 30% of the encouraging comments.

Overall the classroom appeared to be an unfavorable and

depriving environment (refs. 1 and 2) for girls when
compared against boys' experiences.

This may account for the fact that girls are consistently
less confident of their math abilities than boys. Mathemat-
ics may serve as a red flag to indicate a student's confi-
dence level (ref. 2), because students with low confidence

may tend to avoid math, where one is likely to make
highly visible errors. Highly confident students may pre-
fer math to more subjective verbal subjects, because in
math the student is likely to be able to demonstrate, to
objectively prove, her/his ability by the successful
solution of a math problem.

That boys take more elective math courses than girls has
been well-documented. In addition, studies have shown
that boys have more experience outside the classroom
related to science and math than do girls. However, the
effect of enriching experiences with mathematics outside
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the classroom has not been well studied. One aspect of

such extracurricular experience is toys. One study (ref. 2)

of a group of girls in accelerated math and science classes
documented that,

"a commonly remembered experience was

trouble convincing their parents to buy them

toys such as Legos. In particular, chemistry
sets had been much desired with little suc-

cess unless they were only children, the
oldest of several girls, or separated from

their brothers by a large age span."

Specific studies are needed to relate the extent of
extracurricular math experiences to mathematical or

scientific achievement, to determine the significance, if

any, of experience with mathematics or science outside
the classroom.

Why do girls take fewer math classes than boys, given
their higher grades? Kimball suggests that the girls' lesser
extracurricular math and science experience, and a pre-

sumed rote approach to mathematics undermines their
confidence and their motivation for pursuing math

courses. Studies suggest that, even when they did very
well in their current math classes, girls were more likely
to believe this resulted from hard work than innate ability,

so they did not regard this as proof that they would con-
tinue to excel in math. Sex-role conflict plays a role as

well, in terms of discrimination, stereotyping, and down-

playing of even a gifted girl's achievements in science or
math. In addition, the conflict between motherhood and a

demanding career may reduce a girl's interest in pursuing

an engineering or scientific career.

Kimball recommended that good math grades earned by

girls be taken seriously, by parents teachers, counselors,
and the girls themselves. Grades are an important measure

of achievement, and it is unclear why grades show an

opposite trend of girls' and boys' abilities from that of
standardized tests.

It is believed that good grades have not been used to help

girls fulfill their potential, due to the low expectations for

the girls' future held by the parents and other significant
adults. Parents and teachers can be influenced, even by

popular media reports, to take a girl's good grades seri-

ously. This may in turn improve the girl's confidence and

performance, and encourage her to take more math
COUrses.

A recent article by Brush (ref. 11) probes why women are

still under-represented in the sciences at this time, and

proves that the early school and social environments are

not solely responsible for the shortage of women in

engineering and science. The obstacles of the college and
work environment may even override earlier effects.

A great deal of effort has gone into recruiting women into
technical fields, but not to keep women from dropping

out. Furthermore, in light of the institutional barriers still

in place, Brush suggests that individual women may in

fact be even acting in their own better interest to drop out
of these fields. This work summarized an extensive body

of literature on the chilling effect of the college and the

work environment on women's careers. The following

have been quantitatively demonstrated or are strongly

suspected to be effective obstacles to women's success in

science and engineering: stereotypes of scientists, text-

book stereotyping, publicity about older, dubious studies
on women's supposed mathematical inferiority, bias in

the Scholastic Aptitude Test, financial aid cutbacks, sexist

and combative attitudes among students and scientists,

and the glass ceiling. Brush's recommendations are
included with other recommendations in the summary.

The current laws, books, and newspaper want ads, have

either fundamentally or superficially reduced sexual

stereotyping. On toys and in commercials, the "doers"

still tend to be boys, with the girls depicted as "helpers".

This is progress from the "helpless" image portrayed
before the 1960s. In the 1978 edition of a well-known

physics text, the earlier illustrations, all featuring males,

were replaced with new illustrations, which could be
construed as either male or female.

The large body of data on cognitive sex differences has

been publicized and has a strong impact on popular

thought, but objective examination shows dubious claims
have been made. Brush shows that no significance can be

attached, for example, to the differences in spatial per-

ception abilities favoring boys for two main reasons: the
effect is small, e.g., one-half of one standard deviation,

and the effect is inconsistent with spatial ability mea-

surements in cultures where this ability has some actual

relevance in everyday life. In addition, recent studies have

shown girls outperforming boys on a different component
of mathematical thought, that of pattern recognition.

Brush suggests publicizing the recent studies, to defuse

the popular belief that it has been somehow scientifically

proven that girls are "inferior" in math.

On the effects of the tenure and similar promotion

systems, Brush points out that it is counterproductive to
discourage women from entering science for fear of a

temporary drop in productivity due to time spent caring

for young children, and it is also counterproductive to
discourage highly intelligent citizens who are scientists

and engineers from having children.
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Summary and Conclusion

The focus of this work is on fostering survival of the

adolescent girl through the earlier school years without
her getting sidetracked from the mathematical and scien-

tific curriculum. Regardless of the environment awaiting
her, it is impossible for her to enter the scientific and

technical fields without the fight educational background.

Specific remedies proposed include improving the

school system's treatment of its female charges, empha-

sizing grades in counseling and scholarship decisions,

de-emphasizing the SAT, publicizing recent research that
refutes stereotypes on females' mathematical abilities,

reducing the emphasis on competitiveness, funding long-

term intervention programs for girls, and tearing down

institutional barriers that conflict with family life.
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Table 1: Erickson's eight stages of psychosoclal development

Stage/age Conflict Significant relations Favorable outcome

Oral-sensory Trust versus mistrust Primary caretaker

(0-12 mos.)

Muscular Autonomy versus shame Parents

(12-36 mos.)

Locomotor Initiative versus guilt Family

(3--6 yrs.)

Latency Industry versus inferiority School, neighborhood

(6-12 yrs.)

Adolescence Identity versus role Peers, leader models
confusion

Early adulthood Intimacy versus isolation Partners in friendship,

sex, etc.

Middle adulthood Generativity versus Shared labor and

stagnation household

Maturity Integrity versus despair "Mankind"

Trust and optimism

Self-assertion, self-control, feelings of

adequacy

Sense of initiative, purpose, direction

Productivity and competence in physical,
intellectual and social skills

Integrated image of oneself as a unique

person

Ability to form close personal relationships
and make career commitments

Concern for future generations

Sense of satisfaction with one's life; ability

to face death without despair
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